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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR FAIRFAX COUNTY 
- - - - x 
BEATRICE E. BECKNER, 
Complainant, 
vs Chancery No. 177432 
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORP., 
et. al., 
Respondents. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x 
VOLUME IV 
Thursday, February 20, 2003 
Fairfax, Virginia 
The above-entitled cause came to be heard 
before the Honorable Gaylord L. Finch, Jr., a Judge in 
and for the Circuit Court of Fairfax County, in courtroom 
4E, Fairfax County Judicial Center, 4110 Chain Bridge 
Road, Fairfax, Virginia, beginning at approximately 10:10 
o'clock a.m., when there were present on behalf of the 
respective parties: 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd • 
. 10521 West Drive 





2 On behalf of the Complainant: 
3 WARREN R. STEIN, ESQUIRE 
Warren R. Stein, PC 
4 203-K Harrison Street, SE 
Leesburg, Virginia 20175 
5 (703) 771-9120 
6 On behalf of the Respondent, 
7 
8 
Friendly's Ice Cream Company: 
JOHN EDWARDS HARRISON, ESQUIRE 
Harrison & Hughes, PC 
9 
221 N. Washington Street 
















On behalf of the Respondent, FriendCo: 
J. JONATHAN SCHRAUB, ESQUIRE 
Schraub & Company 
1481 Chain Bridge Road 
Suite 200 
McLean, Virginia 22102-5702 
(703) 893-8484 
Also Present: 
SANDRA L. HUGHES, ESQUIRE 
• 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
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1 Q 
•• 
J<obert u. Heckner 
Direct Examination 
7 
All right. Do you offer your help and 
2 assistance to your mother in managing some of her 
3 affairs? 
4 A Well, yeah. Yes. 
5 Q Did there come a time when your mother 
6 executed a general power of attorney in favor of you? 
7 A Yes, sir. 
8 Q All right. I'm going to hand you that 
9 document and ask you if you can identify it. 
10 A This is it. 
11 Q Is that your mother's signature on the 
12 back page? 
13 A Yep. 
14 Q Did you know about it at the time? 
15 A If I did, I forgot it for a while. 
16 Q Okay. To your knowledge, has this power 
17 of attorney ever been rescinded or revoked? 
18 A No. 
19 Q Does this power of attorney permit you to 
20 manage, lease, sell, or otherwise deal with your mother's 
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A Okay. It started out on the 11th really. 
Mom said to me that evening, take me to the store 
tomorrow. I said, sure. The next morning I called her 
and I says, I'm on my way. I go down to her house. I 
get there about 9:30. Mom's not ready yet, so I sit 
around for a while and wait. I guess about 10:00 or 
10:30 we went on down to the Super Giant. We go to the 
Giant and Mom's not really shopping. She's more like 
pushing the cart through the place. I asked her, well, 
do you want me to help you get anything or push anything? 
All of a sudden she just looks at me and she says, I 
ain't got any money. I haven't got any money in my 
account. I looked at her. This is the first I've heard 
of this in my life, you know. What do you mean? She 
just repeats it again. Well, then she just continues to 
go on shopping. I follow her around and I wonder what 
does she mean by this. She never said it again. We go 
through the line, check out what she got. It kind of 
surprised me, she didn't get that much. So, we go out, I 
go get the car. As soon as she gets in the car she sits 
there and looks directly out the window and says, I'm not 
getting any money. I don't have any money. I don't have 
any money in my account. I kept looking at her. All of 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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a sudden she says, I had to cash a $2,500 CD. I'm 
thinking what do you mean, I didn't even know you had 
one. I was thinking that to myself. She just keeps on. 
So,:· we' re right there next to the First Virginia Bank. I 
said, okay, I'm going to drive over and talk to them. 
This just didn't make good sense. 




A Right across the street from Giant. So, I 
go and I park. Mom just sits in the car. She doesn't 
say much. I go in. I walk up to one of the tellers and 
I say, Hi, my name is Robert Beckner. My mother's name 
is Beatrice Beckner. I says, has she got any money in 
her account? Well, the girl looks at me and she says, 
Beatrice Beckner? I said, yeah. So, then she picks the 
phone up and she calls on the phone. About that time 
Sean comes over. 
Q And Sean is who? 
A Sean Roberts. He's the bank manager. 
Q All right. 
A He comes over and he says, Hello, Bob. I 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
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1 say, Hi, what's up? He said, your mother was in here 
2 yesterday. I says, she was? Yeah, her and some other 
3 lady and they signed some papers. I says, they did? I 
4 says, what were they? He says, I don't know. I said, 
5 well, what happened? He says, well, I was so busy I 
6 couldn't tell that day. He says, all I can say is your 
7 mother looked a little bit distressed. I says, she did? 
8 I said, what did she do? She wasn't her usual laughy 
9 self. Huh. I said, well, let me go back out and talk to 
10 Mom. 
11 Q Well, did he shed any light on the 
12 question of the account? 
13 A No. 
14 Q Okay. 
15 A Not at that time. 
16 Q Okay. 
17 A So, now I'm concerned. I says, uh-oh, now 
18 what has happened? I go back out to the car. Mom's 
19 just, you know, sort of sitting there, looks at me when I 
20 get in. I looked at her and I says -- by the way, she's 
21 about half asleep and I say, Mom, did you sign any 
22 papers yesterday here? She just looked at me. I said, 
23 Mom, have you signed some papers in here yesterday? No 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
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1 reply. It's like she doesn't know what I'm talking 
2 about. So, I say, let's go home. So, I take her back to 
3 her house. We go in. Mom doesn't even pay any attention 
4 to her groceries, didn't even want to drag them out of 
5 the car. So, I get them out of the car and I bring them 
6 in. She's sitting at the table. so., I says to her 
7 again, Mom, what happe~ed yesterday? Tell me. What was 
8 this paper you signed? Have you got anything here that I 
9 can see? No reply. All of a sudden she starts again, I 
10 don't have any money in my account. I looked at her. I 
11 am really surprised. I say, I don't understand this. 
12 Where does this keep coming from. And she just kept it 
13 up. I just sat down, just sat there for a few minutes. 
14 I'm thinking, I don't understand this, I better head back 
15 down to the Bank. By this time, I guess it's getting 
16 pretty late. I think the Bank closes at two o'clock. or 
17 something like that. When I got down there, they were 
18 closed. So, I went around and got in line for the 
19 window. I pull up to the window and I said, Hi, I'm Bob 
20 Beckner. Can you get Sean over here for me, please? He 
21 comes to the window. He's upset. I said, Sean, Mom is 
22 saying she doesn't have any money in her account. Can 
23 you help me here? He looks up on his little computer 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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there and he turns around to me and says, no problem, 
your mother is fine. Well, then I start to think, well, 
I'll go home and look at her bank statements. That'll 
tell me. I can figure out from the statements what is 
going on. I head back to the house. I get back there 
and Mom's fine. She's just walking around, you know, 
putting away everything in the kitchen. I go in and say, 
Mom, I want to look at your bank statements. They're in 
the dining room. I go in and I find that month's and I 
find her book register and I'm looking through the book 
register to see if any checks have been written, or 
anything. Things look right to me. I said Morn, your 
money is fine. You've got plenty of money here. What's 
wrong? No response. So, I just kind of, you know, sat 
there and looked at her. I says, tell me more about 
these papers you signed yesterday. Nothing. She doesn't 
know a thing about it. I said this just does not make 
sense. So, about then I said, I'll tell you what -- I 
told her, too -- I_ said, I'm calling Sandy Hughes. I 
said, is that the person? No reply. I called up over 
there where she works. Again, nobody you know, they 
said she's not here -- the receptionist, a young girl. I 
says, would you please tell her to call me. Whoa. 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
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Excuse me. Back up. The girl says she's not here. I 
says, who is in charge of that place? She says, quite a 
few people. Why? I says, is there a man there by the 
name of Norman? She says, yes, he is. Can I speak to 
him, please? 
Q And are you referring to David Norman? 
A Yeah. He comes on the phone. He' s very 
quiet. I said, my name is Robert Beckner. I said, I've 
been trying to get hold of Ms. Hughes. Would you please 
ask her to call me? He was just, you know, about normal. 
Just said, okay, yes, sir. That was it. I hung up. I 
went back to Mom. I say, Mom, let's go down and see Dr. 
Turner. Boy, she went off. Boom. I mean, she started 
cussing Dr. Turner. She started cussing everybody in 
sight, everybody I could think of. I never seen this 
before in my life. 
Q Does your mother -- Have you ever seen 
your mother curse people before? 
A Very, very seldom, Buddy -- very. 
Q So, was this unusual? 
A Oh, yeah. 
Q Okay. 
A The way she was cussing, I never heard 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
(703) 591-3004 
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four-letter words come out of her mouth like these. I 
mean, this is the kind of talk I hear mechanics talk. 
This is not my mother. I go, oh, me. I just looked at 
her and I said, Mom, want to go down to Dr. Turner's? 
No. So, I said, I think I'll go down there. I'm pretty 
upset and nervous myself here. I don't know what is 
going on. I can't get anything right. So, I go back 
down. Dr. Turner's not open yet. I go by the bank. 
It's open. I go back inside this time. I said to Sean, 
you know, I can't understand Morn. She's just completely 
going off about her account, not having anything in it, 
not getting anything, nothing. I don't understand this. 
I says, I'm going over to see Dr. Turner. Sean says --
He reaches in his pocket and pulls out a card and gives 
it to me and says, give this to Dr. Turner. Tell him if 
he needs anything, let me know. I says, okay. I looked 
at him and said, do you know Dr. Turner? He says, oh, 
yeah. I go to him. Okay. So, I went over and saw 
Turner. I'm sitting in Turner's office. Of course, you 
know, I just came in off the street. He doesn't see 
anybody quite like that. He likes appointments. So, I 
had to sit there for quite a while. Well, about fifteen, 
twenty minutes go by and he comes out and says, go on in, 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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Bob. Well, I went back and I started telling him -- I 
says, you know, Morn signed some papers and she won't tell 
me where they are, what they are. I said, she doesn't 
even act like she knows. I said, she's cussing people, 
hollering. He says, can you go get her? I says, she 
doesn't want to come down here. I says, she's just 
sitting there. I said, I'm not going to drag her down. 
He says, well, I don't know what to tell you. About that 
time my pocket phone rang. I looked at it and I says, 
ah, hold on a minute. I answered the phone. I said, 
Hello? A voice comes on and says, Hello, is this Robert 
Beckner? I said, yeah. This is Sandy Hughes. Hi, how 
you doing? I'm fine. I said, did my mother sign some 
papers with you yesterday? 
Q What did she tell you? 
A Well, she won't say. I said, I can't even 
find them. So, a little bit of a pause and she says, 
well, if she hasn't told you, I don't feel I need to. I 
go, whoa. I says, you know, my mother can't hear, she 
can't see. Thirty minutes later she doesn't even 
remember who you are. I says, the next day you are a 
memory -- you're not even a memory to her on things. She 
comes back and she says, well, I got old people of my 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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own. Don't be too hard on your mother. Good day. That 
was it. I looked up at Dr. Turner and he just kind of 
walked over to the door. He was just standing there like 
this (indicating). He says, what's that? I says, I'm at 
a bigger loss than ever now. I says, I'm going to go 
back over to Mom's house and find those papers. 
Q Did you? 
A Yeah. I went straight back there. I went 
in the house, sat down in the chair. By this time, it's 
after five o'clock, or so. The day is really going fast. 
I look at Mom and I said, Mom, there are some papers in 
this house that you signed yesterday. You know where 
they are. Are they here? Do you know where they are? 
No reply. So, I start systematically going through 
everything. I went through her table in the dining room. 
I went through the table tops everywhere. I started 
looking underneath the cloths on the table, everything. 
I went back through her dishes. You know, I'm just 
searching everything in the kitchen and the dining room, 
because I know she won't go out of those two rooms. I go 
back into the dining room and I start going through her 
little short cabinet she's got for her dishes and 
silverware, and things. I open it up and get down to the 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
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19 
third drawer and between all the placernats there is this 
paper. I pull it out, looked at it. I bring it back in 
and I show it to Morn and I says, is this it? She just 
looks at me. I'm dead serious. I am -- She's just not 
saying. She's tight, like this (indicating). So, I go 
over and sit down at the end of the table and I start 
reading it. I said, Mom, this says $1,850. It does not 
say $8,000. 
Q Why would it say $8,000. 
A Because she told me the week before that 
Sandy Hughes promised her $8,000. I said, yeah. I stood 
there and looked at it a little more and got down to 
another part. I said, Mom, I don't see any provisions in 
here at all for a cost of living for you, or anything. 
Nothing from Mom. I keep on reading. r get down to 
where it says a bank and I said, Mom, this says -- Just 
about that time I start to say this says bank and she all 
of a sudden says, you can do this. You can do this. 
Yes, you can. It's all right. You can do this. I 
looked over there and I thought this is new, and I just 
stare at her. She's not even looking at me, she's 
looking out the window. And I go, durn, this is -- this 
is different. I just stop right there and think, huh. 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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So, I keep reading the thing, reading the name on it, and 
everything. I'm looking. The date is there, everything. 
I can feel that it has been perforated. Somebody's done 
the -- you know, the notary public. And I thought to 
myself Mom's got the original copy here. How come? I go 
to the phone to call Mr. Hammer. Well, by then he's 
gone. He's out of his office. It's just about the end 
of the day. I just said, I'm hungry. I said, I'm going 
home. So, I went home and spent the rest of the night. 
The next morning I called Mr. Hammer. He said, well, 
your mother signed. I've got to resign. And I think I 
said to him, man, please don't leave us in the cold here. 
What's going on? He says, I'll get your mother some 
help. 
You can take it from there. You know what 
happened. 
Q Thank you very much, Mr. Beckner. 
MR. STEIN: I don't have any further 
questions of this witness. 
THE COURT: Any questions? 
MR. SCHRAUB: A few, Your Honor. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SCHRAUB: 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
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not until around March 6th, 7th or 8th of 2002 that you 
first raised the issue that you thought maybe somebody 
ought to manage your mother's affairs. 
A I don't really recall. But --
Q Let me just refresh your recollection, 
because I want 
A Okay. 
Q All r1ght. On page 59 of your deposition 
you were asked: Have you ever suggested to your mother 
that you should manage her affairs? Answer: When this 
started, yes, I started to suggest that. Question: When 
was that? Answer: Right around the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th. 
Question: Of March? Answer: Uh-huh. Question: That 
was the first time? Answer: That was about the first 
time, yes. You're right. 
Does that sound accurate to you? 
A That sounds accurate, yes. 
Q Okay. Good. And after this litigation 
started about -- the litigation that we're involved in 
now -- after this litigation started you first began a 
proceeding to have your mother declared incompetent? 
A No. I wouldn't. 
Q You didn't start that proceeding? 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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A Huh-uh. I wouldn't dare. I mean, my 
mother is not completely incompetent, sir. 
Q Well, did 
A Let me make that clear. My mother is 
sharp and good at a lot of things. But then you talk to 
her a while and you see she just doesn't understand 
things. She just sort of drifts off. And I feel for her 
there. I think somebody ought to be watching closer -- a 
lot closer than what they were. 
Q Okay.· So, she has - - it would be fair to 
say that -- Again, looking back now to the beginning of 
last year -- January, February, March of last year -- she 
had good days and she had bad days? 
A She had more bad days. 
Q She had good days and bad days; right? 
A Okay. She had good and bad, uh-huh. 
Q Okay. And in her good days -- by your 
perception, in her good days she was pretty darn near 
perfect? 
A In the morning she was pretty good. 
Q Say that again? 
A In the morning she was pretty good. 
Q And as the day went along perhaps she got 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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a little tired and --
A Yeah. 
Q Okay. All right. Were you aware, Mr. 
Beckner, that your mother had requested that Mr. 
Christopherson attend a meeting that Ms. Beckner, your 
mother, had set up with Ms. Hughes -- that Mr. 
Christopherson attend that with her? 
A No. 
Q Okay. Mr. Christopherson never told you 
that? 
A No . 
Q Okay. Were you ever aware that Mr . 
Christopherson refused to attend a meeting; said he was 
otherwise occupied and couldn't attend a meeting that he 
was aware of that your mother was having with Ms. Hughes? 
A No, I didn't. 
Q All right. Were you ever aware, sir, that 
Mr. Christopherson gave your mother advice as to what it 
is your mother should talk to Ms. Hughes about in the 
meeting that Mr. Christopherson said he couldn't attend? 
A No. 
Q Okay. So, would you agree with me that 
the problem that you have from your point of view with 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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the Second Amendment is not that your mother was not 
competent to sign it, but that in your view she should 
have shown it to somebody else, like Mr. Hammer? 
A Of course. There should have been 
som~body present. 
Q Right. The issue, though, in your view 
was not that your mother was not competent to sign it; it 
is that it would have been better in your view had she 




MR. SCHRAUB : Thank you. I don' t have any 
-- One minute. With the Court's indulgence. 
THE COURT: Sure. Take your time. 
MR. SCHRAUB: One more question. 
BY MR. SCHRAUB: 
Q Did you ever become aware, Mr. Beckner, 
that Mr. Christopherson had an opportunity to and did, in 
fact, see the Second Amendment before your mother signed 
it? 
later. 
A No. I did not know it until later, much 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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Q Well, you know that the meeting that your 
mother set up with Ms. Hughes was not until Monday --
that Monday, the 11th. 
A No. My mother said she was coming on the 
9th or 10th. That was Saturday and Sunday. 
Q When did your mother say that? 
A Friday. 
Q To you? 
A Yes. 
Q So, you knew on Friday that Ms. Hughes was 
supposed to come on the 9th or 10th? 
A I knew. 
Q And did you plan on being there yourself 
for that meeting? 
A No. Mr. Christopherson was. 
Q So, you were relying on Mr. Christopherson 
to advise your mother in this regard? 
A Yeah, uh-huh. 
Q Okay. 
A And he was there. 
Q All right. And if Mr. Christopherson was 
there and your mother had asked Mr. Christopherson to 
stay and attend the meeting with Ms. Hughes, would you 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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have expected Mr. Christopherson to do that? 
A .r called Mr. Christopherson and told him 
Mom is.going to meet with her. He said, oh, really? Oh. 
Then he went there. 
Q And did you expect that Mr. Christopherson 
would attend any meeting that your mother would have with 
Ms. Hughes? 
A No. 
.Q You didn't expect him to do that? 
A No, I didn't. 
Q You. ·didn' t. think it was his job to do 
that? 
A I didn't know anything about that. Nobody 
mentioned that. Nobody said that she was going over to 
talk to Mom. She was supposed to be talking to Mr. 
Hammer. 
Q I guess maybe I'm the only one who is 
confused. I thought your testimony was that you became 
aware on Friday that there was going to be a meeting --
A Mom said Friday to me somewhere between 
5:30 and 6:00, Sandy Hughes has called. I says, what 
does she want? She wants to meet me. She's offered me 
$8,000 a month. 
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And I looked at Mom and I thought, Jesus, 
man, that's not bad. Then I said, huh-uh. No, Mom. 
Don't meet with her. She said, oh, I'm going to talk. 
You figure, Mom, you know, she's going to talk to 
anybody, you know. And I think, well, she can't do much 
harm. 
Q If Mr. Christopherson knew that there was 
going to be 
A How --
Q If he knew that there was going to be a 
meeting, would you have expected him to attend that 
meeting? 
A If he knew there was going to be a meeting 
would I expect for him to attend that meeting? 
Q To protect your mother's interests. 
A I don't know what he was going to do. 
Q To protect your mother's interests? 
A I would hope so. 
Q Okay. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Thank you, sir. I 
appreciate it. 
THE COURT: Mr. Harrison, would you like 
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Your name to her checks? 
Yeah. 
Okay. 
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MR. HARRISON: Nothing further, Your 
THE COURT: Any redirect? 
.MR. STEIN: Yes. Just a couple, Your 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. STEIN: 
Q Mr. Beckner, with regard to the questions 
13 about Mr. Christopherson and the meeting between your mom 
14 and Ms. Hughes, did a meeting -- do you know did a 
15 meeting between your mom and Ms. Hughes take place on 




No. The next day. 
On Sunday? 
Yes. Sunday somewhere around 2:30, 
20 because I called. Mom said -- Mom was in a real joyful 
21 mood, you know, having a good time. I said to her, is 
22 Sandy Hughes there? Uh-huh, just like that. Now, Mom, 
23 you know better than to talk or do anything. And she 
504 
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says, that's right. You know, she wanted me to get off 
the phone. You could tell that. She wanted to go, you 
know, talk. I said, huh, what are you doing? Just being 
here with her. Why? 
Are we going into the spoons, and 
everything? 
Q If you --
A I said, what are you doing? She said, 
getting silverware out of the drawer. I says, oh, okay. 
Why? She brought ice cream. Oh, okay. No big deal 
there, you know. So, I went back to doing my thing. At 
this time I was around Front Royal when I was talking to 
her on the phone, and there was no way I could get back 
down there. 
That's about it. So, Mom was real anxious 
to get off the phone, so she did. 
Q You spoke with your mother the day after 
she signed the Second Amendment; is that correct? 
A Yeah. Oh, yeah. 
Q In your opinion, do you think she 
understood what it said? 
A No. My mother always said to me I've 
never read it. I never read it, I never looked at it. 
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Q The question to you was do you think she 
understood what it said? 
A No, no idea. 
MR. STEIN: I don't think I have anything 
further, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Any follow-up on that? 
MR. SCHRAUB: No, sir. 
THE COURT: Mr. Beckner, you may be 
excused. You are free to go or you may remain in the 
courtroom, whatever your pleasure. 
THE WITNESS: Do you want me to wait 
outside? 
MR. STEIN: Or stay in. It is up to you. 
Judge, that is the conclusion of our 
witnesses. At this point we would rest. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Your Honor, we would at this 
time move to strike the evidence and have judgment 
entered for the Defendants and renew our previously filed 
motions with respect to acquiescence in regard to the 
acceptance of numerous rent .checks and summary judgment, 
as well. 
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heard all the evidence in this matter -- and graciously 
in terms of the allotment of time, certainly. 
THE COURT: Well, it was certainly worth 
my time. 
MR. SCHRAUB: We do appreciate that, sir. 
I would like to run through this in some 
kind of order, but I would like to at least start by 
saying I do not believe the Plaintiff has proven anything 
-- anything in this case beyond, if you will, the si~ple 
bare bones admitted facts that Ms. Hughes and Ms. Beckner 
spoke to each other and Ms. Beckner signed an agreement, 
the Second Amendment to the lease. I don't believe 
anything else of relevance has been proven at all to any 
degree by the Plaintiff. 
But if we want to look specifically at the 
standards I start, Judge, with the burden of proof in 
this case and the standard that has to be applied. In 
any case involving recision -- and we have three counts 
in this Bill of Complaint that seek recision -- that is 
the only relief that is actually requested here 
recision has to be proven by clear and convincing 
evidence 
evidence. 
not preponderance, clear and convincing 
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And the record should reflect the cases 
the Supreme Court cases of Ayres versus Mosby, 256 
Virginia 228. In order to withstand a motion to strike 
the Plaintiff has the burde~ of establishing prima facia 
by clear and convincing evidence that the decedent 
executed the deed as a result of mutual mistake of fact 
or coercion. 
Knuckles versus Knuckles, Supreme Court 
228 Virginia 25, an action for recision of a deed based 
upon undue influence. The Chancellor should have 
required the Plaintiffs to prove their case by clear, 
cogent and convincing evidence. And, indeed, there are a 
half a dozen more cases that we are prepared to cite from 
Virginia that stand for the same proposition. 
So, in evaluating whatever it is the 
Plaintiff has attempted to prove in this case, it has to 
reach the standard of clear, cogent and convincing, 
beyond any other normal civil standard. 
All right. The first consideration the 
Court has in analyzing the claim for recision based upon 
an allegation of inadequacy of consideration, which is 
count two, or undue influence and overreaching, which is 
count four, the Court has to determine whether or not 
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there is a gross disparity in value exchanged. Is there 
clear, cogent and convincing evidence that there is a 
gross disparity in value exchanged under the contract. 
Well, Your Honor, it doesn't even come 
close in this case. The evidence in this case is -- and 
this evidence really was adduced in the Plaintiff's own 
case -- the evidence is that even if you take Mr. Stein's 
point of view on this thing and call it a wash or near a 
wash, which is absolutely a fallacious analysis -- but 
even if you do, you don't have a gross disparity of value 
exchanged. 
In fact, what happened here, as was 
repeated over and over again by the witnesses is that 
this landlord exchanged the immediate prospect of $1,100 
a month representing guaranteed base rent for a 
restaurant going out of business for the guaranteed 
assurance of $1,800 a month for the balance of the lease 
term. Without getting into a question of whether or not 
it should have been $1,800, $1,900, $2,000 or $3,000, 
which is simply a weighing of consideration, which courts 
do not do, it clearly does not reach the issue of a gross 
disparity or one that -- a contract that would be 
unconscionable in the sense of one that no man in his 
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senses and not under a delusion would make. 
That standard was in Management 
Enterprises versus Thorncroft, 243 Virginia 469, in 
defining unconscionability for purposes of a commercial 
5 contract. One that no man in his senses and not under a 
6 delusion would make on the one hand, and as no fair man 
7 would accept on the other. 
8 Do we have clear and convincing and cogent 
9 evidence that that is the case? I believe, obviously, we 
10 do not. There is no evidence at all, much less clear, 
11 convincing and cogent . 
12 The fact that Ms. Beckner met with Ms. 
13 Hughes doesn't prove in a court of law -- or in a court 
14 of equity for that matter -- doesn't prove anything at 
15 all. It is a fact, but it doesn't stand as proof of 
16 anything. It is not proof of overreaching. It is not 
17 proof of undue influence. It is not proof of 
18 unconscionability of consideration. It is not in and of 
19 itself proof of anything, and that is all the proof is. 
20 There is a lot of collateral testimony 
21 that Ms. Beckner had the advice of attorneys, or the 
22 opportunity to have that advice. There is testimony that 
23 she didn't like one of her attorneys, Mr. Hammer. There 
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is testimony that she asked her other attorney, Mr. 
Christopherson, to be there and Mr. Christopherson, while 
very nicely accepting a check that he made her pass 
across the table said, I'm sorry, I can't go with you to 
5 the meeting. I won't be there, but you ought to talk 
6 about and discuss these particular issues. There was a 
7 lot of that testimony that she had the opportunity for 
8 legal advice if she wanted it. 
9 There is testimony that her mental state -
10 - if you want to say at best or at worst, however we want 
11 to put it -- was she had days that were very good, in 
12 which she was -- whatever perfect means but she was 
13 operating certainly within her faculties. And there were 
14 days when she was more tired, or portions of a day where 
15 she was more tired or more confused than at other times. 
16 That is the standard state of somebody who is eighty and 
17 - - or for lots of people. It does not constitute a 
18 legally cognizable deficiency. 
19 The Supreme Court of Virginia has 
20 indicated that in order to have an issue raised with 
21 respect to the mental status of a party sufficient to 
22 carry the claim of recision, you have to show what the 
23 Court has called great weakness of mind. That phrase 
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appears over and over again -- great weakness of mind. 
And I would suggest, Your Honor, that 
there is no evidence presented by the Plaintiff, much 
less clear, cogent and convincing evidence, that at the 
time this Second Amendment was executed that Ms. Beckner 
had any serious weakness of mind. There had been no 
effort to have any kind of a conservator appointed for 
her at that point in time. In fact, she was essentially 
living on her own, handling her own affairs on a day-to-
day basis, certainly with the assistance of her son where 
he thought it was necessary. It is not al.together 
obvious that she thought it was necessary. 
So, Your Honor, we never get beyond, I 
would maintain, the first step of the analysis, which is 
gross disparity or unconscionability in terms of 
consideration. If that is not there, the rest of the 
case falls completely, because there is nothing else 
left. The deal was not unconscionable by any stretch of 
the imagination, and the evidence is really that it 
wasn't in any sense unfair. It was a deal that had 
benefit to her, or could reasonably be argued by any 
rational standard to have benefit. 
That's not to say that there might not be 
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deals that could have been better or would have been 
better. There is no evidence those deals could have been 
made or were available. And the deal that was made had 
plausible, reasonable benefit to both sides of the 
transaction. That is as far as the Court can go in 
analysis. 
If the Court does go farther than that and 
says for some reason we are going to look past what is an 
obvious adequacy of consideration, I would again suggest 
to the Court that there is no evidence at all that there 
was either a gross weakness of mind on the part of Ms. 
Beckner at the time, nor is there any evidence that there 
was any cognizable undue influence or overreaching by 
FriendCo or Friendly's in connection with this 
transaction. 
There is no evidence, Your Honor, 
. presented -- none -- as to what exactly it is that 
happened as between Ms. Beckner and Ms. Hughes except for 
the testimony of Ms. Hughes, who was called in the 
Plaintiff's case. There is no contradictory evidence to 
that. 
And we come back to what I raised at the 
beginning of the case of Massey versus Fernstone and the 
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presumptions that apply in Virginia to testimony that is 
credible and uncontradicted presented in the Plaintiff's 
case. 
Ms. Hughes testified as to the series of 
events that transpired between Ms. Beckner and Ms. 
Hughes, and that it was Ms. Beckner who constantly told 
Ms. Hughes that she did not want to be represented by 
counsel, she wanted to deal with Ms. Hughes, she read the 
documents, she understood the document, she understood 
what she was getting out of this, and she wanted to make 
the deal; and that Ms. Hughes never suggested any deal to 
her, never opportuned her to sign anything at all, and, 
therefore, never, in fact, exercised undue influence 
or influence, for that matter -- beyond what comes 
naturally from two people talking to each other in a 
relationship. 
And if the law is going to presume that 
once a person passes a certain age they can no longer 
talk to people in a commercial setting when there is no 
evidence beyond that of any undue influence, or so, then 
I think we are carving out a new and very dangerous area 
of law, and it is not the law in Virginia. 
So, I would suggest, Your Honor, that 
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1 there has been no evidence proven which satisfies a 
2 single element of a single claim that the Plaintiff has 
3 made in this case, and certainly, you know, there could 
4 never be said to have been evidence of the particular 
5 standards to the level of clear and convincing and cogent 
6 evidence. 
7 And I would say that the evidence that the 
8 Plaintiff has submitted has to be stricken and judgment 
9 should be entered for the Defendants. And I would also 
10 raise with the Court that there has been no evidence 
11 whatsoever to contradict the fact -- the admitted fact 
12 that rent has been accepted in this case pursuant to the 
13 Second Amendment, which blocks any effort at recision 
14 unless there would be a proffer, which it would be the 
15 Plaintiff's burden to prove -- and no evidence was 
16 submitted that the benefit received was going to be 
17 returned; in other words, that Ms. Beckner was going to 
18 return the difference between $1,100 and $1,800 for all 
19 the months that she took it, cashed it, and received it. 
20 Without a proffer of that, recision falls 
21 on its face. And it has got to be obvious to everybody 
22 that Ms. Beckner has no intention and no desire to return 
23 money that she received in this deal. 
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Be that as it may, they would have to at 
least produce evidence of that in their prima facia case, 
and they did not. Therefore, a renewed motion to strike 
with respect to acquiescence ought to be granted on those 
grounds, as well. 
Thank you. 
MR. HARRISON: I'll try not to repeat Mr. 
Schraub. Any case, particularly any equitable case -- in 
my mind, anyway -- divides itself in two almost 
immediately. There is always the legal issues, and then 
there are always the equitable issues, which are not 
necessarily the same. 
Luckily enough, the law in this case is 
very clear, and I have to say it is precisely as Mr. 
Schraub has stated. Recision, gross inadequacy of 
consideration. There is no proof that converting a 
guaranteed income from a guaranteed interruption of 
income in a failing restaurant was a bad deal for Ms. 
Beckner and a deal that no sane person would take. 
Now, there is one straw man in this case, 
and the straw man is the $800,000 that FriendCo was 
supposed to get if Riggs went in: There is no question 
that FriendCo was laying the groundwork to put Riggs in 
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this position. There is also no question that there was 
no deal yet. Ms. Beckner clearly stated, as did Mr. 
Hammer, that assuming there was a deal with Riggs, she 
would get another bite at that apple. She would have 
more leverage, because she would have to agree to it. 
She knew it. Mr. Hammer knew it. The fact that Mr. 
Christopherson was somewhat confused on that issue is 
irrelevant to this matter. 
The fact is she did have a hold, if there 
ever was that deal, and she had another bite at the 
$800,000 if she wanted to. 
Fundamentally, however, from an equitable 
perspective, it is hard to dice it finer than she gets a 
new $800,000 bank building and FriendCo gets $800,000 in 
cash. That seems to be on its face a very fair deal. 
that nobody 
And I would urge upon the Court the idea 
nobody -- has testified as to the 
fundamental economic unfairness of that transaction. 
Now, that is count two and count four. 
Count four, recision unjust enrichment. Unjust 
enrichment as a count is just plain silly. .The concept 
of unjust enrichment is an implied contract concept. 
And, typically, when you plead unjust enrichment you 
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don't get recision; you get disgorgement. If all you 
were going to get for unjust enrichment was recision, 
frankly, it would be a more popular torte, because you 
wouldn't have to give back the ill-gotten gains, you 
could keep those and go back to the beginning again and 
start over again to unjustly enrich yourself. It is just 
not a ground for any purpose granting recision. 
Now, the evidence, consideration. Mr. 
Schraub, I think, covered that. The problem with the 
evidence on consideration is the one expert they had 
admitted that she did not follow the rules when she 
prepared her appraisal. She admitted her appraisal was 
fatally flawed in the real business world; that anybody 
in business would want to know the effect of the fourteen 
years remaining on the lease. She admitted that. 
When she is tossed, there is nobody else, 
other than Ms. Beckner as the owner, who can testify as 
to the relative value. And Ms. Beckner testified that 
she got the $1,850, and that was what she asked for, and 
Ms. Hughes said that, and Mr. Stein is stuck with the 
uncontradicted testimony, even of an adverse witness. He 
put it on in his case in chief. He gets it. There is no 
other evidence with respect to whether the deal was fair. 
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Now, Ms. Beckner negotiated almost a 
doubling in the price originally offered. The Court may 
recall $5,000 was the original offer and it went to 
almost $9,000. She negotiated a $4,000 increase. 
Going to overreaching. Ms. Hughes no 
trust relationship -- Nobody established any trust 
relationship, any reliance, any idea that Ms. Hughes was 
doing anything other than negotiating on behalf of 
FriendCo and/or Friendly's. Ms. Beckner and Ms. Hughes 
both said that she was not overly worried that the place 
would go dark, but she did understand what that meant. 
Ms. Beckner called Ms. Hughes each time 
they got together. There were two or three telephone 
calls. There were three meetings. This does not make a 
case of where somebody is just closeting someone. I will 
come to a case that.was decided recently by the Chief 
Judge of this Court, which I will cite to the Court as an 
excellent example of this, where the person literally cut 
the mother off from the remaining members of the family. 
Mr. Robert Beckner had access to his 
mother. Mr. Christopherson had access. Mr. 
Christopherson even gave advice to Ms. Beckner regarding 
the specific Second Amendment that was ultimately signed. 
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The fact that Ms. Beckner elected not to have Mr. Hammer 
there and Mr. Christopherson elected to abandon her is 
between her and her attorneys. 
Now, it is important to note, as well, 
that either the Saturday or the Sunday before she signed 
the document on Monday that Mr. Christopherson thought 
she was competent enough to meet with Ms. Hughes -- her 
lawyer, long-time lawyer Mr. Christopherson thought 
she was competent enough to tell her specific issues to 
negotiate with Ms. ·Hughes that he thought were important. 
That does not an incompetent person make. 
Mr. Stein even later thought she was 
competent enough to sign the Bill of Complaint. That 
does not an incompetent person make from three exposures. 
Presumptively, Mr. Stein met her more often than that. 
Ms. Beckner's deposition has been accepted 
into evidence. Ms. Beckner's deposition and Ms. Hughes' 
testimony is entirely congruent. There are a few 
differences, I submit to the Court. Both of us having 
had some experience with the testimony of witnesses, you 
worry when there are no differences. There are some 
differences between them. Those differences are not 
material. 
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The Bill of Complaint, however, is 
entirely different from Ms. Beckner's testimony in the 
deposition. The Bill of Complaint, unfortunately, has no 
sworn testimony supporting it. If you look through the 
deposition you will see at page 28 and 30 she remembers 
the names of friends and she spells their names. This is 
in a deposition in an adverse lawyer's office after she's 
been there for a while. 
At page 38 she says her physical health is 
good. At page 52 she remembers Mr. Jackson recommending 
Hammer, just as Mr. Jackson remembered in this courtroom 
that he had recommended Mr. Hammer. At page 57 she 
states she wants to take a hammer to Hammer, just as her 
son said that she said to Mr. Hammer's face. At page 63 
she refuses to be led. She does not recall being upset 
after the questioner suggests that she was. She 
identifies her signature by recalling various documents 
that were signed on page 68. 
On page 82 she corrects the cross examiner 
saying I don't use words like that, not allowing the 
lawyer to lead her or to dictate her answers. And page 
89, as of the deposition Mr. Stein after the time the 
Bill of Complaint had been filed had never seen her 
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folder of business documents. Page 89 again the cross 
examiner suggests something, again she says, quote, now, 
that I don't remember. 
There is a profound difference, Your 
Honor, between being obligated as an attorney to protect 
a client and being allowed as an opponent to negotiate 
directly with someone who has stated that they have fired 
their lawyers and they don't want them. It was not Ms. 
Hughes's job to protect Ms. Beckner. Protecting Ms. 
Beckner was Mr. Hammer's job when he did not even answer 
a letter from Ms. Hughes for over eleven days regarding 
substantive matters that he knew were under discussion 
directly with his client. He knew they were important, 
he knew that timing was critical, and for eleven days 
actually never -- he didn't pick up the telephone, he 
didn't call, he didn't do anything after Ms. Hughes told 
him you've been fired, Buddy, get off the horse. 
Protecting Ms. Beckner was Mr. 
Christopherson's job when he determined that Ms. Beckner 
was smart enough to pay him the $300 he asked for, and 
that he could not stay, and that she was fully qualified 
and capable of talking to Ms. Hughes. If Mr. 
Christopherson had wanted to, presumptively he could have 
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picked up the telephone, called Ms. Hughes and said, 
look, I know there is a meeting scheduled, I really wish 
you would let Mr. Hammer be there. I know you got my 
letter. I know I sent it not to you but to Mr. Norman, 
but do you think you could do that, schedule it for a 
time when someone else could be there. It didn't happen. 
Didn't happen. 
The big straw man in this case has been 
the allegations of wrongdoing on behalf of Ms. Hughes 
only, I might add, by Ms. Stein. Ms. Beckner doesn't say 
that in her deposition, and she doesn't support those 
allegations. Ms. Hughes's conformed to the Bar guidance. 
Even an eighty-year old woman has a right to say I'm done 
with this lawyer, I'm going to do it myself, particularly 
if the lawyer won't help me. 
She had the advice of counsel. She had 
the advice of counsel prior to signing the document. She 
had the advice of counsel regarding the specific 
document. 
For those reasons, based on the case in 
chief of the Plaintiff in this matter, we would request 
that the case be dismissed. I agree with Mr. Schraub, 
Your Honor, that the facts have to be proved by a 
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1 heightened standard of proof, clear and convincing, and 
2 not a single one is. 
3 The plea in bar very quickly. With a plea 
4 in bar you always go back to the case. What is it about? 
5 It is about recision, fatal defect. There is no offer to 
6 put the Defendant in status quo. There is none. The 
7 absence of that is fatal to any claim for recision, 
8 absolutely fatal to any claim for recision. 
9 Counts two, three and four all ask for 
10 recision. They all ask, frankly, for recision of ·both 
11 the original lease and the Second Amendment to the lease, 
12 although Mr. Stein dropped the lease in his opening 
13 statement, as I understood it. 
14 But Ms. Beckner has accepted checks. Ms. 
15 Hughes said it. Other witnesses said it. She has cashed 
16 them or negotiated them. She has kept the money on those 
17 checks. She has no right to that increased rent. That 
18 money must be refunded, must be offered back. This is 
19 clearly an important case. There clearly is real money 
20 at risk. 
21 We are talking about a cite that is 
22 rapidly depreciating in value. Your Honor, this case 
23 needs to be over. We would ask the Court to end it. It 
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1 should have frankly been ended by the plea in bar when it 
2 was filed before. It certainly needs to be ended today. 
3 Thank you, Your Honor. 
4 THE COURT: Let me see Judge McWeeny's 
5 case . Show it to counsel . 
6 MR. HARRISON: The cite on this, Your 
7 Honor, is Beek versus Speakman, 57 Virginia Circuit 501, 





MR. STEIN: Do you have a copy for me? 
MR. HARRISON: No. I didn't know he was 
going to ask for it. 
MR. STEIN: I understand. I understand. 
13 In that case, Your Honor, I'm going to have to review it. 
14 THE COURT: Can you burn a copy of it for 
15 him? Have you got an extra? 
16 MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, the one 
17 provision that I meant to say and I apologize to the 
18 Court for not mentioning -- Mr. Schraub made several case 
19 law citations to cases that held that changes in deeds 
20 had to be proved by clear and convincing evidence. Judge 
21 McWeeny expressly holds that the same standard applies to 
22 deeds and contracts, and that is set forth in the 
23 statement, I believe. Mr. Schraub is going to give me 
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l the cite -- maybe not. 
2 Just a second and I'll give you the cite. 
3 It is one of the highlighted portions, Your Honor. 
4 THE COURT: All right. 
5 MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
6 THE COURT: Listen, I'm going to take a 
7 ten-minute recess to give you a chance to look at that. 
8 
9 
MR. STEIN: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: And you can have your 
10 opportunity to respond when I come back. 
11 MR. STEIN: Thank you, Your Honor. 
12 (Brief recess from approximately 11:20 o'clock, 
13 a. m., to approximately 11: 50 o'clock, a. m.) 
14 THE COURT: All right. I exceeded my 
15 break time. I apologize. I had an emergency come up. 
16 All right. Go ahead. 
17 MR. STEIN: Yes, Your Honor. First, I 
18 would like to say may I remain at the table? 
19 THE COURT: You certainly may. You can 
20 refer to your notes. Just take your time and relax. 
21 MR. STEIN: Thank you, Your Honor. 
22 I would have to say, first, there seems to 
23 be something disturbing about an argument that 
526 
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essentially says Mr. Christopherson was negligent in 
def ending against what I think we have characterized as 
the degradations of Ms. Hughes. I think that what we 
have to show here are several elements of several 
different theories. 
Let's start first with the question of 
inadequacy of consideration. We have alleged gross 
inadequacy. Now, the Defendants have tried to focus on 
the wrong side of the comparison. They try to compare 
the base rent that Ms. Beckner was going to receive and 
make much of this go dark notion and then say 
essentially, oh, she received more under the Second 
Amendment than she received previously. 
We have asserted and Mr. Christopherson 
has testified that it is, at best, a wash between what 
she was receiving and what she was to receive under the 
Second Amendment. I believe the Court did the 
calculation and determined that based on the most recent 
average of the percentage rent which she was receiving 
that she was now going to receive $69 and change more 
than she had previously received. 
And the Defendants have focused on that 
aspect, the comparison of what she had previously versus 
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what she now has. That is the wrong focus, Your Honor. 
Under the Derby versus Derby doctrine, and that is 8 
Virginia Appeals 19, 378 Southeast 2nd '74 -- I'm 
ref erring to headnote 12 and 13 which stand for the 
proposition here -- It says, however, we find that the 
evidence did support a finding that a gross disparity 
existed between the value of the properties that the 
parties would receive. 
The appropriate comparison here is between 
what was Ms. Beckner going to get out of this Second 
Amendment versus what were the Defendants going to get 
out of it, and on that the evidence has been quite clear. 
Ms. Hughes has told us that the intention of this 
arrangement and its progress was that this was in 
furtherance of the Riggs deal, and that from the Riggs 
deal they were going to receive $800,000 cash. 
Now, they've made a lot of noise about she 
also gets some building. Well, maybe that might have 
happened and maybe it didn't, but it is not part of the 
Second Amendment under any circumstances. 
So, it seems to me that the appropriate 
comparison when we are measuring inadequacy of 
consideration is what was the one party going to get out 
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1 of the deal versus what was the other party going to get 
2 out of the deal. And we submit that the appropriate 
3 comparison is marginal gain on her end -- Ms. Beckner's 
4 end -- the marginal gain on their end. Those numbers are 
5 $69 and change a month for Ms. Beckner, $800,000 for 
6 these Defendants. 
7 And we submit that if that isn't gross 
8 inadequacy of consideration, then there is no vitality of 
9 that notion anymore. It seems to me that that is clear 
10 and convincing. And that is the first thing we have to 
11 do is look at gross disparity. 
12 We have to look at great weakness of mind. 
13 Well, what evidence do we have of that? As in most of 
14 these cases, you don't have the luxury of having a doctor 
15 having examined the Plaintiff the day before an action 
16 took place, but what do we know. Well, we have seen Ms. 
17 Beckner's condition firsthand today when she took the 
18 stand and testified, among other things, that she had met 
19 Mr. Hammer for the first time that day and that he had a 
20 full head of hair. It was quite apparent that Ms. 
21 Beckner's condition today is not such as would leave her 
22 in control of her faculties. 
23 Now, how do we go from there to her 
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condition as of the time that she executed the Second 
Amendment? Well, we have to do it by means of inference. 
What do we have? We have Mr. Jackson's testimony that he 
spent that same day that the Court heard Ms. Beckner 
testifying with her; that he had ridden with her, eaten 
lunch with her, had spent several hours speaking with 
her; and that her condition today, last Wednesday, was 
substantially the same as it was during the March 7th 
meeting. And he has known her for forty years. I would 
submit that that testimony is entitled to great weight. 
We have Mr. Beckner's testimony that as of 
the day after she executed the Second Amendment that she 
didn't know what it was that she had signed, that she was 
-- in her deposition that is what she says, among other 
things, when being handed a copy of the Second Amendment 
-- that this is the first time that she has ever seen it. 
Now, that is found at pages 161 to 163 of the deposition, 
and it follows several hours of testimony that she had 
given regarding the Second Amendment. Suddenly, she has 
never seen it before. 
Well, what do we have? We have certainly 
a snapshot of her mental condition now and a relation 
back to prior to the execution of the document, four days 
530 
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before on the 7th. We have a picture of her condition 
the day after she has signed this document. We have Mr. 
Beckner's testimony that his mother is sitting there 
saying to no one in particular, you can do this, you can 
do this, you can do this, which I submit is evidence that 
her will is being overcome here. 
Now, we also have to have a third element, 
and that thi~d element has two prongs to it; either 
suspicious circumstances or gross inadequacy. We contend 
that we have them both, and we contend that they are here 
by clear and convincing evidence. 
First, as to suspicious circumstances. 
Well, I think this case is replete with them. We have a 
circumstance where it is argued that Ms. Beckner 
contacted Ms. Hughes. And I don't doubt that that 
happened on at least one occasion. But we also have a 
stream of testimony from Mr. Hammer that, indeed, 
negotiations were ongoing between he and Ms. Hughes. 
There is no question that this was the subject matter of 
it. And when Mr. Hammer learns that Ms. Hughes has been 
in contact with his client, he writes a letter and he 
says, back off, leave my client alone, and your latest 
offer is rejected. 
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Well, that wasn't exactly music to Ms. 
Hughes's ears. So, what does she do? She writes a reply 
on March the 1st and says your client told me you've been 
terminated. Does she seek written evidence from Ms. 
Beckner at this point? She does not. Does she call Mr. 
Hammer? She does not. Does she tell Ms. Beckner that 
she will wait and see if Ms. Beckner wants to get another 
attorney? She does not. In fact, her own testimony is 
she immediately proceeded that day to drafting the Second 
Amendment. 
She didn't make an inquiry as to whether 
Ms. Beckner was represented. She made a statement that 
she wasn't. 
Now, I submit that that is pretty 
egregious conduct, but it gets worse. Because what 
happens is a week after that she gets a letter from Mr. 
Christopherson that says in somewhat nicer language than 
what Mr. Hammer had used the same thing. Mr. Hammer is 
the point of contact. Make all of your communications 
through him. And Mr. Christopherson testified that he 
faxed that letter over to Ms. Hughes and he placed a call 
to Ms. Hughes, which she doesn't deny but she didn't 
return either. 
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I find it disingenuous that Mr. Harrison 
suggested that he could have called. Well, he did, and 
he testified that he did and that she didn't return the 
call. 
Now, what happens after that? Well, the 
next day Mr. Christopherson goes over to Ms. Hughes's 
house -- excuse me -- to Ms. Beckner's house. And, yes, 
now he does learn for the first time that Ms. Hughes has 
received the second stay away from our client letter, and 
that she intends to ignore it. Ms. Beckner asks him if 
he can stay for a meeting, but the evidence is that 
meeting never took place anyway. So, it seems to me that 
it is disingenuous to suggest that Mr. Christopherson is 
at fault for not attending a meeting of which he had no 
prior notice and which never took place. 
There is much talk of the Massey doctrine. 
I think we need to address what Massey doesn't address. 
First, Massey doesn't apply to statements of opinion. 
So, any time we've got somebody that says I think I did 
that, or I might have done that, Massey doesn't cover 
that. Massey doesn't cover equivocal testimony. Nothing 
in Massey elevates deposition testimony over any other 
testimony. The Court still has to weigh it. It is not a 
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1 magic bullet that because it is in a deposition 
2 transcript now it is irrefutable. It is on the same 
3 footing as any other testimony, and the Court can still 
4 weigh this. 
5 What's more, there is an implicit notion 
6 in Massey that we are discussing cogent testimony, 
7 coherent testimony. What we have here is a woman who is, 
8 I would submit, at least on the cusp of incapacity. I 
9 don't know whether she is over the edge yet, or not. 
10 That is not my decision to make. That may fall to the 
11 Court. But the point is is that we have certainly 
12 established by, I believe, clear and convincing evidence 
13 that she suffers from great weakness of mind, and did at 
14 the time. 
15 Now, much is said that weakness of mind 
16 may not be sufficient, but it is also said that the -- it 
17 is usually couched in wills cases -- that the testator 
18 has to know and understand the objects of his bounty and 
19 know fundamentally what it is that he is doing. We 
20 submit here that Ms. Beckner did not know what it was 
21 that she was executing. She was unable to tell us what 
22 that amendment did. 
23 It seems to me that if we've got somebody 
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who doesn't understand and appreciate the nature of her 
action that we fundamentally have a problem with 
attempting to enforce it here. 
As to an issue regarding the acceptance of 
rent, she has, in fact, accepted some ~f the rent. She 
has not accepted all of it, although I don't believe that 
there was any testimony regarding how much she did or did 
not. I believe there was testimony that some of -- or a 
proffer -- that some of the checks~ -- all but one, to my 
knowledge -- that were negotiated had restrictive 
endorsements on them. And, indeed, they did. 
However, not all of the checks were 
negotiated. Ms. Beckner retains right here, Your Honor -
- right here two of these checks that have never been 
negotiated that she has marked as void. She·has not 
accepted fully the rent under the Second Amendment. And 
what is more, we don't know what rent she would or would 
not be due if the Second Amendment were voided, because 
were it voided she would still be entitled to rent --
they are still in the property however, she would be 
entitled to base plus percentage. We don't know what 
that is until the end of the year. I don't know how 
it is that they can argue that she has fully accepted the 
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benefits of the bargain here when that is plainly not the 
case. 
As to a confidential relationship between 
Ms. Beckner and Ms. Hughes, I submit that what we have 
here is nigh on virtual representation of Ms. Beckner by 
Ms. Hughes. What do we have that supports that? Well, 
we have the contacts between Ms. Hughes and Ms. Beckner. 
We have Ms. Beckner's testimony that Sandy Hughes never 
told her that she was an attorney, and she didn't learn 
about that until much later. 
We have negotiations taking place, if that 
is what they are to be characterized as, on the Second 
Amendment. There are only two parties to the Second 
Amendment; they are Friendly Ice Cream Company and 
Beatrice Beckner. 
In t~e Defenda~ts' answer at paragraph 19 
they deny that Sandy ~ughe~ was representing Friendly's. 
Well, I think this begs the question, even though I don't 
think that that claim passes the red face test 
that it begs the question of who, then, is she 
representing? 
I think 
Well, what does she do for Ms. Beckner? 
She says, tell me how much money you want, and I'll take 
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it back to Friendly's. She writes not one but two 
letters on Ms. Beckner's behalf. She treats as . 
confidential the information regarding the Second 
Amendment in that she refuses to share that with Robert 
Beckner. She testifies that she goes to Ms. Beckner's 
house and that she brings highlighted portions of the 
lease and goes over them. I contend that is the giving 
of legal advice. She claims to be respecting Ms. 
Beckner's wishes not to contact either Mr. Hammer or Mr. 
Christopherson. 
I don't seriously contend that she was, in 
fact, representing Ms. Beckner. I do, however, contend 
that she is dancing so close to that line as to render 
inevitable the conclusion that they did, in fact, have a 
relationship of confidence. Now, what witnesses told us 
that? Well, Ms. Beckner told us that she trusted Sandy 
and that she didn't believe that Sandy would cheat her. 
Mr. Christopherson told us that Ms. Beckner loved Sandy 
and loved Friendly's and trusted her. 
Sandy Hughes herself when asked by the 
Court do you believe you had a relationship of trust with 
Ms. Beckner was silent for an unusually long period of 
time -- I'll be it was at least ten, maybe fifteen 
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seconds -- before saying, no, she didn't think so, but 
then admitted that all of her actions that followed were 
based entirely upon her statement that Ms. Beckner had 
told her that Mr. Hammer and Mr. Christopherson were no 
longer working for her. She based potentially career 
limiting moves on the verbal assurance of an elderly 
woman here that was absolutely flatly contradicted by 
written letters. 
It seems to me, Judge, just to recap 
there, our first theory is gross inadequacy of 
consideration. Now, that doesn't require any elements of 
capacity, and it doesn't require any elements of a trust 
relationship. Those may color it, but it doesn't require 
it. It simply requires a deal which on its face is so 
grossly inadequate in terms of what the parties 
respectively receive such that no man in his right mind 
would accept that and no fair man would offer it. And I 
say that is $69 a month versus $800,000, and I say that 
is gross inadequacy of consideration. 
Turning over to our fourth count, which is 
both overreaching and undue influence. In terms of undue 
influence, we are entitled to a presumption in law of 
undue influence. And that is in accordance with -- if 
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the Court will bear with me just a moment -- Martin 
versus Phillips, 235 Virginia 523. That case stands for 
the proposition -- and it distinguishes between cases 
involving wills and cases involving leases or deeds --
that in the matter involving leases or deeds that the 
Plaintiff has the burden of making a prima f acia showing 
of three elements. They have to show great weakness of 
mind when the document was executed; that the grantee 
stood in a confidential relationship to the granter; and 
-- here we have an A or a B -- that the consideration was 
grossly inadequate or that the transaction occurred 
amidst circumstances of suspicion. 
We contend that we have shown both A and 
B, but it is important to note that A or B would suffice. 
We believe that we have shown that there 
was, indeed, great weakness of mind at the time of this 
execution. We believe that we have shown that there was 
a relationship of trust or confidence here between Ms. 
Beckner and Ms. Hughes. And we believe that we have 
shown that there is, indeed, either gross inadequacy or 
suspicious circumstances. 
We believe that we have made an adequate 
showing that we are now entitled to a presumption of 
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78 
undue influence here. It may now fall to these 
Defendants to rebut it, but we believe we have now 
established it. 
In the case that was cited, the Beek and 
Speakman case -- just a moment, Your Honor -- I note that 
headnote 8 outlines essentially the elements that I've 
just related from the Martin case. Headnote 10 says that 
to constitute an element of the presumption of undue 
influence the relationship must be accompanied by 
activity on the part of the dominant person in procuring 
or preparing the will. 
Assuming for the moment that that still 
applies here, even though this isn't a will case, it 
certainly appears that we have that instance here. The 
Second Amendment was entirely prepared by Ms. Hughes. 
The March 11th letter, that offensive letter that carries 
Ms. Beckner's letterhead or the appearance of it at 
the top -- was certainly produced by Ms. Hughes. She has 
admitted it. She has testified that she is the one that 
chose its language. It is very convenient that it cites 
all of the elements that she feels are necessary or 
appropriate here to cover her in this instance. 
And I think it is very, very telling that 
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that letter was not produced even to Ms. Beckner until 
after the Second Amendment had been signed. 
Ms. Hughes told us that she was concerned, 
that she was worried that somebody might think the wrong 
thing about this transaction, and that is why she 
prepared it. But every time that she had an opportunity 
to bring this out in the light, she didn't do it. She 
could have had that letter notarized. She could have had 
that letter prepared prior to taking action. She didn't 
do it. She could have copied Ms. Beckner's previous 
counsel. That didn't happen, either. She didn't even 
ask Ms. Beckner to sign off on it until after Ms. Beckner 
had signed on the Second Amendment, in fact, in her 
kitchen with no witnesses, once ~gain. 
Judge, we think these facts are 
despicable. We think they are absolutely atrocious here. 
And we think that we have carried our burden by clear and 
convincing evidence to prevail on the theories of 
inadequacy of consideration that is, gross inadequacy 
-- and also on our theories of overreaching and undue 
influence. 
We would acknowledge that in retrospect 
the unjust enrichment count probably wasn't the best 
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choice. And we would acknowledge that it is generally, 
although not always, reckoned to be a quasi-contractual 
theory. So be it. We believe that we have carried the 
day on counts two and four; gross inadequacy, 
overreaching, undue influence. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Stein. I'll 
give you the last word. Go ahead. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Your Honor, I feel I 
.guess I feel the need to go over .a couple cases to make 
sure that the law is clearly presented here. 
First of all, the Court has heard a week's 
worth of evidence and is -- I'm absolutely convinced 
understands the issue here on this point -- but the point 
is clearly not $69 a month versus $800,000. That is 
apples and oranges. It really is a smoke screen, as is 
Darby versus Darby, because Darby versus Darby was an 
equitable distribution case involving a husband and wife 
who are presumed to be, and are, on equal footing. 
If you put the wife as somebody in that 
case who was bound by fourteen more years of a lease 
somehow or another, then you might have an analogy you 
can make. But Darby v Darby has nothing to do with this. 
The $800,000 that FriendCo was going to 
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get is irrelevant to a decision as to whether or not the 
landlord's consideration in the landlord's position is so 
grossly inadequate as to shock the moral sense of 
mankind, which is another way the Supreme Court of 
Virginia has put the issue and, most clearly, it is not. 
If there is going to be a quid pro quo for the $800,000, 
which there really doesn't have to be at all, the 
intention was and the plan was and the evidence was that 
this deal was entered into so that Riggs could -- the 
Second Amendment was done specifically for Riggs, and 
Riggs was going to build a new bank on the property which 
would increase the value of the property. 
Your Honor, if the Court please, if I 
····could. just take· a ·moment and· go· over ·one or ·two of ... t.hes·e ....... . 
15 cases, because it is so overwhelming that I suppose the 
16 record in this has to reflect it. McGrew versus 
17 Brownfield, Virginia Supreme Court 202· Virginia 418 in 
18 1961, I believe, is when that was -- the question had to 
19 do with the mental capacity to execute a deed for someone 
20 who had lucid intervals and not lucid intervals, as the 
21 testimony was. Anyway, they talked about cases involving 
22 this position of trust and confidence. And the Court 
23 said in those cases the grantees occupied a position of 
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trust to the granters, either as trustee or being closely 
related to the granter and acting -- be closely related 
and acting as an advisor, or by residing in the same 
house with him. 
The notion of a confidential relationship 
has never been extended to the point of someone who meets 
once or twice with a presumptively competent person, has 
some conversations. There was no testimony whatsoever as 
to the substance of those conversations with respect to 
overreaching, or influence, or anything else, except the 
testimony of the person who actually was a party to the 
conversations who says that she didn't make any 
recommendations specifically at all, but carried back to 
her principal the wishes of the other party to the 
transaction. 
In the Henderson case -- Henderson v 
Henderson, 255 Virginia 122 in 1998 -- this was a case, 
Your Honor, where on the issue of incompetency three 
physicians, including Henderson's family physician, 
testified on the date of the conveyance that Henderson 
was incompetent and incapable of making a major financial 
decision. Based upon that, the Court found that 
Henderson had a weakness of mind at the time of the 
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conveyance based upon three medical doctors testifying. 
However, the Court dismissed the claim of undue influence 
on the grounds that they did not prove a confidential or 
fiduciary relationship or a failure of consideration. 
And the Court affirmed that finding and said that 
although there was a weakness of mind, there was no 
evidence of inadequate consideration from which a 
recision could be granted. And the Court then analyzed 
it as a fraud question and said a finding of constructive 
fraud requires proof of false representation of a 
material fact was made innocently or negligently, and the 
injured party suffered damage as a result of his 
reliance, and it must be shown th~t the representation 
was made so as to induce a person to rely on it. 
There is no evidence, Judge. There is no 
evidence of a representation being made, much less a 
false representation being made with an intention to rely 
upon it. Nothing was told. There is no evidence that 
anything was told to Ms. Beckner that, A, would be the 
case and, B, turned out to be the case. There is no 
testimony from Ms. Beckner or from anybody else with 
respect to that. 
Courts simply have not analyzed recision 
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in undue influence cases the way the Plaintiff wants to 
do it in this case. 
Again, Your Honor, Martin versus Phillips, 
235 Virginia 523, 1988. What does the Supreme Court of 
Virginia recognize as a confidential or fiduciary 
relationship? It says the doctrine has been applied to a 
quite narrow set of circumstances. In cases involving 
deeds, the finding of a confidential or fiduciary 
relationship was based upon facts shown that the granter 
depended on the grantee to transact his business or to 
advice or counsel him in matters of a business nature 
involving a certain degree of trust. We have recognized 
a confidential or fiduciary nature in less formal 
relationship such as parents and child, or siblings, or 
caretakers and invalids. It does not simply cover the 
facts of this case. 
The Virginia Supreme Court also noted in 
that case, you know, the right of somebody to manage 
their own property. Indeed, this right brings to the old 
and helpless a consideration which might not be otherwise 
extended to them and should not be whittled away. There 
is a certain issue here of Ms. Beckner's civil rights 
with respect to this. 
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Judge, in Nuchols versus Nuchols, 228 
Virginia 25, the Court found mental incompetence was not 
an issue, per se, in this case since the Plaintiffs have 
no evidence that Nuchols was incompetent to any degree of 
medical certainty at the time of executing the deed. 
They simply can't put on a case like this 
and present no medical testimony whatsoever. They can't 
do it and then say they have proven it by clear, 
convincing and cogent evidence. The Supreme Court has 
not found that. And the Nuchols case says the Plaintiff 
has produced some medical testimony, but they do not even 
suggest it was sufficient to show great weakne.ss of mind 
on the part of Eleanor Nuchols. 
Here we have nothing. We have inference 
and innuendo and suspicion, and that simply doesn't carry 
the day. 
I know during the Court's break the Court 
had a chance to review the Beek v Speakman case. 
THE COURT: I did. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Just about every principle 
is in that case somewhere. 
THE COURT: It was a very pleasant way to 
spend my break. 
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MR. SCim.AUB: Just about every principle -
THE COURT: Then I forgot to go to the 
bathroom. 
MR. HARRISON: That is a bummer. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Does the Court need a second 
break? 
THE COURT: I'm doing that more 
frequently, which is not good. No. All right. I'll 
tough it out. 
MR. SCHRAUB: In Beek v Speakman, 
obviously, there are a lot of points the Court makes in 
that case which are absolutely relevant here, especially 
that the burden shall -- it cannot rest upon their 
suggestion, innuendo or suspicion, and that this whole 
question of undue influence must amount to coercion, 
practically duress, earnest in treaty, importunity -- I 
knew that's why I used that word the first time around, 
because I saw it somewhere -- earnest in treaty, 
importunity and persuasion may be employed. But if the 
influence is not irresistible, it is not undue and its 
existence is immaterial, even though it is yielded to. 
How much stronger a statement can a Court 
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make about the limited narrow range of this? Even if Ms. 
Hughes did what Mr. Stein says that she did, which there 
is no evidence that she did, it would not be sufficient 
absent the strong requirement for medical testimony or 
some kind of clear, cogent and convincing testimony of 
serious pervasive weakness of mind. 
I leave the Court simply with the over-
arching principle from the United States Supreme Court 
itself. Canceling an executed contract is an exertion of 
the most extraordinary power of a Court of equity. The 
power ought not be exercised except in a clear case. 
Whatever this is, Judge, it is not a clear 
case. If Ms. Beckner's side wins this case, which is 
not, I believe, any evidence that is what Ms. Beckner 
wants, she loses. She gets less money. She has to 
return money. It simply is -- It is a baffling situation 
here. But whatever it is, they haven't proven any of the 
elements they need to prove by clear, convincing and 
cogent evidence. 
THE COURT: Mr. Harrison. 
MR. HARRISON: I'll be much shorter this 
time. Mr. Schraub was better. 
Ms. Hughes is my wife, and I'll not 
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respond to the statements regarding her except to say 
that scurrilous innuendo is not proof. 
If you are going to grant recision the 
rules of granting recision are very, very simple. You 
must have proof of the status quo ante, because that is 
what your order is supposed to do. Mr. Stein admitted 
you have no such evidence of exactly how much she 
received or how much is due back. That is his burden if 
he wants recision. That is why you have discovery prior 
to a case. You can ask these questions. You can come in 
You literally are required to proffer it to grant 
recision. 
But putting that aside, there is no way 
this Court can grant recision under any of the grounds, 
because recision is not just set aside the Second 
Amendment, it is put the parties as they were as of the 
date the Second Amendment was signed. And Mr. Stein has 
not given this Court the factual predicate to be able to 
do that. And for that reason alone, the plea in bar and 
this motion must be granted. It is both valid as to the 
plea in bar, and it is valid as an expression of an utter 
failure of proof on the part of the Plaintiff. 
Although it doesn't really need to be 
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said, I think, because the evidence is clear -- Mr. Stein 
made such a thing of it I have to say it. The 
$800,000 is not part of the Second Amendment, either. 
The $800,000 is part of the deal offered by Riggs. And 
the only way the $800,000 comes in is if an $800,000 
brand new branch bank also comes in. 
I find it difficult to parse the 
difference between $800,000 and $800,000. There is 
probably a time/money difference between getting a bank. 
But putting that aside, that is the comparison that Mr. 
Stein says is important. In making that comparison, 
there is no proof of gross deficiency of consideration. 
There just isn't. 
The only thing in the Second Amendment is 
the difference between $1,105 and $600 or $700 a month 
and $1,850 a month, and Ms. Beckner wins that one. 
The questions that Mr. Stein was talking 
about on pages 161 through 163 of the deposition were put 
to Ms. Beckner at almost three o'clock in the afternoon, 
almost exactly the time he chose to put his eighty-year 
old client on the stand, her worst time of the day. We 
allowed her to come on again the next morning. She was 
much better then. We suggested that. He didn't. We 
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If you look at page 80 of the deposition 
earlier in the day you will see the question: And do you 
recall receiving the Second Amendment to the lease 
attached to that letter? Answer: Yes, I do. And you 
got that letter and the Second Amendment to the lease 
prior to the time you met Ms. Hughes on Monday the 11th? 
I'm sorry. Would you say that word again? Okay. You 
got that letter and the Second Amendment to the lease. 
You told me earlier, I believe, you got it on Friday 
before you met Ms. Hughes on Monday. Do you recall that? 
Yes . 
Ms. Beckner in the morning was fully 
cogent. We commend that to the Court -- that deposition 
to the Court. There is no question by the time her 
lawyer got to her in the afternoon -- late afternoon 
she was not as good. 
Bob Beckner absolutely rejected the 
thought on the stand in the Plaintiff's case that his 
mother was subject to great weakness of mind. Good days, 
bad days, but there is nothing wrong with my mother's 
mind. 
The question is how was her mind at the 
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time of execution. The only evidence in the Plaintiff's 
case regarding Ms. Beckner's mind at the time of 
execution was stated by Ms. Hughes, and it is utterly 
uncontradicted and, therefore, binding on the Plaintiff 
and on the c. 
Friendly Ice Cream is the tenant. 
Friendly Ice Cream does not receive $800,000. The 
testimony is Friendly Ice Cream's receipts actually under 
all circumstances go to zero or very little if the Second 
Amendment is signed. They get no benefit whatsoever. 
FriendCo, Mr. Schraub's client, would get 
$800,000 if Ms. Beckner gets it. But the point really is 
here, Your Honor, with respect to my client, Friendly's, 
there isn't even any case anywhere in the world, much 
less in this courtroom, that has been presented that 
there is a factual predicate related to Friendly Ice 
Cream. There never was such a case. 
This case is very expensive. It is a very 
expensive piece of property. It is stupid. It needs to 
be ended. 
Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Harrison. 
Listen, the Court is going to defer a ruling on the 
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motions to strike and I'm going to take the motions under 
advisement. The Court is also going to defer ruling on 
the plea in bar. 
Does the Defendant have any evidence. 
MR. HARRISON: Yes, Your Honor. We would 
call Mr. Kinney to the stand. 
THE COURT: All right. What is his first 
name? 
MR. HARRISON: Paul. He's right outside. 
THE COURT: We're going to plan to go to 
lunch at one. 
MR. HARRISON: Very short witness. I 
think everybody will be done with Mr. Kinney. 
Whereupon, 
PAUL KINNEY, 
a witness, was called for examination by counsel on 
behalf of the Defendants, and, after having been first 
duly sworn by the Clerk of the Court, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. HARRISON: 
Q Please state your name. 
A Paul Kinney. 
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Q What do you do for a living, sir? 
A I'm the Director of Real Estate Services 
for Friendly Ice Cream Corporation. 
Q What is the difference between Friendly's 
and FriendCo? 
A Friendly's is a corporation in 
Springfield, Massachusetts. FriendCo is a franchisee of 
Friendly's. 
Q Okay. And FriendCo operates the 
Friendly's in the mid-Atlantic area? 
A Baltimore, Washington, Delaware, that's 
correct. 
Q All right. Now, with respect to this 
particular area, do you remember a landlord named 
Beatrice Beckner and her late husband? 
calls 
A Yes. 
Q Have you ever talked to either of them? 
A I've talked to Beatrice, yes. 
Q Okay. How of ten did you talk to her? 
A Probably twice. 
Q Okay. Do you recall receiving telephone 
from her around February or March of last year? 
A Yes, I do. 
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Q Okay. Would you tell the Court what 
transpired in the first call? 
A The one call that I took Beatrice had 
called the office, said she wanted to talk to me. The 
secretary put her through. She said she wanted to talk a 
little bit about the Riggs Bank possible takeover of the 
Oakton, Virginia site, said she was not particularly 
thrilled with Riggs Bank and didn't explain why. Then 
she wanted to talk a little bit about the change in our 
lease with her. 
Q Okay. And was that the Second Amendment 
she was talking about? 
A Yes, it was. 
Q Okay. And were you aware that the Second 
Amendment was being negotiated at that time? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. Did she say anything about her 
lawyers at that time? 
A When she started talking about percentage, 
since Ms. Hughes was negotiating, I asked her if she had 
talked to her attorneys. And she said at that point she 
had discharged her attorneys, and that she was acting on 
her own behalf. 
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THE COURT: Go ahead. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. STEIN: 
Q Mr. Kinney when you spoke with Ms. Beckner 
and she indicated, I think you said, that she wanted to 
talk about the lease amendment; is that right? 
A Correct. 
Q What was your response to her? 
A I asked her if she had talked to her 
attorneys about it. 
Q And what was her response? 
A That she had discharged her attorneys. 
Q So, did you tell her anything further? 
A At one point she also mentioned that her 
son was being involved and I asked if her son had his 
attorneys, and she said that she was not involved with 
that. 
Q Did you tell her or indicate to her that 
you didn't believe that your contact with her was 
appropriate? 
A No. 
Q Do you recall having your deposition taken 
on December 19th of this past year? 
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• • Q You were aware that they were being 
handled by Sandra Hughes; correct? 
A Correct. 
Q And Sandra Hughes is not an employee of 
Friendly Ice Cream Company; is she? 
A Correct. 
Q But she is an attorney; isn't she? 
A Yes. 
Q And did you understand that she was 
representing the interests of Friendly Ice Cream Company 
in the negotiations? 
A Yes. 
Q And that was with your knowledge and 
authorization? 
A Yes. 
Q Mr. Kinney, are you familiar with the 
production of rent checks? 
A Yes. 
Q And are you familiar with the production 
of rent checks paid to Ms. Beckner in this case? 
A Yes. 
Q Is it your belief that she has negotiated 
all the checks that were tendered to her? 
560 
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A As of today, I wouldn't know. I haven't 
checked the off ice in the last few days? 
Q All right. Has there been a time when you 
have been aware that she has not negotiated one or more 
of the checks? 
MR. HARRISON: Objection, Your Honor. 
That question is impossible to answer other than yes. 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Repeat the question. 
BY MR. STEIN: 
Q Has there been a time when you have been 
previously aware that Ms. Beckner had not yet negotiated 
certain checks? 
A Yes. 
THE COURT: You were right. He said yes. 
MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. STEIN: 
Q In fact, isn't it true that there are 
still checks produced to Ms. Beckner that are still 
outstanding and not negotiated? 
A I believe so. 
Q Can you identify these documents? 
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A Yes, I can. 
Q What are they? 
A They are Friendly Ice Cream corporate 
checks made payable to Beatrice Beckner. 
Q In what amounts and on what dates? 
A The first check is 4/29/02 for $1,850, the 
second is 5/31/02 for $1,850. 
Q Two month's rent; is that correct? 
A Correct. 
Q They are marked void; aren't they? 
A Yes . 
Q To your knowledge, have any checks ever 
been issued to replace them? 
A I'm not aware of it, no. 
MR. STEIN: I don't believe I have 
anything further, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Do you have any redirect for 
Mr. Kinney? 
MR. HAR.RISON: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. HARRISON: Just a couple of questions 
as soon as I find where I've lost my notes again. 
THE COURT: You can stay at your table, if 
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1 and the affidavit? 
2 A Yes, I do. 
3 Q Okay. Are those the checks that Ms. 
4 Beckner has signed and negotiated? 
5 A Yes, they are. 
6 Q Okay. Would you read off the date of the 
7 first check that is attached to the exhibit? That would 
8 be check number 659888. 
9 A 3/29/02. 
10 Q Okay. And let's go over to 674935. What 
11 is the date on that one? 
12 A It is ineligible here. I can't read it. 
13 Q Okay. If you look on the back on the 
14 endorsement of it there is a date under the endorsement. 
15 Can you see that? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q What is that date? 
18 A 9/11/02. 
19 Q A significant date. Now, check number 
20 680060, can you read the date on that check or on the 
21 endorsement? 
22 A I cannot read it on the check. The 
23 endorsement, I believe, is 7/11/2002. 
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Q Okay. And check 685153, either the date 
on the check or the date on the endorsement? 
A The endorsement is 9/11/2002. 
Q Okay. And the last check, 690251, is 
there a date anywhere on that? I don't believe I 
actually see one. 
A I cannot read the check, and there is no 
date on the endorsement. 
MR. HARRISON: Thank Your Honor. We would 
offer this as Defendants' Exhibit B, I guess. 
MR. STEIN: I'm going to object, Your 
Honor. They have stipulated it is illegible. And it 
seems to me --
THE COURT: Listen, I'll have that go to 
the weight. 
MR. HARRISON: The date is illegible. The 
amounts are not. 
THE COURT: I'll receive it. 
MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
(The document referred to above was marked for 
identification as Defendants' Exhibit B, and admitted 
into evidence. ) 
MR. HARRISON: We would also offer Exhibit 
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A at this time, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: A is already in. Is that the 
deposition? 
MR. HARRISON: That is the deposition. 
We're putting it in our case at that point. 
THE COURT: That's already in. 
BY MR. HARRISON: 
Q Mr. Kinney, is Ms. Beckner entitled to any 
percentage rent until the end of the year and the 
percentages are calculated? 
A No. 
Q Thank you. So, the only thing she would 
normally get for these months would be $1,105 and some 
odd cents? 
A Per month, correct. On the old, yes. 
Q Yes, sir. Thank you. 
MR. HARRISON: Nothing further, Your 
Honor. 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. STEIN: 
Q Knowing that to be the case that you said 
that she isn't owed the percentage rent until the end of 
the year, have you offered to give her checks that are 
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only $1,105 a month? 
A Have we offered? No. 
Q Thank you. Now, you told Mr. Harrison 
that the reason that you indicated that you shouldn't be 
speaking with Ms. Beckner is because it is prudent to 
only go through one person; is that correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Okay. Again, do you recall having your 
deposition taken? 
A That's correct. 
MR. STEIN: May I approach again? 
THE COURT: Please. 
BY MR. STEIN: 
Q I'm referring to page 10, line 6. Do you 
recall being asked: All right. In your testimony you 
indicated that Ms. Beckner had told you that she had 
discharged her attorneys, and yet you said that you 
shouldn't be having that conversation with her. And your 
answer: Uh-huh. And the question: Why was that? And 
your answer: You know, she is our landlord. She should 
be handling her own business dealings. I shouldn't be 
giving her advice. That was my opinion. Do you recall 
giving that answer? 
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MR. STEIN: Just a moment, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. STEIN: Nothing further, Your Honor. 
MR. HARRISON: May the witness be excused? 
THE COURT: May Mr. Kinney be excused? 
Mr. Kinney, you are off the hook. Thank you for your 
time and your testimony. 
Who are you going to call next? 
MR. HARRISON: The next one is going to be 
Mr. Johnson. He'll be a longer witness, Your Honor 
relatively long. He is our appraiser expert. 
THE COURT: Mister? 
MR. HAR.RISON: Robert Johnson, and that's 
it. He is our last witness, plus the other two that we 
already did yesterday. 
THE COURT: Okay. Let's go to lunch now. 
Come back at two. What time do you think you're going tb 
finish today? 
MR. HARRISON: Mr. Johnson -- I would be 
stunned if it takes more than an hour for his testimony, 
Your Honor. 
* * 
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stand, Your Honor. 
MR. STEIN: Your Honor, I would object to 
Mr. Johnson being called here. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. STEIN: And I'm going to offer that we 
did promulgate discovery on Friendly's and ask them 
specifically for a designation of experts, a summary of 
witnesses -- excuse me -- please include in your 
identification the subject matter on which the expert is 
expected to testify, the substance of the facts and 
opinions to which the expert is expected to testify, and 
the summary of grounds for each opinion. 
THE COURT: That was not provided? 
MR. STEIN: It was not. 
MR. HARRISON: Never got the discovery, 
Your Honor. 
MR. STEIN: I've got the fax cover sheet, 
Your Honor, as well as the 
THE COURT: Are you trying to save me an 
hour? Is that what you're trying to do? 
MR. STEIN: I am, Your Honor. 
MR. HARRISON: Never got the discovery. 
THE COURT: Let me see what you've got 
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MR. HARRISON: Let me see what you've got. 
Your Honor, the answer is due February 20th plus three 
days. 
MR. STEIN: I don't concur, Your Honor. 
MR. HARRISON: February 20th is the date 
the discovery was sent because of the -- I never got it, 
that I know of. But whether I got it, or not, it is 
thirty days to answer plus time for mail. 
THE COURT: I thought it was twenty-one 
days. 
MR. HARRISON: Maybe it is twenty-one. I 
give up. Maybe it says it is thirty days. 
THE COURT: Listen, I'll let him testify. 
Let's try to move it along. 
MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. STEIN: If the Court will please note 
our objection. 
THE COURT: I certainly will. 
MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, I move at this 
point in time the telephone records that were previously 
identified by Ms. Beckner as C. I believe they have a 
copy. If they do not, I will provide the Clerk one. 
~----· .... ... 
-· 
---
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THE COURT: She was an appraiser. 
MR. HARRISON: She was, but her document -
THE COURT: He took exception to her 
document. 
MR. HARRISON: Yes. 
MR. STEIN: If the Court will note my 
continuing objection. 
THE COURT: All right. I'll do that. Go 
ahead. 
BY MR. HARRISON: 
Q Mr. Johnson, did you receive an engagement 
from me? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q What was that engagement? 
A To examine the lease and, specifically, 
the amendment to the lease, and make any comments 
regarding what I thought was fair or unfair. Would a 
typical landlord agree to that, or not. 
Q Okay. And what techniques did you use to 
determine whether a typical landlord would find such a 
proposal reasonable? 
A I don't know if you can put the term 
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technique on it. I did an analysis of --
Q Okay. 
A -- the options that are available to this 
site now, maybe looking at it from the landlord's point 
of view. 
Q Is there any difference between what you 
did to make this analysis and what you would do to 
determine the appraised value of a piece of property? 
A Yes. I didn't estimate a value here. 
Q Okay. Other than that, is there any 
difference? 
A Other than I didn't do a valuation here. 
Q Okay. Now, with respect to that, tell us 
what you did do just very shortly for the Court. 
A Okay. I looked at the site and the 
condition of everything that everyone has heard here, I'm 
sure, which is there is a long term lease in place, an 
amendment which has occurred. I looked at the landlord's 
point of view as of the date that the person agreed to 
that amendment. What were the options and what -- if I 





What were the options available for that 
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Q And did you reach a determination as to 
whether or not the option represented by the Second 
Amendment was reasonable? 
A I determined that given the alternatives 
that a reasonable person given the option of signing or 
not signing, or accepting or not accepting that 
amendment, he would accept it, because it is better than 
the alternative. 
MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, that concludes 
my statement, and I move the report that he has filed, as 
well, as Exhibit D. 
MR. STEIN: Objection, Your Honor. The 
basis of his opinion seems to be a question of reasonable 
man status, and I don't believe that he has any 
qualifications to render that sort of an opinion. 
Now, were he here today telling us about 
the value of the building, that would be something within 
his purview. He is specifically telling us I am an 
appraiser, and I'm not here to talk about appraisals. I 
want to put myself in the landlord's position, and I want 
to say if I believe this is, quote, reasonable. I don't 
think he has got the qualifications for it. 
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Additionally, we specifically asked for 
this information and didn't get it. I don't think it 
should be admitted. 
THE COURT: Mr. Harrison? 
MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, when you ask 
for information you've got to send it to the person. We 
didn't get his request for such information. I can 
guarantee you that. I've looked through my files 
specifically for that, because I would have sent it to 
him had we received such a request. 
As far as the problem he suggests with 
respect to the appraisal and the witness's testimony, the 
witness has testified that he is a licensed real estate 
appraiser. The reason he didn't do an appraisal is 
because we're not appraising real property. What we are 
doing is appraising the reasonableness -- or assessing 
the reasonableness of the proposed course of action by 
judging the value of proposed or potential actions by the 
landlord. You can't do a speculative appraisal of 
something that is not there. 
THE COURT: Listen, I'm going to go ahead 
and overrule the objection 
576 
MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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THE COURT: -- and just have it go to the 
weight. 
(The document referred to above was marked for 
identification as Defendants' Exhibit D, and admitted 
into evidence. ) 
THE COURT: Do you have any questions of 
him? 
MR. STEIN: If the Court will indulge me. 
I don't believe I have any questions, Your Honor. I 
would continue our objection. 
THE COURT: The Court has no questions of 
Mr. Johnson. May he be excused? 
MR. HARRISON: He may be excused, Your 
Honor. Your Honor, in the Defendants' case we would put 
in as admissions Ms. Beckner's response to the third set 
of the requests for admissions, which relate to the 
checks, and we would offer that as Exhibit E. With that, 
that concludes Friendly's case. 
THE COURT: The Plaintiff's response to 
the third set of admissions? 
MR. HARRISON: Yes, Your Honor. And for 
the Court's own information, all that does is admit 
receipt and depositing of the checks by Ms. Beckner that 
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were previously identified by Mr. Kinney. 
MR. STEIN: They appear to be entirely in 
order, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. We'll receive them. 
{The document ref erred to above was marked for 
identification as Defendants' Exhibit E, and admitted 
into evidence. ) 
MR. HARRISON: We're done. 
MR. SCHRAUB: FriendCo rests, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Any rebuttal? 
MR. STEIN: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Are you going to renew? 
MR. SCHRAUB: Yes, we renew. 
MR. HARRISON: I also renew. 
MR. SCHRAUB: I don't see any point in 
obviously rearguing it. We argued that ten minutes ago. 
THE COURT: I think you covered it well. 
Listen, I'm prepared go ahead and just entertain closing 
argument at this time. You go ahead, Mr. Stein. 
MR. STEIN: Yes, Your Honor. 
I have already advanced the majority of 
our theory in this case. 
THE COURT: You don't have to go over 
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again what was covered in the motion to strike. I took 
notes. 
MR. STEIN: All right, all right. I would 
like to make a few additional points, though. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. STEIN: It appears that even if it 
were assumed that under the Riggs scenario that a 
building were to be built -- and I observe that that is 
not contained within the Second Amendment -- that my 
client would not be receiving a, quote, new building. 
Mr. Pence told us yesterday that the big day for the 
landlord is when the lease ends. That would be fourteen 
years hence. 
So, it would appear that even under that 
scenario that she would be receiving, assuming she's 
still alive, a fourteen-year old building, not a new 
building. 
I would also point out that there have 
been talk of $800,000 as the value of a building not 
just the amount of cash that Ms. Hughes told us was going 
to be received by the Defendants, but an $800,000 
building. I haven't found that anywhere in evidence. 
I've heard it bandied about, but I haven't heard a single 
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shred of evidence to ~upport it. 
Now, maybe the Court caught something I 
didn't, but I've been attempting to listen for it and 
haven't heard it. 
Mr. Harrison made a very interesting 
observation earlier this morning. He made a big deal 
about the fact that I had called Ms. Beckner as a witness 
late in the day when she was at her worst. And yet I 
would observe that that is precisely the time that Ms. 
Hughes says she regularly visited Ms. Beckner. She said 
that she would stop on her way home. She also told us, 
as did Sean Roberts, that when they went to the bank it 
was after the bank had closed for the afternoon and then 
reopened for the late afternoon into the evening. 
I think their point is well-taken. People 
have ~etter times sometimes than others. And it seems 
that the Court should be aware that when the salient 
events leading up to this suit took place, even by Mr. 
Harrison's own argument, she was at her worst. 
Now, I believe that the actions that we 
complain of here would be egregious regardless of who 
committed them. But I think they are especially 
egregious in light of Ms. Hughes's status as a Virginia 
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1 licensed attorney. And I will remind the Court that we 
2 initially had a discussion in chambers regarding this, 
3 and that that is the nature of LEOs, and so forth, but I 
4 believe Mr. Schraub -- not only did the Court say that it 
5 was allowable, but Mr. Schraub opened the door earlier 
6 today when he indicated that he believed that Ms. Hughes 
? had observed all appropriate legal and ethical guidance. 
8 Well, I don't think that is true. And I'm going to refer 
9 the Court - -
10 THE COURT: I think that may have been Mr. 
11 Harrison. 
12 MR. STEIN: All right. I would ~efer the 
13 Court to LEO 1326. 
14 MR. SCHRAUB: Your Honor, I will object, 
15 for the record, to any discussion or argument based on 
16 the rules of ethics based upon the bench memoranda that 
17 was submitted to the Court. The Supreme Court has been 
18 very specific on this question. These are not to be 
19 considered. They are not the basis of and they do not 
20 form a part of a civil cause of action. And they were 
21 not introduced into evidence in any way, shape or form in 
22 this case. They should not be the subject of evidence or 
23 argument now. 
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THE COURT: I'll let you respond. 
MR. STEIN: Cases are not offered in 
evidence, either, Your Honor. And we submit that these 
are on the same footing. 
Now, it seems that in Mr. Schraub's bench 
memorandum he is citing the fact that LEOs may not form 
an independent cause of a action, a private right of 
action. And I would concur, but that is not what we are 
arguing here today. We are saying that there is a claim 
here. It is merely exacerbated by her status, as the 
Court in sentencing a Defendant looks to that person's 
role and are they held to some higher standard. 
If a fiduciary does something extortionate 
or not in accordance with his accepted role, I think the 
Court would regard that as more egregious than if someone 
who didn't occupy that status performed that same action. 
And I think here it is important --
I am offering this LEO for the notion 
that, quote, the Committee is of the opinion that it 
would be improper for Plaintiff's counsel to communicate 
directly with an individual Defendant absent consent from 
the attorney and despite any agreement by the Defendant. 
582 
So, this issue has been before the 
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Committee in the past. Their argument is essentially we 
knew we were getting letters telling us leave Ms. Beckner 
alone, but Ms. Beckner told us that was okay. Well, this 
LEO stands for the proposition that is not okay. It is 
not sufficient. 
Now, I believe that we would have an 
appropriate claim here, even in the absence of this sort 
of --
MR. STEIN: Your Honor, I respectfully 
request a ruling on this. There is a pending motion. I 
don't want the gentleman to go on with his argument here. 
THE COURT: Well, I think it is part of 
the same thing. Go ahead. 
MR. STEIN: It seems to me that we have a 
fairly well developed line of cases in Virginia where 
attorneys are held to higher standards. We hold 
ourselves out as members of the Bar. We are members of 
the Bar. We are officers of this Court. We are expected 
to adhere to a higher standard. 
And I believe that while independent of 
that role this case would still be egregious, it is much 
more so for the fact that Ms. Hughes knew what was going 
on, knew what her role was, and chose specifically to 
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Now, I will also point out that there is a 
timing concern here. If these actions had taken place 
over a longer period of time -- if, for example, Mr. 
Hammer had made his discovery that Ms. Hughes was 
speaking with Ms. Beckner and he sent her a letter and a 
week or two later she responded and said that, well, you 
know, I've spoken with your client again and she is still 
saying the same to me, and how about we talk about this -
- that might be one set of facts. 
What we have here instead is a concerted 
effort to jump, strike while the iron is hot here. And 
what has happened is -- I do wish, if I may, to recant 
or to recount the chronology of this, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Are you still addressing the 
motion objected to? 
MR. STEIN: I thought the Court had 
essentially said go on. Okay. 
THE COURT: Let's get back to the motion. 
MR. STEIN: Okay. Back to that motion --
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. STEIN: it appears to me that the 
role that someone occupies is a valid concern when the 
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Court is weighing this evidence. And it seems to me that 
Ms. Hughes herself when she writes letters on Deputy 
General Counsel letterhead, and engages in negotiations 
with other attorneys, and represents other parties for 
which she is not an employee, I think she brings herself 
under that umbra. I think she was under that anyway. 
But I think when she specifically wraps herself in Deputy 
General Counsel cloak and proceeds to do what lawyers do, . 
I think it is entirely appropriate for us to measure her 
by standards by which lawyers are· measured. 
THE COURT: I'll give you the last word. 
Go ahead. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Thank you. Your Honor, as 
with everything else in this case, there is law, and the 
there is Mr. Stein's view of what ought to be. 
Ellerdaz versus Kidd stands for the 
proposition in Virginia that you can't use any aspect of 
the disciplinary rules as the basis of a private cause of 
action. Carver versus Williams stands for the 
proposition that you cannot use the disciplinary rules as 
evidence as evidence. And Carver versus Williams was 
an undue influence case against a lawyer. 
The case of Shelworth, Jordan and Ruleoff 
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versus Nutter, 254 Virginia 495, the Virginia Supreme 
Court said the disciplinary rules do not stand on the 
same footing as decisional law because the disciplinary 
rules are designed for a completely different purpose, 
the self-regulating purpose of the Bar, not in a court of 
law in a civil case. 
The law is the law at some point in this 
case. 
THE COURT: Listen, I'm going to sustain 
the objection. 
MR. STEIN: All right, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. STEIN: I was starting to say that if 
this matter had been drawn out over a longer period of 
time with appropriate time for responses and to resolve 
an question as to whether there was representation, we 
might not be here today. But that is not at all what 
happened, and that is entirely due to the actions of Ms. 
Hughes. 
And by that, I mean she received Mr. 
Hammer's letter of February 28th. She says she didn't 
get it until March the 1st. I'm sure that is correct. 
She immediately responded to Mr. Hammer and said I'm told 
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you've been fired; and, besides, I'm not acting as an 
attorney. But her own testimony was Did she stop 
right there, or did she call him up, or did she give him 
a chance to respond in any way? No. Instead, her own 
testimony is that day she drafted the Second Amendment 
and sent it up to Massachusetts, affording Mr. Hammer no 
opportunity whatsoever to respond. 
Mr. Hammer told us he got this letter on 
Monday, the 4th, and he spoke with his client and he 
spoke with Mr. Beckner, and they set up a meeting on that 
Monday ~or that Thursday, a very reasonable action, and 
that he attended that 'meeting, as did Mr. Jackson and Mr. 
Christopherson, Mr. Beckner and Ms. Beckner. 
And everyone has been consistent. A 
consensus was reached that Mr. Hammer was to be the point 
of contact. Everyone agrees that no one at that meeting 
told either Mr. Hammer or Mr. Christopherson that they 
were fired. And both Mr. Hammer and Mr. Christopherson 
say no one ever told us; in fact, we heard exactly the 
contrary. 
Now, here is an important point for the 
Court to recognize. As of that meeting on March the 7th, 
no one in that room knew that there was an $1,850 offer 
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that had been prepared by Ms. Hughes, and that was that 
very day being signed off by Friendly's in Massachusetts. 
Nobody knew it. Mr. Hammer says he didn't know it, Mr. 
Jackson said he didn't, Mr. Christopherson didn't. 
The point is, there was no reason to 
believe that there was any rush in this matter. These 
parties had been in discussions since a letter of 
December 26th and it was now March. 
So, I believe that if there is any claim 
that there should have been a speedier response that it 
should fall on deaf ears here. I would say that as of 
the 7th everybody knew that Mr. Hammer was and was to 
remain the point of contact. 
And the very next day Mr. Christopherson 
sends a letter on the 8th -- Friday the 8th -- and he 
says in somewhat nicer language what Mr. Hammer had said 
more directly; leave our client alone, do everything 
through Norman Hammer. And he testified he did not only 
send it over and confirm its receipt in Ms. Hughes's 
office, but left a message for Ms. Hughes. He said that 
he sent it to David Norman and called and spoke with 
someone in that office and confirmed its receipt. And 
Sandra Hughes acknowledges that she received it. She 
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also acknowledges she did not return his telephone call, 
just as she had not called Mr. Hammer. 
Instead, what does she do? Here there is 
some discrepancy. Mr. Beckner says that Ms. Hughes was 
over at his mother's house that Sunday, having received 
this letter on Friday. Ms. Hughes says, no, it wasn't 
until Monday. Respectfully, Your Honor, I don't think it 
makes much difference. 
It appears that Ms. Hughes acted with all 
deliberate speed here to push this deal through just as 
fast as she could before someone could object. Again, 
had there been a little more consideration here, had 
there been a little more time involved, had there been 
some discussion between these parties, we might not be 
here today. But she is the one that ram-rodded this. 
And she met with Ms. Beckner, by her own 
testimony, late in the day, which her husband says is her 
worst time, and took her to the bank -- drove her there. 
MR. HARRISON: Pardon me, Your Honor. Her 
husband is dead. 
MR. STEIN: I was referring to Mr. 
Harrison. I was referring to Ms. Hughes's husband, Mr. 
Harrison. 
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MR. HARRISON: Excuse me, Your Honor. I'm 
not. 
THE COURT: Fortunately, you are not dead. 
MR. HARRISON: Yet. 
MR. STEIN: For all of us, it's yet. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. STEIN: At this point Ms. Beckner 
apparently signs off on this Second Amendment, and yet in 
her deposition less than a month later she says I don't 
think I signed it, I've never seen this before. I think 
this goes to a fair reading as to her state of mind, her 
great weakness of mind at the time of the execution of 
this document. 
What else do we have to buttress it? I 
reiterate that the state of the law makes it somewhat 
difficult for a Plaintiff. Very few plaintiffs go out 
and get themselves examined by a doctor the day before 
they sign off on something just so they can look back in 
retrospect and say I have evidence that something was 
amiss. We don't have that luxury. 
But I don't think that that should 
preclude us from arguing forcefully that we do know what 
her -- We have seen evidence today of what her condition 
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is. We had a forty-year friend tell us that the 
condition that we observed just last week is 
substantially similar to what it was on March 7th. We 
have had evidence from Mr. Beckner that his mother did 
not appear to understand what it was that she had signed, 
and was instead repeating over and over, as though to the 
air, you can do this, you can do this, you can do this, 
words that I submit certainly appear to have come from 
someone other than the you. It wasn't I can do this. 
Returning to all of our theories. One, 
the simple gross inadequacy. We don't have to hang our 
hats on any great weakness of mind for gross inadequacy 
or any egregious conduct for gross inadequacy. It just 
has to be a deal such that no reasonable person in 
possession of all the facts here would make and that no 
fair person would agree to. 
And, yes, Mr. Harrison says I harp on it. 
You bet I do. We are talking about who gets what out of 
this proposed deal. What is the intention of the parties 
at the time they execute this deal? Now, it is true that 
that deal never came to fruition. As far as I know, 
these Defendants never got their $800,000. But I don't 
believe that that means we can't look at what was the 
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stated intention of all the parties and what the plan was 
there. 
It would be ridiculous to assert that Ms. 
Beckner had to sit back and wait until these parties had 
acted in some way before bringing her case. As the Court 
I'm sure is familiar -- This is the first time that Your 
Honor has heard this case, but this matter came before 
this Court for an injunction back in the spring. We had 
to move with dispatch because we were concerned that if 
we did not do so that the lease might be assigned -- if 
not to Riggs, then to someone else -- and that they might 
then assert that they were a bona fide purchaser without 
knowledge of any defense. 
So, we moved with dispatch. I don't think 
that should act to Ms. Beckner's detriment. I think had 
she waited we would be hearing latches. 
So, looking to what it was that these 
parties have all said they were going to do. Ms. Hughes 
has told us by this deal these Defendants -- FriendCo, in 
particular -- was to receive $800,000 cash -- not spread 
out over time, now. And the Court's own calculation 
comparing what Ms. Beckner was getting with what she was 
now to get under the Second Amendment, she was going to 
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get another $69 a month. 
So, yes, I think it is fair to compare $69 
a month to $800,000. That is, I believe, our appropriate 
comparison. 
There has been no evidence, though, before 
the Court, the way there was from Ms. Hughes about the 
$800,000 gain that there would be any $800,000 building. 
There is not a shred of evidence to that effect. And 
even if there were any kind of a building, it would not 
be a new building at the end of its term. We don't know 
that. It would be, presumably, fourteen years old. 
So, I think it is a fair and balanced 
comparison, especially in light of the fact that the 
Second Amendment doesn't require any new building at all. 
So, clear and convincing as to gross 
inadequacy? I believe we have established that. 
Turning to undue influence, we have three 
elements to prove. They are the great weakness of mind, 
they are the confidential relationship, and they are 
either the suspicious circumstances or the inadequacy. 
If we prevail on the first count -- excuse me -- that is 
actually count two -- the gross inadequacy, then that 
satisfies the third prong anyway. Even if we don't, we 
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have under these facts suspicious circumstances beyond 
any reasonable doubt. 
That then leaves the issues of great 
weakness of mind and a confidential relationship. It 
seems to me that I have laid out to the Court all the 
factors that I can cite to the Court regarding what I'm 
calling virtual representation of Ms. Beckner. I 
emphasize we are not saying that she was actually being 
represented by Ms. Hughes. We are saying that Ms. Hughes 
danced so close to that line that she cannot now disavow 
it and say it was an arm's length transaction. 
And this Court asked her why was this --
was Ms. Beckner different from any other landlord. And 
Ms. Hughes response was, well, no, this was just any 
other landlord. But she also admits that it is another 
landlord whose home she goes to. And she says that she 
has done that, she believes -- now she believes it might 
be twice in her career. Yet this was another landlord. 
It has been discussed that there were 
negotiations. Well, that is not really how I would 
characterize what Ms. Hughes says took place. Ms. Hughes 
says, gee, I met with Ms. Beckner and I asked her how 
much money did she want, and I told her I would take that 
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offer to Friendly's. There wasn't any discussion of, 
well, they may make a counteroffer or, gee, that's too 
much. It doesn't appear that there was anything that a 
reasonable person, particularly a reasonable person in 
Ms. Beckner's position, would read as negotiations. 
Sandy Hughes was saying tell me what you want and I'll go 
see what I can get, if I can get it from Friendly's for 
you. 
She kept confidences. She wrote letters 
for Ms. Beckner. She gave legal advice and went over 
leases. She explained the go dark provisions. She came 
whenever called. And she has taken pains to tell us that 
she has substituted, essentially, her judgment as to what 
was in Ms. Beckner's best interests. 
Mr. Schraub hit hard on Mr. Christopherson 
and said, essentially, who are you to substitute your 
judgment. I think Mr. Christopherson might well have 
said, although he didn't, I'm her attorney of the past 
twenty years. This is what attorneys do. They look at 
what their clients needs are, they make recommendations, 
they give advice, and they represent those interests. 
Here Ms. Hughes tells us that she was the 
one making decisions as to what was in Ms. Beckner's best 
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interests. That's very nice, but it is usurping the role 
of the attorneys that she was sidestepping, and sidestep 
them she did. 
I said in my opening that if you wish to 
get at the sheep you distract or you evade the sheepdog, 
and that is precisely what took place in this case. It I 
repulsive. 
As to claims of Ms. Beckner's state of 
mind, I would say this, Judge. Ronald Reagan was once 
President, and I don't believe any of us want him making 
decisions in his present state. 
I think on all of the facts that the Court 
has heard over these past four days that the Court's 
course should be clear. The relief that we seek is 
really quite simple. We want the Second Amendment 
rescinded. We want to be put back to status quo ante. 
Now, Mr. Harrison has said, well, there 
has been no offer of the monies. I don't believe it is 
necessary that we offer it. I think the Court can order 
it. And I certainly represent that if the Court does so 
that Ms. Beckner will immediately write an appropriate 
check. I don't believe it is necessary that we have made 
that offer. Mr. Kinney told us, well, we never offered 
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her the option of checks for $1,105. 
The Court has heard it exhaustively. I'm 
going to ask the Court to rule in our favor on either of 
the theories of gross inadequacy or the theories of 
overreaching or undue influence. 
Thank you. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Stein. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Your Honor, I, too, will not 
go over the stuff we went over in the motion to strike. 
I would ask if ·the Court has any questions about any 
issues that it wishes to ask to have clarified. I would 
like to use the time to clarify those, if the Court has 
them. Otherwise, you know, there are a couple of points 
that Mr. Stein makes which I am certain that by this 
point the Court understands what the real situation is, 
but I have to touch upon them. 
The undisputed testimony elicited by Mr. 
Stein in his case from Ms. Hughes and not objected to by 
Mr. Stein on any grounds is that the Riggs building was 
going to be worth approximately $800,000. That was 
testimony -- Nobody else said anything about it, and it 
wasn't challenged or contradicted. So, when he says 
there was absolutely no testimony, I don't know 
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perhaps he was taking notes at that point and didn't hear 
it. 
I don't know, Your Honor, how it is that 
you can claim or that the Plaintiff can claim that it 
has satisfied a clear and convincing standard when what 
it is asking the Court to do essentially is take 
testimony regarding Ms. Beckner standing in her house and 
saying you can do this and infer, double infer, and 
triple infer, number one, that that is some signal of 
duress and, number two, that that signal of duress comes 
from or can somehow be related to dealings with Ms. 
Hughes. 
We know from the case the Court has read, 
the Speakman case where the Court -- quoting the Supreme 
Court of Virginia -- the burden of showing undue 
influence rests on those who allege it. It cannot be 
based on suggestion, innuendo and suspicion. It must be 
proven by evidence clear, cogent and convincing. 
How is it at this stage of the game after 
five days of testimony the best you can come up with is 
there is testimony that she was saying you can do it, and 
from that you can infer or suppose that there was duress, 
and you can infer and suppose further that that duress 
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comes from dealings with Ms. Hughes. 
Third point. I don't know how -- I 
apologize, but every time it gets raised it has to be 
rebutted. FriendCo had nothing to do with the landlord. 
The tenant was Friendly's. Whether FriendCo got 
$800,000, $8 million or $8 billion, it had no 
relationship with the landlord. So, it is a complete 
smoke screen to keep raising the $800,000. 
If you are going to compare, which I think 
is completely wrong under the law, what the benefit is to 
the tenant to determine whether or not it is a grossly 
unconscionable deal for the landlord -- if you are going 
to do that, you've got to look at the tenant. The tenant 
gave up income -- Friendly's -- It gave up percentage 
royalties. It was getting less money. Again, 
uncontradicted testimony elicited by Mr. Stein when he 
called Ms. Hughes to the witness stand. The $800,000 is 
an absolute red herring in the case. 
We didn't object at the moment when Mr. 
Stein said it, but where the argument comes in that Mr. 
Christopherson might have said this or might have said 
that or might well have said something else, the one 
thing we know Mr. Christopherson did say -- all right 
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the one thing we know for sure -- he said that he spoke 
to Ms. Beckner, he sat around her kitchen table, he made 
her write him a check for $300 and pass it across the 
table. She told him she was meeting with Ms. Hughes. 
She asked him if he could come to the meeting. He said 
I'm busy, I can't come for the meeting, but raise the 
following issues with her, and he walked out. And that 
was the end of that. That is what he testified to. What 
he might well have said is another issue altogether. 
Also, the undisputed testimony in the case 
is that Ms. Hughes made no determination, recommendation 
to Ms. Beckner with respect to what was or was not in her 
best interest to do. How can it be so twisted and 
tortured, Judge, that when somebody meets with -- when a 
representative of a tenant -- whether it is a lawyer 
representative, or not -- meets with the landlord and 
says tell me what you want, I'll bring it back and see if 
I can get it, how does that become overreaching? How 
does that become undue influence? Where does the logic 
flow in this? It is beyond bizarre at this point, much 
less clear, cogent and convincing. 
I want to raise with the Court because I 
know the entire deposition of Ms. Beckner is in there 
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and I'm not going to read from her deposition, but I want 
to highlight page numbers, if the Court is so inclined. 
Page 15, Ms. Beckner reads financial 
statements. And, by the way, her deposition was taken 
April 9th -- April 9th, 2002 -- less than a month after 
this transaction occurred not today, or yesterday, or 
last week in court. 
Page 16, she reads leases and signs them. 
Page 19 she drives her car. She has her own checking 
account. She pays her bills. Page 21, she is competent 
to manage her own affairs. Page 38, she has not become 
more confused since her husband died. She has senior 
moments, a little bit more than when she was younger. 
Page 41, her son does not control her business decisions. 
Page 42, she does not follow -- always follow her son's 
advice. 
Page 53 and 54 relative to the first 
meeting with Ms. Hughes in January of 2002, she did not 
invite Christopherson because she felt Christopherson was 
absolutely interfering in her business. She elected not 
to have him there. It was her choice. 
Page 57, she remembers telling Ms. Hughes 
that she didn't want Mr. Hammer anymore. She remembers 
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telling Ms. Hughes that she did not want Mr. Hammer 
involved in her business. She is almost sure that she 
told Ms. Hughes that she did not want Hammer as her 
lawyer because, quote, that is the way she felt -- that 
is the way I felt -- excuse me -- closed quote. 
Page 58 and 59, Ms. Beckner said the same 
thing about Mr. Christopherson. Ms. Beckner says she 
wants to handle her affairs by herself. Page 60, she 
says she did not want to have her son involved in this 
transaction. Page 61, at each meeting Ms. Beckner knew 
she could have had a lawyer and Ms. Hughes never told her 
not to get one. 
And, Your Honor, I pause there. That is 
the critical distinction -- or a critical distinction --
with Darby versus Darby also, where the key fact in Darby 
versus Darby was that the husband told the wife don't get 
a lawyer, I'll take care of you. It was a specific 
statement that came out in the evidence on the record in 
Darby. 
On page 72 and 73, she remembers the 
meeting at her house -- four men coming to her house 
her son, Jackson, Hammer and Christopherson. She says 
she was there, but she was not participating in that 
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meeting. On page 77, she says if she wanted a lawyer to 
be there for the meeting with Ms. Hughes she would have 
had one. She has used lots of lawyers in her business 
career. 
Page 92 and 93, she told her son that she 
didn't like Mr. Hammer and made it clear that she didn)t 
want to use him. Page 97, she admits that she told Ms. 
Hughes that Mr. Hammer no longer worked for her. She 
wanted to deal with Ms. Hughes. The same for Mr. 
Christopherson. She is absolutely certain about that. 
And then, finally, on page 119, the key 
question, Ms. Beckner says I don't want to go back to the 
situation before the amendment. I want to stay pretty 
much where I am. 
There is no evidence whatsoever, Judge, 
that Ms. Beckner wants to write refund checks or recision 
checks to the Defendants in this case. Mr. Stein can say 
so, but there has been no evidence that what his client 
wants in this case is recision. 
Not a single element of the case, Judge, 
has been proven. I got up at the beginning and I said 
nothing has been proven in this case other than the fact 
that Ms. Hughes and Ms. Beckner met at Ms. Beckner's 
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1 request, and that Ms. Beckner signed the Second Amendment 
2 and told Ms. Hughes she doesn't want counsel. Nothing 
3 else has been proven in this case, much less proven 
4 beyond -- with clear, convincing and certain evidence. 
5 We would renew all of our motions to 
6 strike and our summary judgment motion, and we would ask 
7 that judgment be entered for FriendCo. 
8 Thank you, Judge. 
9 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Schraub. Mr. 
10 Harrison? 
11 MR. SCHRAUB: FriendCo and friends. 
12 MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, I've been 
13 pretty good so far, so I'm going to try and stay good. I 
14 want to just talk about what some witnesses said and why 
15 we put them on. 
16 Mr. Roberts Sean Roberts -- If you read 
17 the cases that we've cited to you, the cases say that the 
18 critical point is when the document is signed. How was 
19 the person at that instant, because quite often people 
20 have good moments and they have bad moments. How was she 
21 at that instant? 
22 Sean Roberts said she seemed fine. She 
23 seemed a little excited, but she seemed fine when she 
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signed the documents. He is the man that notarized her 
and, luckily in this case, he knew her and knew her well. 
He'd been doing her business as her banker for a long 
time. 
Robert Pence, why did we put him in? Bob 
Pence is a very successful real estate developer. Bob 
Pence is a highly knowledgeable real estate investor. 
Bob Pence has done over 100 transactions identical in 
functionality to the one at issue in this case. Robert 
Pence says this is not only a reasonable deal for a 
landlord to make, it is one he would recommend to his 
eighty-year old mother. 
I have to say, Your Honor -- With respect 
to Mr. Pence, he also talked about the Riggs transaction. 
He said $800,000. Eight hundred thousand was what he 
understood was received without objection. 
Mr. Kinney testified. Mr. Kinney 
testified -- And the importance is if you go back to the 
original Bill of Complaint, in the original Bill of 
Complaint Mr. Stein for his client said, oh, nobody said 
that Mr. Hammer and Mr. Christopherson were terminated. 
That is just nonsense, Your Honor. There is not a 
factoid in his original complaint which stands up to his 
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1 own client's deposition. 
2 Mr. Kinney testified Ms. Beckner told me 
3 I've gotten rid of my lawyers. I've gotten rid of my 
4 lawyers. These are multiple people saying the same 
5 thing. In effect, Mr. Christopherson said Ms. Beckner 
6 told me she didn't want Mr. Hammer working on this matter 
7 anymore. There is no question that Ms. Beckner said 
8 that. 
9 Mr. Johnson. We put Mr. Johnson on. Mr. 
10 Johnson is an expert appraiser of value. He is the only 
11 expert appraiser of value who evaluated the Second 
12 Amendment with respect to the fourteen years remaining on 
13 the lease. He, too, found it an imminently reasonable 
14 transaction. That is why Mr. Johnson testified. 
15 Ms. Hughes. Ms. Hughes testified 
16 presumably as an adverse witness. One of the fun things 
17 about an adverse witness is it is quite often a surprise 
18 when you call them. One of the detriments, as any 
19 experienced counsel knows, is when you call an adverse 
20 witness you are stuck with everything they say that is 
21 uncontradicted by any evidence in the case. 
22 Ms. Hughes said $800,000 to FriendCo and 
23 $800,000 building to Ms. Beckner at the conclusion of the 
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1 lease -- unobjected to -- in the Plaintiff's case in 
2 chief. 
3 Now, finally, Your Honor, there have been 
4 a lot of aspersions cast on a lot of people in this case. 
5 But one of them I will talk about, and that is regarding 
6 Ms. Beckner. To use great weakness of mind to describe 
7 the woman that gave that deposition is simply wrong. No 
8 sentient human being that reads that deposition has any 
9 doubt that Ms. Beckner is an extraordinary woman. No 
10 sentient human being that saw Robert Beckner on the stand 
11 
12 
has any doubt that he believes his mother is most of the 
time fully competent, but is subject sometimes to other 
13 problems. 
14 The problem for the Plaintiff's case is, 
15 Your Honor, even assuming that there was any evidence 
16 and there is not -- that she was incompetent when she 
17 signed that document, even assuming that there was 
18 evidence of that, it must be direct evidence, it must be 
19 clear and convincing evidence. 
20 Mr. Stein says, well, it's kind of rare 
21 it's kind of rare that somebody goes to a doctor right 
22 before they do something stupid. That is arguably true. 
23 But whether that is true, or not, Your Honor, there is no 
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evidence in this court regarding any medical condition or 
any psychological impediment to Ms. Beckner. And, in 
fact, the Plaintiff's own evidence is that she has lucid, 
at least intervals. And our evidence with respect to the 
deposition testimony that we put in is that she was 
entirely lucid at that time. 
I think there are facts beyond change in 
every case. I took a class from some guy named Don 
Posner a while ago, and they gave this thought that every 
case presents facts beyond change which must be 
incorporated in your case or you lose. That is not 
always true, but certainly the idea ought to be true. 
Facts beyond change. Ms. Beckner signed 
the Second Amendment and she owned the property. No 
question about it. 
Fact beyond change. Ms. Beckner cashed 
the checks that included the increased rent and has not 
tendered the difference to the Court, nor has she 
explained what that difference is, and it is an absolute 
bar to recision. 
Fact beyond change. Ms. Beckner seemed 
fine when she signed the Amendment. That's from Sandy 
Hughes and Sean Roberts, the only two people that were 
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there besides Ms. Beckner. And even Ms. Beckner didn't 
say she had a problem that day. 
Fact beyond change. Ms. Beckner had an 
absolute right to sign that Second Amendment. She is sui 
juris. She has a right to dispose of her property. If 
they wanted to take away that right if they were 
concerned about her, they could have filed the case that 
they ultimately did file, and they could have brought 
that case forward with the same alacrity which they 
pursued the case against these people. 
Ms. Beckner, fact beyond change, had an 
absolute right to ignore all of the advice she got, much 
of it clearly wrong, particularly from Mr. 
Christopherson, that was given to her and to make up her 
own mind. And what she said on the stand on the second 
day in the morning was I made up my own mind, I did what 
I wanted to do, essentially saying that she had listened 
to the advice. 
Fact beyond change. Every reasonable 
appraiser, every reasonable business person, every 
knowledgeable witness has said Ms. Beckner made a 
reasonable deal. 
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1 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Harrison. I'll 
2 give you the last word, Mr. Stein. 
3 MR. STEIN: As in many instances, we've 
4 heard from a number of experts and sometimes they are not 
5 -- they don't give us a great deal of value in the case. 
6 And I think that is true of all of the experts in this 
7 case. 
8 Yes, we heard from Mr. Pence, who may be 
9 very experienced but told us flatly that he knew nothing 
10 of and had not discussed any of the other offers for the 
11 very same property. Now, if anybody is going to testify 
12 as to what is a good offer, what is a best offer -- and 
13 he kept using a best comparison or best term, but without 
14 comparison to anything. Even when those offers were 
15 available to him, they were in the knowledge of counsel. 
16 Ms. Hughes testified to them. 
17 As to Ms. Beckner's deposition, we have a 
18 number of pages that I think seem to refute the sort of 
19 points that Mr. Harrison and Mr. Schraub made. And I 
20 would urge the Court to read all of that deposition, not 
21 just selected parts that are in. 
22 For example, the Court, if it is going to 
23 look at these other pages, should also look at page 138 
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1 at which it is asked here: And you and Mr. Harrison 
2 talked about that a great deal. I want to ask you 
3 specifically if you and Ms. Hughes discussed whether or 
4 not you were of sound mind and able to enter into this 
5 transaction? 
6 Her answer: Fifty/fifty. 
7 Fifty/fifty? As you sit here today, do 
8 you believe that you are of sound mind and able to enter 
9 into business transaction? 
10 Today? 
11 Yes, ma'am. 
12 The part of the deposition at page 142 
13 MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, one of the 
14 rules is when you read a deposition you get to finish it. 








23 the question 
MR. STEIN: I 
MR. HARRISON: Question: Yes, ma'am. 
MR. STEIN: This is argument. 
MR. HARRISON: Answer: Oh, yes. 
I have an absolute right to put it in. 
THE COURT: Let him finish. 
MR. HARRISON: Your Honor, the answer to 
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THE COURT: Mr. Harrison, please sit down. 
MR. HARRISON: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. STEIN: I didn't interrupt argument 
for counsel. 
I have made a point of saying that the 
Court should read the entire deposition. 
The Court should look at the portion where 
she appears to be negotiating with counsel, or thinking 
that she is negotiating with counsel in deposition, and 
telling us that she wants $35,000. She doesn't know 
whether that is per month, or not. Later, she tells us 
at page 165 that she wants $13,000 per month. 
I think that if the Court is going to look 
-- and the Court is going to have to make some sort of a 
determination as to her great weakness of mind -- I think 
the only points of reference that the Court does have is 
what is her state of mind today and how does that compare 
by any evidence we may have as to what it was back then. 
What do we have back then? We've got Mr. 
Jackson saying what you saw today is what I saw on the 
7th. We have Mr. Roberts who told us that he spoke with 
her briefly. 
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away. He himself acknowledges that he didn't carefully 
examine anything enough so that he signed a notary clause 
making him a Maryland notary. 
As to the issue of Friendly's and 
FriendCo, I don't know that I can tell this Court all of 
the facets of all of the relations between every 
Friendly's store -- Friendly's, FriendCo -- but I do know 
that Mr. Kinney stood here and told us that he certainly 
believed as the Director of Real Estate Services for 
Friendly's that Ms. Hughes was working for him when they 
were negotiating the Second Amendment. And we know that 
the only two parties to the Second Amendment are Friendly 
Ice Cream Company and Bea Beckner. 
It seems to me that Friendly Ice Cream 
Company is stuck with the actions of its agent. And it 
seems to me that it is entirely appropriate for this 
Court to order recision of this contract. 
Much has been made of the fairness -- the 
claim that it is, the claim that it isn't. I think the 
Court can see that if it were fair there wouldn't be any 
problem in reaching it again then. 
Thank you. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Stein. 
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Listen, I'm going to take a quick recess 
and I'll be back. 
(Brief recess from approximately 3:10 o'clock, 
p.m., to approximately 3:35 o'clock, p.m.) 
THE COURT: All right. Before I make some 
brief comments, I would like the record to reflect the 
following: 
In the case before the Court the defense 
attorneys requested a rule on the witnesses after 
initially declining the Court's invitation to do so. Due 
to this decision, all witnesses set to testify in the 
case were present in the courtroom for opening statements 
and for much of the Plaintiff's case on Wednesday, 
February 12th, 2003. 
After both of the defense attorneys then 
requested that the Court invoke the rule, the Court used 
its discretion to exclude all the witnesses, including 
the corporate agents, due to the fact that prejudice to 
the Plaintiff may occur if the witnesses were to remain 
in the courtroom. 
It is the Court's understanding to use an 
abundance of caution in a situation such as this, 
especially where elements such as duress, undue influence 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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1 and overreaching are alleged. No witness subject to the 
2 rule was directing or controlling the litigation against 
3 the corporations, and the defense has not claimed so. 
4 The Court is going to take this case under 
5 advisement, and the Court will read its ruling on the 
6 record on Thursday, March 13th at 9:30. 
7 That should do it. I appreciate counsel's 
8 patience through the case. It was well-tried. It's a 
9 difficult case, very emotional. The stakes are high, so 






MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. SCHRAUB: Thank you. 
MR. STEIN: Thank you. 
(A brief discussion was held off the record.) 
THE COURT: Before you all leave, that may 
16 not be a good date to do that. I think it will work. 
17 I've got criminal sentencing that day, March 13th, at 
18 ten. 
19 MR. STEIN: Your Honor --
20 THE COURT: But I'm going to read the 
21 ruling, so I think an hour 
22 MR. STEIN: May I just ask? Since I'm a 
23 solo-practitioner, therefore, I cannot defer the matter 
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Lcf.se made this-.· 3l"st day of Janua:ry, 197 5 
by artd between WILLARD O, and BEATRICE '$. BECKNER, of 10824 Miller Road, Oakton, 
Virginia 22124 
(hereinafter ca.lied "L::mdlord"), ~nd FRIENDLY .ICE CREAM CO~ORATION, a Massachusetts 
Corporation authorized to do- business within the State of Virginia with offices ~t 
1855 Boston Road, Wilbraham, ~fa.ssachusetts 01095, 
(hc~inafter called "Ten~nt"). -
i." "LEASED PREMISES 
· Landlord does hereby demise and lease unto Tc"nant, and Tenant does hereby·lease Crom Landlord, the parcel 
ol land which is shown on Schedule A .attached hereto and made a part hereof and described in Schedqle B attached 
hereto and made a part hereof. Said parcei of land is hereinafter called the ''Leased Premises•• and is located on 
Chain· Bridge Road, Oakton, Fairfax County, Virginia, p~ese~tly number 2975. 
Included in this demise are all rights, privileges and easements appurtenant to the Leased Premises or com-
monly enjoyed therewith. Tenant intends to have a survey made of the Leased Premises after the execution hereof 
and .at Tenant's option the parties shall execute a recordable amendment by which ~ survey description shal.-l_be_.__,,. 
inseitt.ed in lieu of the description contained above and in Schedule B, but Tenant shall not be obligated to )easelless 
land .. than is described above and in Schedule B. B : :Is: ::cHc: :Pc c c:m:lc c ::lei: cJ ii:, a lsscdion 19Jz of tMs 
I::c al cs::clilalc a 111ajux j1ulacc111cut lo 'l'cnanl La cnLc1 into this Jscasc, balltllc:d a0 1ccs lo xiisnlsazsc 'fcuanl far 
the dust lo 'Pcuanl of obtaining such sa11c3. Such .ci::zlsaz_csncnl sl:all Jc :s:adc p:us::plls upon dcrnand ls3 Tcna!lt, 
a1ul ifent s:t, ;u aclelilicn h uU oll:cz .cmcaicu, slrnll lie: c Lhc ii0 hl lo tkdacl bhc amoas:b tl2c1cef !10111 1tnl be1cafter 
I 
substantially aee1 tiiug. · 
• .,.J 
2. ;POSSESSION OF. LEASED PREMISES 
SEE MODIFICATION RIDER No. 3 
_ 3. ·use 
: Tenant shall have the right to use and/or occupy the J..eas~4. Pren~ise~.Jo~. any Jav;fµI PUrPose or pun>~s, to' 
erect:from time to time improvements thereon of a:ny kind ·and tO repair, repla~e or. alter said impro,•ements. TenUit 
sh:illna'\•e the right to alter, dispose o! and/or.remove all present improvements .(if any) and all topsoil or other soil 
locaUd upon the Leased Premises.' ''\. 
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4. PERMITS 
; A. Tenant has entered btto this lease in the expectation e>f o'i:?taining, niter expiration ol aIJ appUcable appeal 
periojfs. all permits, licenses, permissions, changes, variations and/or other authorizations (hereinafter collect.h-ely 
call~ "Permits") necessary for the construction upon the Leased Premises of a complete Friendly Ice Cream Sliop 
facil~ty (including without limitation septic tank (s) and/or sewer disposal system (s), if ncccssaty, parking area (s), 
curb :cut(s), sign (s), and any other .impro\•ement (s) in connection "·ith said· facility deemed necessary or desirable by 
Ten:Ult), and for the .operation of said facility upon the Leased Premises se"\•en (7) days a week (including wilhout 
Jimitation the right to sell ice cream. coffee, non-aJcoholic be\'erag~~. sandwiches. soups and other food products from 
lime 'to time sold in Friendly Ice Cream Shops). 
:. . . Tenant may (but shalJ not be obli~ated tol cancel this lease if aft.er .first application therefor. 
Permits are demed, or are not obtained by January 1 197 6 . Landlord ma)• (but .shall not be obli-
gated to) cancel this lease if Pennits arc not applied for by July· 1, 197 5.. . 
. · B. ~t is further understood and agl"ced that Tenant has entered into this lca~e with the expectat.ion that there ,,_. 1~1. be available to the Leased .Premises such drainage and sanit.ation facilities, waler supply, electricit.)P, gas and 
utihtl;s as. are r-e::sonably necessary !or lhe opel"ation of said Friendly Jee Cream Shop facilih~ upon the I...ea!ed P~scs; 1! such ~'\·ailability 1locs not exist., Tcn:mt nmy tennim•te this le$lse by \Tlitlcn notice to 
Lanaiord. by January l 1976 
C. Nothing in this Section 4 shall l;e construed as limiting Tenunt's rights under Section 3 b~reof. 
n ~ - - ,.., - ' ~ ... .. • . - - . . . 
· 5 •. LEASE TERM 
i 
; Tenant shall have and hold the Leased Premises for a term commencing on the date of execution hereof and 
enclfng Fifteen (15) years from the earlier to occur of the following dates: 
(a) the date upon w~Ch said Friendly Ice Cream Shop is opened for business to the public; or 
(b) The date which is eiight (8) months after Permits for bconstruction of snid Friendly Ice Cream Shoii are 
obt.ained; but n any event term shall egin not later than July 1, 1~76 1 
; Th~s section is subject to Section 4-A and 4-B of this Lease •. 
subject, however, to earlier termination of this lease as herein provided. . 
the ;date set forth in subdivision (b) above is the estimated completion date of said f'acilit ate shall 
be Ebctended by the period of "Excusable Delays.'' "Excusable Delays", as , a 1 mean delays caused by 
fire) a.cts of God or unavoidable casualties; labor strife; un · · · materials; inclement weather which prevents · 
or delays construction work; or other caus ant's reasonable control. Notwithstanding any provision here-
in tio the contrary, if the a of this lease, as detennined pursuant to the fore going provisions, would 
occ¥ on a mo!1th except the last day, said expiration date shall be extended to the last day of the month 
6. l OPTIONS TO EXTEND 
1 A. Tenant is h~reby granted 'J!zye. (5) options to extend said te~ for further successive period, 
of t'ive (51 years each, each.such opt.ion to be exercised by notice to Landlord at least ninety (90) days 
pri~ to the expiration of the then existent term, and upon the giving of such notice, without any further insti:umerit, 
Jeasb or agreement, this lease shall be extended, and the Lensed Premises shall be deemed and considered to have been 
demjsed by Landlord to Tenant for the additional term of the option period beginning imn1ediately upon the expira-
tion[ of the th.en existent term. 
i 
opti~n within• the period prescribed in subsection A above, such option shall not ex . until Landlord 
shall have sent notice to Tenant that it has failed to exercise such • · a1 period and one (1) week after 
actu!al receipt of such notice shall have expired en having exercised t,he option. If Tenant shall 
exe*ise the option 'vi thin sai penod, the term hereof shall be ·extended for the length of the option 
pen' d v.ith e and effect·as if such option bad in fact been e."<ercised within the period prescribed in sub-
7. l SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENT AND NOTICE OF LEASE I 
lupon the ex_ecution of this lease, Landlord and Tenant shall enter into a notice or memorandum of this lease suit· 
ablelfor recording, which notice or memorandum shall co. ntain such provisions of this lease as·eitber party shall desire, 
except those dealing with "rent. In addition, when the term hereof is specifically fixed, Landlord and Tenant shall 
entet into an agreement, suitable for recording, which shall specify the actual date for the expiration of the original 
tem:i of this lease and for the commencement of a.ecru al of rent payable hereunder by Tei'Ulnt. Landlord shall at Ten-
ant'i option see to tbe recording of said instruments, but in any event the cost of recording shalt be di: idcd cqaaU; 1: I ii 1 ] 7 f 
- paid for by Tenant. 
i T 8. 1 REN 
i Tenant's linbillty for rent shall commence to accrue on the earlier to occur of the two dates set forth in sub-
scctfuns 5 (a) and 6 (b) of this lease. Subject to the immedio.tely preceding sentence, the rent during the tel"m of this 
leas~, as it mny be extended, shall be as follo:ws: 
LEASE TERM 





Rent during option periods (if exercised) - See Modification Rider Section 2 
J : - ., 
j For additional percentage rent, see Pe~centage Rent Rider Section 4 
Said rent shall be paid in advance by eq~al monthly installments on the first business day of each and every month 
durijig said ·term, as it may be e.'\.1:ended, ~rith pro rata adjustments for any portion of a month at the commencement 
or Urmination of the obligation to pay said rent. 
! 
1 
9. I REAL ESTATE TAXES 
f A. Tenant's obligation to pay ta:~es shall co~mcnce to accrue when its obligation to pay rent shall com-
men~e to accrue. Subject to the immediately preceding sentence, Tenant shall pay · · · 'all real estate tu:es 
attrlbutable to and le'\-:i~d or assessed against the Leased Premises during the term of this lcnse ~sit may be e."'<tended. Lan~lord sbail use its best efforts to obtain from the taxing :iuthorl°tics a separate assessment !or the land and build-
ings! comprising the Leased P1-emises. If such separate :issessmcnt sha.11 be obt3incd, the i·eal estate taxes payable by 
Tenant shall be paid by Tenant directly to the taxing :iuthority. . Tenant agrees to provide Landlord 
'ij
7
t:f paid receipts of tax bills, if so requested by Landlord in writing. 
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B. If Landlord shall be UJ' ·-te to obtain such separate assessment, and tl· ~.ax bill covering the Leased Prem-
ises ~hall include property in addi. to Uie Leased Premises, Tenant shall pay a .ction of said tax bill to Landlord. 
calcQlated ~hereinafter set forth. In the case of land, if thero is no separate assessment for the land comprising the 
Lca.shd Premises, the numerator of said fraction shall be the land area of the Leased Premises, and the denominator of 
said f rnction shall be the t.otal land are~ of the property covered by said tax bill. In the case of buildings, if there is 
no sJparate assessment for. the building(s) on the Leased Premises, the numerator of said fraction shall be the area 
of tHe building(s) on the Leased Premises, and the denominator of said fraction shall be the total area o! all build· 
jngs /located on the property covered by said 'tax bill. Tenant shall pay its share within iorty-five ( 45) days after 
Landlord notifies Tenant of the amount thereof, and furnisl1es Tenant with the calculations by which Tenant's share 
has liccn determined. Landlord shall pay said tax bill when due. In ne e • eft' 9ftell Tenen~ 'he lie'ble :Eor inkte:tb or 
"f'et!ahiea. · ' . 
, C. A pro rata adjustment shall be made wjth respect to the commencement and ending of Tenant's tax Iinbil-
ity1 i~ the event that the commencement o~ ending of said liability shall not coincide with the t.ax year. 
I D. Tenant shall have the right, in its own name and/or in the name of Landlord, to . make and prosecute 
applil::ation(s) for abatement of taxes and/or appeal(s) for correction of assessment, and Landford agrees to cooper-
at.s fully with Tenant in this regard. Landlord agrees .to sign all necessary instruments in connection with such 
appU~ation or appeal and, in addition, hereby appoints Tennnt its agent in fact for purposes of such signature, wruch 
shall !be a.n agency coupled with an interest. Landlord shall not settle any such application or appeal without Tenant's 
prior1 written approval in ea.ch instance. I E. Notwithstanding anything contained herein~ Tenant shall not be under obligation to pay any part of any 
!randhise, excise, estate, inheritance, income or similar tax which is or n1ay become payable by Landlord or which inayt imposed against Landlord or against the rents payable hereunder or upon the income or profits of Landlord 
by r ason of any law no'v in force or hereafter enacted. With regard to bettennents and special assessments 
attri utable to and 18'1ied or assessed against the Le~sed Premises, Landlord and Tenant agree that the same shall be 
1>aid for over the maximum period allowed by law and that Tenant shall b~ oblig~ted. to· pay only those installments 
whici fall due during the term of this lease as it may be extended. · · 
I 0 ~ITLE AND ZONING • 
· • , f COJDDlercfal: zonef j A. Landlord covenants that the entire Leased Premises are in al ' · - • ·' '. 1 '· F • 
Fdc1{dl) Ice 81canf 8l1op facilits of Mic t;pc dcacdkd in BccLiUll 1 l:cnsf ::HJ: ssssscs:s tuuh:csa padd11g pc11uibLcd 
on ca.ta cubi:c pzcmiws, Ll1&b isa11dlo:d l:as a clear :ccbld and madrdaklo MUe le t.l e l5c sod P:cmiacs fas cl :Al Haus, 
cncst~tallCCJ oz moz L0 cigcs cllzcz Ll1au ea ma; lsc col l 1 Ll • Qd edale g 1 llaebul Ji cl :d mds a patb liuaei, 
nnd . at there are no conditions, casements, restrictions or limitations which in any way limit, affect or prejudice 
the 1*e of the Leased Premises for said type of facility with accessory business parking permitted on said entire 
premfses. 
I , • • I B. In order to protect the investment whicli Tenant contemplates making in the Leased Premises, Tenant 
inten~s to have a search made of the appropriate records to assure itself that Landlord's covenants contained in 
subsej:tion .A above are accurate. Said search will result in the issuance to Tenant. of an attorney's certificate and/or 
a titl~ insurance binder reflecting the accuracy of said covenants, including without limitation the state of Landlord's 
title *°the Leased Premises ·as of the date that a notice, abstract or memorandum of this lease shall have been :re-
cordell .Because bandlotil's cu; cnauts contained in sabsccbis12 A a'bo: s cc1mLit to a majn iudacsmc22t ts !'cuant to 
e11bc1iiuto r:!Js lease, J5audlo1d ag1ccs ta 1citnba:ac Tc11a12b fez ll:c :sub ta 'fcua::b al clstaining sud1 at.,0111CJ's a1 
ti:fkaL, Litle izwazancc bindcx amb 01 llilJ Jnsa1&ncc iasaccl lo 1"rnant pa;oaant bu saeh b1ndc2, 1sae ta 110 event slrnH 
!:samdu:d'u lieeilil; fez such nimlswacmcnb GltCCsd J?i II l d c•roo 00) l? 11 a &cclz nimbarnomsnL slnAl lse 
made! p: an1p M; upon clcmaaa and: 'Pcnaub, in a elm ti :: L sR a llt 02 :cmdiczs ch all 1ta : s Lhc :igU bu tlcaacb l:i1c au.a ant 
llscnbf !£Cm nut lienailet a et tth•!· If ·such attorney's certificate, title binder and/or 'Ptle policy shall nc.t: be in 
accorHance with Landlord's covenants contained in subsection A above, Landlord shall, after notice from Tenant, 
promptly take corrective steps to make the Leased Premises conform to said covenants, and if such conf onnity is not 
achieted within :fifteen (15) days after such notice, Tenant in addition to all other remedies, shall have the option of 
cance)ling this lease.oz uf talzlll~ saJd co11ctL1te saps on lW u;;u, the case of nldeh sha:l:l be p10.uptl; 12lmba .. st:d by 
Laad1oxd· to l'euant upon demand, and 'fcuanLJ L: aaciHbion Ls ell cllxcz :cmcdics1 clt?H lm1c H:c 1i0 hL bu acdacL L11e 
amsa~1L lhensi fnia 16!1L lteaaELer aouning. durin the eriod of time until e'rmits." are obtained 
l C. It is agreed that if now .o l:c: a f Lcz there is any legal impediment to the use of the Leased Premises for 
a Frandly Ice C:ream Shop facility of the type des~rlbed in Section. 4 here6f with accessory busi~ess parking, which 
legal {impediment shall not have arisen because of the fault or negligence of Tenant, then Tenant shall have the op-
tion flo cartcel this lease at any time durlng the existence of such impediment. · 
11. /suPERIOR INSTRUMENTS 
l Without in any way modifying Tenant's rights or Landlord's obligations under nny other pro,rision of this lease, 
inclu~ng specifically Section 10 hereof, if Schedule C hereof, or any certificate, title binder or title policy referred to 
in Sdction 10 hereof, sha~l show any mortgage(s), deed{s) of trust, other security indenture(s), or lease(s), the 
lien {f) of which are superior to this lease and/or any notice, abstract or memorandum of this lease {hereinafter col-
lecti~.ely called "Superior Instruments"), Landlord agrees to furnish to Tenant, within thirty (30) days after demand 
therefor, a recordable agreement, to be executed and acknowledged by Tenant and the holder or lessor of each 
Supei"ior Instrument (he1·einafter called "Holder"), whi~h agreement shall have been already executed and acknowl-
edged by Holder, providing as follows: 
l/72! 619 3 
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12. 
:A. That in the event of th, reclosure, cancellation, termination or sun .er of the Superior Instrument. 
whether voluntan1y or othe?"\11fise, for any reason whatsoever, including specifically Landlord's default, prior to 
tlie expiration or cancellation of this lease as it may be extended or renewed, and provided Tenant shall not then 
~ in def a ult under this lease, the time allowed for curing of which shall have expired: · 
f (i) Holder coven~nts and ngrees that Tenant sh~ll peaceably have, hold and enjoy the Leased Premises wit.h-
•out hindrance or inteITUption by Holder or any person or persons whomsoever; 
i . 
!(ii) Holder shall recognize this lease and Tenant's rlghts hereunder and shall establish direct prMty·of con· 
tract and estate with Tenant with the same force and cft'ect as if this lease were originally made between Holder 
\and 'l'enantf 
lCiii) Tenant shall make full and complete attornment to Holder for the bal:ince of the term of this lease and 
P,ny extensions or renewals thereof and shall establish direct inivity of contract and estate with Holder with 
the same force and etrect as if this lease were originally made between Hoider and Tenant. 
i 
FJ.ilure of Landlord to provide suc11 agreement(s) within said thirty (30). day period shall give Tenant .the op--
tiqn, in addition to all other remedies on account of such failure, of cancelling this lease or of proceeding to 
ob~ain such ngreement(s) at Landlord's expense the cost of which shall promptly be reimbursed by Landlord to 
T~nant u~n demand, and in addition to all other remedies to collect same, may be ~educted by Tenant from rent 
he~after seeming. · . 
j • 
~• That Holder shall serve upon Tenant a duplicate copy of any notice sent to Landlord under the Superior In trument, and that the performance by Tenant of any covenant, condition or agreement on the part of Land-lo d to be performed under said Superior Instrument shall be deemed to have been performed with the same force ana effect as though performed by Landlord; and no termination or cancellation of said Superior Instrument shall 
bele1fective until sixty (60) days after Tenant has received a duplicate copy of same and has not cured the de-
fa1itt(s) upon which it is based or, if the default(s) upon which .such notice is based cannot reasonably be cured 
wi~hin sixty (60) days, Tenant has failed to commence and to diligently proceed to cure such default(s) within s1d period; but nothing herein shall be constnied as (i) obligating Tenant to cure any such default or (ii) modi· 
f g subparagraph A above. · .. 
andlord agrees that Tenant may (but shall in no event be obligated le?) cure said default(s) and that if Ten-?-l shaIJ su1f er· or incui: any expense as a result of having cured same, the amount of such expense shall, upon 
de and, be paid by Landlord to Tenant, and in addition to any other remedies to collect such expense from Land-





i . . 
A. Tenant covenants to pay all rent and other charges herein set forth at such time and in such manner as 
herein het forth, sulsjccb ho ::c: 011 Lu aaek alsabcmu::Lc aal dodadians es azc l:achz act foztb; to pay all charges for 
water, ~s, electricity used by Tenant; and not to make any use of the Leased Premises which is unlawful 
"B. Tenant shall indemnify and.hold Landlord harmless o! and from all loss and damage due to or occasioned 
by: {aj the negligence of Tenant or Tenant's agents, ser.,ants or employees; or (b) any mechanics or other liens 
arising lout of any alt:erations, additions, changes or improvements in or upon the Leased Premises made by Tenant or at !ant's direction.. · . 
f C• 1Tenantbin1nodwavdwaives its rights to seek legal remedies for any breach o t is ease y an J.or1 • . ·· . . 
14. Fl URES · 
An signs, counters, shelving, sinks, refrlgerating, air-conditioning and/or heating equipment, trade fixtures and 
other ~rsonal property or equipment which have been or may hel"ea!ter be installed or placed in or upon the Leased 
Premisds, by or at the ~-pense of Tenant, are and shall remain the property of Tenant, and Tenant shall have the 
right, biut not the obligation, to i·emo,ye same upon vacating the Leased Premises, whether at the termination of this 
lease o~ at any other time. 
1 
' I 5. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING 
f enant may assign this lease and may sublet all or :my part or the Leased Premises, but ~o such assignment 
or subldtting shall operate to relieve Tenant of its obligations hereunder. Without limitation, it is agreed that Tenant· 
shall hrlve the right to mortgage or othc~;se encumber its leasehold interest) provided any such encumbrance 
is s~bordinated to this Lease. Tenant further agrees to notify Landlord in writing 
1/72 bf any assignment. 





r 6. EMINENT DOMAIN 
. . 
l A. If, during the term of this lease as it may be extended, the whole of the Le:ised Premises shall. be taken;. 
tc.bporaril)'or otherwise, by any public authority !or any street or other public use, then this lease shall terminate 
as! o! a date to be selected by Tenant, which date shall not be earlier than the d:lte of such taking nor later than the 
da~ on which physical possession by the taking authority occurs, and if Tenant makes no such selection, the termina-
tichi date shall be the dnte on which such taking of physical possession occurs, provided, however, that in the event of 
a ~mpora.ry taking this lease shall continue during the period of such tempornry taking unless Tenant elects to cancel 
as !hereafter provided. A temporary taking is hereby defined to mean any taking which deprives Tenant o! physical 
pobession ol all ... or nny part o! the Leased Premises for six (6) mcmths or less. . 
If any such taking: (a) is made of any part of Tenant's store(s) or the store(s) of those claiming under 
Te~ant; or (b) reduces the size of the parking area on the Leased Premises by ten percent (10%) or more; or 
(cl substantially impairs any use to which the Leased Premises are then being put; or (d) results in any change of. 
or jin any street or highway, or the grade (s) thereof, so a.s to prevent or substantially aft'ect or interfere with free 
ncdess to and from the Leased Premises; then, and in any such event, Tenant may cancel this lease, on not Jess than 
fif~n (15) nor more than ninety (90) days notice to Landlord, at any time during the period commencing· on the . 
da'8 that Tenant receives notice of such taking an~ ending on the date which is six (6) months after physical pos-
seJsion by the taking autllority (or change described bi (d) abo\•e) occurs, and any prepaid rent oi: other· charges 
sh~ll :forthwith be refunded to Tenant. · 
i B. In the event of any such taking which does not result in the termination of this lease: (1) the term of this 
Jeal;e existing at the thne such taking causes damage to the Leased Premises shall be extended by a period of time 
eqd.al to the time between the date of such damage and the date on which such damage is restored or repaired by 
Te-hant; and (2) rent. shall be abated as follows: (i) there shall be a pennanent abatement of the rent reserved here-
under, to be calculated on an equitable basis, according to the size, location and use of the space taken; and (ii) there 
shall be a. temP.orary abatement of said rent, to be calculated on said basis, until the Leased Premises shall have been 
re~aired, 1·ebuilt and :restored, and made available for use. and occupancy by Tenant. 
I C. In the event of any such taking whether or not such taking results in termination of this lease: (l) Tenant, 
in bddition to any special award for furniture, fixtures, personal property, moving, relocation and the like, shall be en-
titl~d to receive damages for loss of leasehold; improvements made by Tenant; and otherwise as its interest may 
nptear; and (2) Tenant's obligations to Landlord hereunder (financial or other.vise) shall be reduced by whatever 
Te~ant's obligations may be to the taking authority. 
J7j DEFAULT OF TENANT 
j Ir any sum or sums due as rent as in this lease (including Ri.der(s) hereto if any) provided shall be unpaid 
,,,·h~n due and shall remain unpaid for a period.of ten CJ.O) days after notice of such default has been given by 
Lahdlord and actually received by Tenant; or ii Tenant shall violate or be i~ default in its observance or performance 
of tiny of its other coyen'a.nts herein (including Rider(s) hereto if any) contained and shall have failed, within thirty 
(3 ) days after notice of the same has been given by Landlord and actually received by Tenant, to initiate reasonable 
an appropriate steps to remedy such violation or default and thereafter to diligently prosecute such remedy; then and 
in 'ither or both of the said cases Landlord lawfully may (notwithstanding any license of any former breach or cove· 
nat$t or waiver of the benefit hereof or consent in a former instance) immediately or at any time thereafter while 
sucli default continues and without formal demand or notice enter into and upon the Leased Premises or any part 
the~eof in the name of the whole and repossess the same as o! Landlord's former estate and expel Tenant and those 
claJming through or under Tenant and remove Tenant's effects (forcibly if necessarjr) without being deemed guilty 
o! !ny manner of trespass and without prejudice to any remedies whic11 might otherwise be used for arrears of rent 
or ~receding breach of covenant, and upon entry as aforesaid this lease shall terminate: In the event of such termi-
na bion, Tenant will pay to Landlord, monthly, as damages, a sum equal to the amount by which the rent called for 
he~under exceeds the proceeds of reletting the Leased Premises, provided, however, that Landlord shall use its best 
eff'drts to rclet the Leased Premises at their fair l'ental value, and to otherwise mitigate damages. . 
18.i INSOLYENCY OF TENANT 
l 
1 If Tenant be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent according to law; or it any assignment shall be made by Ten· 
an~ of Tenant's property for the benefit of creditors; or if the estate hereby created shall be taken on execution or 
oth)!r process of law and shall not be redeemed within ninety (90) days after Landlord shall have given Tenant notice 
of huch taking; then and in each of the said cases Landlord lawfully may immediately .or at any time thereafter while 
saiB situation continues and without formal demand or notice enter into and upon the Leased Premises or any part 
tb~of in the name of the \vhole and repossess the same as of Landlord's former estate and expel Tenant and those 
clafming through or under Tenant and remove Tenant's effects (forcibly if necessary) without being deemed guilty of 
anj manner of trespass and without prejudice to any remedies which might otherwise be used, and upon entry as 
a!o;'resaid this lease shall terminate. 
19~ DEFAULT OF LANDLORD 
' . 
1 I! Landlord shall.be in default of any of it:s obligations under this lease (including Rider(s) hereto if any) 
nnJ shall fail to cure said default vdthin thirty (30) days after Tenant sha11 have given notice of such default to 
La*dlord, or. if the default cannot be cured ,~;thin said thirty (30) day period, within such further period as may be 
reqbired to cure the default by diligently and continuously proceeding to cure such default, then and in such event, 
( )1 'f . l l 11 J lJ o : ·al t t 'J l = H J 11 l tl f l 11 t d ll Jae fibm :&s::dle1 ~ bu 'Pcuant:, 
:i:mi 'fcnunl, in ucHliLL1. Lo all o L11c1 am cm cu lo culled aac:i: cool, ma; ck1kcL Ll:c amcanb bl:Ei cu£ £10111 nuts doc 01 
k.aa!smi :g ti u l:o:c a :Jsq oz (ls) Tenant may terminate this lease by written no'tice to Landlord. 
6 621 
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20.. li.ANDLORD'S OTHER LANLr 
I
i Landlord covenants and agrees (i) that no property (other than the Leased Premises) now or hereafter owned. 
leased or contro11ed, directly or indirectly, by Landlord adjacent or contiguous to tbe Leased-Premises or within onc-th:i.rd 
( 1/ 3) ~le of the perimeter of th~ Leased Premises (whether or l?ot such o~her p1-operty is subsequently voluntarily . . 
com·eY:ed by Landlord)" shall, during the term of this lease and any extensions thereof, be leased, used or occu ied 
as a ~staurant, eating establishment, drive-in or walk-up eating facility, or for restnurant purposes, nd (ii) if dur-
ing th~ term of this lease Landlord shall own or control any .land other than the Leased Premises, which land is ad-
jacentlor contiguous to the Leased Premises, or which constitutes a parcel or parcels out of which the Leased Premises 
are cotnprised, that any building(s) or other in1provement {s) constructed upon such other land shall be set back from 
the public way (s) at least as far as the building to be initinlly constructed by .Tenant upon the Leased Premises shall 
oo setlback from the public way(s), and shall in no event obstruct the view of said building to be constructed b;y Ten-
nnt f;..bm said public way(s)' provided however that the restriction set forth in this subdivision (ii) shall not. be 
npplic.ble (a) with regard to land owned or. controlled by Landlord as of the date of execution Jiereof, to any hnprove- · 
ments!xisting on such land on the date of execution of this lease or, (b) with regard to land which subsequentl1 
comes nder Landlord's ownership or control, to any improvements existing on such land on the date that Landlord 
ncqui s such ownership or control; and it is mutually agreed that thre covenants set forth in (i) and (ii) above shall 
run ,~·th the land. If one or both of these covenants be broken, one-half ( 1h) of all payments required to be made .by · 
Tenan 11ereunder shall be abated for so long as such breach continues. The .total sums thus abated shall lie liquidated 
dama es !or such breach and not a penalty therefor, tbe parties agreeing that Tenant inevitably must sustain proxi-
mate jnd substantial damages from such breach, but tliat it 'vill be very difficult if not .impossible to ascertain the 
amoudt of such damage. In addition to this i:emedy, Tenant shall be entitle to injunctive and other appropriate relief, 
wheth.!r. under the provisions of this lease or otherwise. * d i i lk i f ili I or r ve- n or wa -up c.e cream ac. ty 
21. ~ENANrS RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL 
andlord agrees that, throughout the term of this lease as it may be ~tended, it shall not sell, offer to sell, 
accept any offer to buy or convey (voluntarily or otherwise) all or any portion of the Leased Premises unless and 
until andlord shall have first offered Tenant the opportunity to purchase the property which is the subject of such 
intend sale, offer or conveyance by inunediately giving notice to Tenant of lhe full details of such intended sale, 
offer, r conveyance, including without limitation the name and address of the offeror or intended transferee, where-
upon enant shall have thirty {30) days after actual receipt of such notice to elect to purchase said property upon the 
identi l terms and conditions set forth in said notice. If Tenant desires to elect to purchase said property, it shall do 
so by ending to Landlord, within said thirty (30) day period, a purchase and sale agreement, executed by Tenant, 
togeth~r with a deposit Check in the amount of One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars. Said purchase and sale agreement 
shall ~rovide: (a) for a closing date which is sixty (60) days a!ter the date of execution thereof by Tenant; (b) for 
the cl sing to take place at 3 :00 p.m. on the closing date at the place in which by law the deed should be recorded; 
( c) fo good, clear, insurable,,recorp and marketable title free of all liens, encroachments, encumbrances and restric-
tions, be conveyed to Tenant by a warranty deed; ( d) for the balance of the purchase price to be paid on the clo~-
ing d ; (e) for all applicable adjust.ments to be made on the closing date; and (f) for an extension o! the closing 
date i Landlord shall be unable to convey title as herein provided on said date, after using all reasonable efforts to 
clear tie, which efforts Landlord ag>:ees to use, but at either the original or any extended time for performance Ten-
ant sh 11 have the option to accept such title as Landlord can deliver. 
o sale, transfer or conveyance (voluntarily or otherwise) of title to sajd property during the term of this 
lease s it may be extended shall be effective, or binding upon Tenant, unless and until Tenant shall have first re-
cei\!'ed otice as above P.rovided and shall have waived in wrlting its right of fil'St refusal 01· shall have allowed said 
thirty (30) day period to expire 'vithout uercising said right. If Tenant waives said right, or allows it to expire, as 
a!o id, Landlord shall have the right, within eight (8) months thereafter, to convey said property to the party 
named in said notice upon the identical tenns and conditic;>ns set forth in said notice. Unless conveyance is made with-
in sai eight (8) month period to the transferee named in said notice and upon the identical terms and conditions set 
forth ~n said i1otice, Tenant's right of first refusal shall automatically be reinstated and no tra~sfer or conveyance 
therea ter shall be effective, or binding upon Tenant until the foregoing procedures have again been con1plicd with. . 
"'-.. ~1 
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~at at cithcx t!:c u.ioinal &i ~ c.cb!ndcd lime fox pcz!ozmancc Tenant sh1 
u L~ndlord can deliver. 
f No sale, t~nsfer or conveyance (voluntarily or otherwise) o ion of the Leased Premises during 
the lenn of this lease as it may be extended shall · , r mding upon Tenant, unless and until Tenant shall 
h:n'~ \\'aivcd in writing its optio · e Leased Premises as set forth in the preceding paragraph. : 
1 
• The c. ton to Purchase is in addition to Tenant's Right of First Refusal set forth i~ Section 21 
21. ·Lw~~l:i!.ra· & · ·c 
24. I MISCELLANEOUS . 
~ A. Notkes - All notices required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and e;haJI, where the context pe ts, be deemed to have been given_ lVhen deposited in the United ~tates mail, postage prepaid, by registered or cert ed mail (with or without return receipt) addressed to Tenant as follows: : . : . 
J ·· 1sss Boston ~oad 
I 
I 
~ Wilbraham, Massachusetts ""91 01095 
Attention: ~EAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT 
with a dupJicate copy addressed a~ above 
I and marked ",Attention: Legal Department" 
an1r to Landlord as f~tlows: 
. Willard O. and Beatrice F. Beckner 
10824 Miller Road 
Oakton, Virgini.~ 22124 
~ . 
such other ·address as either party "may !rom time to time specify by notice in accordance with this Section. 
B. Ca:nccllation. - Whenever, pursuant to the provisions of this lease or otherwise, either party has a right 
to eel same, such right may be e.~ercised by giving notice of cnncellation, in ~ccordance with the provisions of Sec-
4.A hereof, at any time while such right of cancellation is still in effect. The party giving such notice shall also 
the right: (a) to specif~ the date upon which cancellation is to become effective, provided, however, that said date 
shal not be earlier than the date such notice is given nor later than sixty ( 60) days after the date that said notice is givl, and in the absence of such specifi~tion, the effective date shall be the date upon which such notice is pven; 
and b) to specify a date upon which this lease shall automatically terminate unless the default or other situation 
whi gave rise to 63.id right of cancellation is cured, and if said def a ult or other situation is not so cured, this lease 
shaUI automatically terminate on said date without further notice, but shall continue if so cured by said date. Noth-
ing- i~ this paragraph shall preclude cancellation (where the right of cancellation exi~ts) by other lawful means. It 
is fut:-ther agreed tbat all rights and remedies of either party under this lease are cumulative and, where the conte~1; 
perrrfi\;$, not. exclusive of each other, and are in addition. to any other right and/or remedy now or hereafter provided 
byb}w. 
I C. Pu11mcnt of Rent to Third PM"so"" - If any.person to whom Tenant aha!! not then be payil:lg rent under 
this ease shall demand payment of rent from Tenant alleging his right to receive such rent as a result of a transfer 
or L ndlord's interest in this lease or otherwise, Tenant s!ia11 not be obliga~d to honor such dentand unless Tenant 
shal receive written instructions to do so from the person to whom Te11ant shall then·be paying rent and shall other-
wise l"eceh•e evidence reasonably satisfactory to Tenant of the right of the person making the demand. The with-
ho1 d ng of rent by Tennnt pending the detennination of the right of the party making the demand shall not be deemed 
to a default upon the part of Tenant. This provision shall not be applicable if request is 







· i E. Brokers - Landlord E be responsible for, and shaJJ indemnify T~ ,t against, all brokerage commls· 
sionsl or claims there! or arising out of the tenancy hereby r.reatecl or the exercise by Tenant of any option to purchase 
or rifht of first re!asal herein granted. Tenant shall have the option to participate equally in the defense o( any such 




~ F~ Construction and Interpretation - No modification, alteration or amendment of this lease shall be binding unles~ in writing a.nd duly executed by Landlord and Tenant. The headings nnd titles of the various sections and sub-
scctidns of this lease, and the table of contents hereto, are for convenience of reference only and do not ·constitute a 
part bf this lease. The printed and typewritten (if any) portioI!s of this lease ~hall be given equaJ \Veight in the con-
strudion and interpretation hereof and no added significance shall be attached to the fact that some of the printed 
matetial has been crossed out and/or replaced in whole or in part by typewritten material; no portion.of this lease 
shall tlbe construed for or against either party simpl;r because that particular portion has been drafted or incorpor- • 
nted erein by said party. "This lease contains the entire agreement between Landlord and Tenant with regard to its 
subje t matter, and all prior representations and/or agTeements, oral or written are merged herein and are of no 
f orc:J:'or eff ed unless expressly provided to the contrary elsewhere in this lease or in any subsequent written agree-
ment lating to this lease. Where the context requires or adntits, the plural shall include the singular and vice versa., 
and , ords of one gender shall include another gender. Failure of either party to complain of a~;y ~ct.ion-or non-action 
on tht part of the other party, no matter how long th~ same may continue, shall not be deemed to be a waiver by such 
party of any of its rights hereunder; a \vaiver of any provision hereof shall not be con~tnied as a waiver of any other 
provi4ion hereof, and a consent in one instance shall not be taken as a consent in any future instance. ·Any pro-
visio~( s) of this lease which shall prove to.be invalid, void or unlawful shall in no way a1fect, impair or invalidate 
any o her provision (s) hereof, and the remaining provisions hereof sha11 nevertheless remain in full forco and effect. 
Whe the context permits, all obligations and rights hereunder shall continue in full force and effect throughout the 
term hereof as it may be extended. 
i j 
I G. Successors and Assign.s - The rights and obligations under this lease shall be binding upon. and shall in-
ure t~ the benefit of each of the parties hereto and their respective successors, assips, heirs and legal representatives. 
! 
25. ktDERS AND EXHIBITS 
!This lease inc1udes the following Rider(s) and/or Exhibits, which shall take precedence over confiicting pro-vision (if any) of this lease, and are hereby made an integral part of this lease and fully incorporated herein by 
refer~ce: · 
i I Schedule A , . 
I Schedule B Schedule C 
1 Appendix· I Percentage Rent Rider ! Modification Rider 
I 
r 
· jWITNESS the execution hereof as a sealed instrument the day and year first above written. 
In the,Pres~nce of: _ . 
~11a~ ~uf)tfJ. l?.u~<--
1 Willard o. Beckner 
d,-~,a~ /3~:9-~ 
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DESCRIPTION OF LEASED . PREMISES 
·That parcel of .land· located at 2975 Chain Bridge Road, 
Oakton, Fa!rfa~ County, Virginia, bounded and described as follows:· 
NORTHERLY: ·By the southerly sideline of Chain Bridge 
·Road, OQe Hundred $ixteen and Six T~nths Fee~ 
(116. 6 ').; 
WESTERLY: ·By the easterly sideline of Blake Lane Two 
Hundred Eighty Four Feet (284');. 
SOUTHERLY: By land of an unknow own.er One Hundred Twelve 
and ~ive Tenths Feet (112.S'); 
EASTERLY: By land Qf an unknown owner Two Hundred Sixty 





















DEF 4m.,T OF TH.E TENANT 
The tenant further covenants and agrees that the landlord, or their I 
suclessors or assigns, shall have, at all times, the rignt to distrain for rent 
~ue and shall have a valid first and prior lien upon all furniture, fixtures, 
equ pment and other property of the tenant, whether exempt by law or not, as 
f 
sec~rity for tlie payment of any rent due hereunder~ 
I In the event of any failure of tenant to pay any.rental due hereunder within 
fourkeen (14) days after written notice that the same shall be due, or any ~ailure 
to pLrform any other of the terms, conditiona or cove~ants of this lease to be 
obs~ved or perfo~ed by tenant for more than the fourteen (14) days after written 
not~e of such default shall have been given to tenant, or if tenant or an agent 
nant shall falsify any report requir~d to be furnished to owner pur~uant to 
:~~ the erms of this lease,. or if tenant sh.all become bankrupt or insolvent, or 
tarily file ~ny debtor pr6~eedings or take or have taken against tenant in 
any ourt pursuant to any statute either of the United States·or of any .State a 
peti ion in bankruptcy or insolvency or for reorganization or for the appointment 
of a receiver or trustee of all or a porti~n of tenant's' property, or if tenant 
makei an assignme~t for.the be~efit of creditors, or petitions for or enters into 
an atrangement, or if .tenant shall ·abandon said premises (specifically excluded 
.. ! 
fromjthe meaning of this Section is Tenant's right of subletting or assignment 
i 
set:f rth under Sectio~ 15 of this Lease}, .or suffer ~his leas~ to ~e taken under 
any it of execution~ then owner besides other rights o~ remedies it may have, 
shal have the immediate right of re-entry and may remove all persons and property 
fromlthe leased premises and such property may be removed and stored in a public I 









sJrvice of notice or resort to legal process and without being deemed guilty of 
I 
t~espass 1 or becoming liable for any loss of damage which may be occasioned thereby. 
I j In any .such case, the landlord may, at the landlord's option, re-let the . 
I 
p~emises or any- part the~eof as agent of the tenant or otherwise, and receive the 
t therefore, applying the same first to the.payment of such expenses as the 
dlord may have incurred in connection with said resumption of possessing and 
including cleaning, repairs and decorations, an~ then to tne payment 
and performance of the other covenants of the tenant as herein provided; 
the tenant agrees, whether or not the landlord has re-let, to pay the ~andlord 
t rest and other sums herein agreed to be paid by the tenant, less the proceeds 
of the re-letting, if ~ny. 
Th.e tenant further covenants and agrees to pay and discharge and reimburse 
~andlord for all court or other costs including reasonable attorney's fees 
other expense th.at shall be made and incurred by the landlord in enforcing 
, . 
covenants and agreements of this lease. 
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PERCENTAGE ·RENT RIDER 
I I RIDER attached to and made a part of Lease dated 
I 
WILtARD 0, and BEATRICE F, BECKNER 
an4 j FRIENDLY ICE ·CREAM CORPORATION 
I 





11. This Rider constitutes an integral part of the Lease to which It is attached, and IS herehl' inade a p~rt of, 
and ~corporated into, said Lease, and all references to said Lease shall, where t11e context permits, include this Rider. 
2. As used herein, the term "percentage rent" shall mean the sums, if any, payable pursuant to the provi· 
sions of this Rider. The tenn "minimum rent" shall mean the sums payable pursuant to the provisions of Section 8 
of s d Lease. 
S. In addition to the minimum rent, Tenant sh2'-ll pay to Landlord, for each "Lease Year' included in the term 
d Lease, an amount which shall be equal to the "Percentage" for such Lease Year Jnultiplied by· the exce~s, if 
any, f the "Gross Sales" for such Lease Year over the "Sales Base." for such Le"ase Year. Percentage rent shall be 
pror ted in the eYent of a "Partial Lease YearJ'. 
I. 
4. The Percentage and the Sale:;s Base for each Lense Yenr of the term of said Lease t;lB it may be e~tended 
shall be as :follows: 
I 
LEASE YEAR 
Years l - 15 
First 5 year option. 
Second 5 year option 
Third 5 year option 
Fourth 5 year option 
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6. (a) The term "Grosa SaH•B" a.s used herein is hereby defined to mean ..... d include (except aa hereinafter 
exclu ed) the total gross doJJar amount of all sales of merchnndise, charges for the rendering of services, or other 
es, \l:hcthcr for cash or !or credit, derived from or nrisi11g out of the business conducted within or from the · 
Premises. 
one 
(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, "Gross Sales" shall not include, and are hereby defined to exclude, all 
reven es or receipts arising out of or attributable to: internal, no~-retail, transfers of inventory, fixtures or equip-
. tween Tenant and its employee(s) including Mannger(s): sales made at discount to em lo ee s of Tena 
non- tail trades or exchanges betll"een stores of Tenant; the use in the Leased Premises of:~---NRMR;;;;;-; 
at.her type vending inachine.; sales of trade fixtures or other store equipment; refunds, credits, allowances or 
disco nts in any form on merchandise sold or services rendered; the imposition of sales, hu.-ury or excise taxes col-
Jecte from nnd separately paid by customers; and settlements of claims for Joss or damage. Tenant agrees that 
the premises w1111 not be used as a distribution center for other area shops.· Further , gross.sa es will include any and all retail sales. 
6. The term "Lease Year" as used herein shall mean the twelve (12) month period commencing with the date 
hich Tenant's liability for minimum rent commences, or a11y successive twelve (12) month period thereafter, 
case may be. The t.en11 ''Partial Lease Year" as used herein shall mean any lesser period than" a full Lease 
or which Tenant has to account. 
Tenant shall ha\·e the right. from time to time. to change the commencement and termination dates of the 
Year. In such c'•ent, the period between the end of the old Lease Year and the commencement of the ne\\' Lease 
hall be separately accounted for as a Pnrtial Lease Year. Not withstanding the foregoing if 
entage rent is payable and tenant· changes the commencement and terminatio~ date 
percentage rent sha:ll still be payable and tenant slia.11 still be obligated * , 
8. Tenant, during the term of th.is Lease as it may be extended, shall maintain at 1855 Boston Road, North 
am, Massachusetts, or at Sllcb other place as Tenant shall :from time to time notify L:indlord in writing, full, 
te and accurate records of Gross Sales. Such records shall be open to inspection and audit at such place by 
rd and its duly authorized agents after reasonable advance notice to Tenant, provided that no such Inspection 
or au "t shall occur more frequently than once every six (G) months. Tenant shall keep said records for not Jess than 
one ( ) year after the end of the Lease Year or Partial Lea~e Year to which such records pertain. Tenant agrees 
tha within thirty (30) days prior notice, it will deliver to the premises at 
Oak on, Virginia, said records for landlord's"inspection. · 
9. Tenant shall furnish to Landlord, at the address to 'vhicb minimum rent payments are made, within· sixty 
a)is after the close of each Lease Year or Pa;ttial bease Year, a; statement of the Gross Sales for such period. 
pa.n}'ing such statement shall be the amount of percentage rent payable, if any, for the period covered by such 
ent. Each such statement shall be signed and certified «s correct by a duly authorized officer or agent o1 Tenant. 
10. Landlord shall hold i~ confidence any knowledge it.may obtain with respect to Tenant's sales figures. 
11. It is understood that Tenant makes no representation or .warranty whatsoever in :regard to Gross Sales or 
perce tage rent. and that nothing in this Rider or in sai4 Lease shall be construed as requiring Tenant to pay any 
perce tage rent for any period which is not calculated upon Tenant's actual Gross Sales, as herein defined for such 
peri . The pa:yment of percentage rent or the provisions hereof relating to same shall not be construed as creating 
any .artnership, joint 'Venture or similar relationship between the parties. 
12. WheneYer, pursuant to the provisions of this Lease or otherwise, the minimum rent payable.for any Lease 
Year shall be increased over the minimum rent for such Lea&e Y enr specified in Section 8 of said Lease, the Sales 
Base for such Lease Year, specified in Section 4 of this Rider, shall be proportionntely increased. · 
' 
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MODIFICATION RIDER -· 
... 
RI ER allacbcd ~and made a part of .Lease dated 
between 
and 










WILLARD 0. and BEATRICE F. BECKNER (Lant1Jord) 
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORPORATION (Tenant) 
. . 
his Rider constitutes an integral part of the Lease lo which it is attached, :rnd is hereby n1ade a part of, 
. -
rated into said Lease and all references to said Lea5e shalt, where the context pennits, include this Rider. 
, ' . 
of the. Lease - Rent during Option p~·riod - Notwith_standing a.ny-
the contrary, the following is hereby added to Section 8 of the Lease -
ent during each. of the five (5).0ption Peri~d~ (if the option is exe~cise~) 
follows·:·· 
(a) Duri.ng the first Option Period, Annual Rent shall be Ten Thousan.d Eight 
ollars (l.O, 800. 00) multiplied b,y. tl:le percenta.ge increase,, if any, in the 
Living Index" from the. first day of the fourteenth (1~.th) year of the term 
~ase to the first day of the first Option.Period. 
During the second Option Period, Axlnual Rent shall be the rent payable 
during t e first Option Period, multiplied by the percentage increase, if any, in. 
the ."Cos of Living Index" from the first day .of the n.lneteen-th (19th) year of the 
term of this Lease to the first day of the second Opt~on P~riod. · 
(c) During the t~ird Option Period, Annual Rent shall be the rent payable 
during the second Option Period, multiplied by the percentage increase, if any, in 
the "Co t of Living Index" ·from the first day of· the. twenty-fourth (24th) year of the 
·term ?f this Lease. to the first d.ay of· the third Option Period. 
~":\ ~ 
~ (d) During the fourth Option Period, Annual Rent shall be the rent payable 
he.third ·option P~rioo, multiplied by the percentage increas~, ii any, ·in· 
t of Living Index" from the first day of the twcnty:...ninth (29th) year of the 





During the fifth Option P~riod, Annual R~nt shall be the rent payable 
h~ fourth Option Period, multiplied by the pe~centage increase, if any, in 
t of Living Index" from the first day of the thirty-fourth (34th) year of the 
this Lease to the first day of the fifth Option Period. 
632 
(f) The tenn "Cost of Living Index" shall mean the Consumer Price 
Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (1967=100) All Items - All 
Citie ·as published b~ the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States 
Depar ment of Labor. If' such index ceases to be published or caa-ses to be a 
·matte of public. record, then the parties sha11 agree upon.some other index of 
compa able stature. l .• . 
terms 
set ti 
(g) In no event, however, shall the annual i:ent during the fir.st option 
be less than Ten Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars (10,800), or during the 
or third option periods be less than what it.was for the immediately pre~. 
option period. 
(h) As soon as the·annual rent for each option period has become known in 
f dollars and cents, the· parties agree .to execute an appropriate instrument 
forth said figure. 
. . 
3 Section 2 of the Lease Landlord shall deliver full possession of the 
leased premises to Tenant, .. free of all tenancies, occupancies and other possesso~1 
rights (except Tentant's) within thirty (30) days after Tenant has notified Land-
lord, n writi~~, of its ob~aining or a waiver of obtaining, cif its premises. If 
ouch p ssession is not delivered by Landlord within said thirty (30) days after 
aaid n tification, Tenant may cancei .this Lease or may proceed to obtain such. 
posses ion at Landlord's expense, which expense may oe· deducted by Tenant, from 
re~t h reafter accruing •• 
Section 7 of the Lease - No·twithstanding anything to t-he contrary in 
7 of the Lease, if Tenant shall be unable to obtain its necessary per-
_ ... ··.- ·
1 
r?its der Section 4 of the Lease, Landlord and Tenant agree to enter into an 
· .. asreem nt in recordable form which will cancel this Lease and Memorandum of \. .. ;:I Lease. , . . 
Section 16 of the Lease - Notwithstanting anything to the contrary in 
16 of.the Lease, Landlord may present its claim fo~ loss of income to 
ing authority. However, no such claim shall interfere or affect the 
~ights of Tenant hereunder. 
. - ····-- --·-·--6 . Section 4 of ·th~--L~s;:·~Th~-·fo.llowing new section 4D is hereby added to the 
Lease Landlord and Tenant agree that Tenant will forward to Landlon:f~ attorney ~pon 
a·n of this agreement, a check in the amount of $2,000. 00. Said amount is to 
in escrow in.an interest bearing account with said interest being paid directly 
lord. This amount will be used .exclusively for paym~nt for real estate taxes 
g the leased premises and being due for the calendar year 1975. Any real estate 
ue in excess of this amount shall be borne solely by Landlord. If, however, 
ary 1, 1976, Tenant has applied for but has not yet received· all necessary 
, as indicated under Section 4A of this Lease, Tenant agrees to pay an 
nal $1,000.00 to be used exclusively for the above mentioned purpose, coverin~ 
tional period from January 1, 1976 to July 1, 1976. If on July 1, 1976, permits 
t been obtained, then Landlord shall have the right to cancel this Lease 
any further obligation. This section is subject to Section 4A and 4B of 
7 Section 13 of the Lease is hereby amended by adding the following as Subsection 
t(t~~ C: "T nant agrees to maintain throughout the term of the Lease, as it may be extended, 
\~public liab~lity insurance in the following amounts: $200,000 for injury caused to one 
. ~) person $500,000 for injury to' more than one person arising from any one accident and 
$100,0 0 with respect to damage to property. Said insurance shall be provided under 
Tenant s blanket policy. Tenant shall furnish certificates of insurance coverage and 
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AMENDMENT OF LEASE 
AND. 
MEMORANDUM OF LEASE 
Reference is ~ade to the Leasa dated January 31, 1975 by and between 
I WILLARD O. and BEATllICE F. BECt<lfER of 10824 Miller Road, Oakton, Virginia 
. / 
22124 (hereinafter called 11Landlord11) and FRIENDLY ICE CREAK CORPORATION, a 
Massachusetts corporation having its principal place·of business at 1855 
Boston Road, Wilbraham, Massachusetts and authorize4 to do business in the 
state of Virginia (hereinafter called "Tenant11), and to the Memorandum of · 
Le~se which was recorded on March 31, 1975 in Book 4178,. Page 43 of Land 
Records, Fairfax County, Vi'C'ginia. 
The Lease and Memorandum Of Lease as herein refe'C'red to covers and 
concer.na tha premises (Leased Premises) located on Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, 
County.of Fai'C'fax, Virginia. 
Said Lease provides.that when a survey of The Leased P'C'emises has 
been obtained, the Lease description of The Le~aed Premises may be modified 
accordingly. Tbe'C'efore, said Lease and Memorandum Of Lease a~a hereby amended 
by inserting the f ollowtng ne~ description of "nla Leased Premises which 
replaces the description therein contained in all respects: 
LEASED PREMISES 
Beginning_ at an i'C'on pipe set in thesoutheast line of Chain Bridge 
Road, Virginia Route 123, as widened, said pipe marks the northwest co'C'Der of 
now or formerly Mason: thence with the souchw~st line of Mason; S 41° 49' 
5711 E, 233.04 feat to an iron pipe found marking the west corner of Fowler; 
thence continuing with the southwest line of Fowler, S 41o 29 1 4511 E, 40.31 
feet to an iron pipe found marking a corner to Fow~e~; thence continuing with 
the northwest line of Fowler, S 4ao 18 1 0611 ll, 120.85 feet to an iron pipe 
sat in the line of Fowler,.said pipe also being in the northeast line of 
Blake Lano, Virginia Route 655, as widened; thence with the said northeast 
line of·Blaka Lana,, Virdnia Route 655, as widened, H 40° 45' 11" w1 220!32 . .fe to a \'PH Monument round; thcnc.S ff 400 501 oo•• W, 4'.00. feet." to a hub found; 
thence 34.03 feet with the arc of. a curve bearing .. to the 'right and having a 
ra~i~s of 20.00 feat (tangent lengtb,22.80 feet, chord length 30.07 feet, 
chord beadng H 080 52' 05~' E) to a pipe set in the intersection of Blake Lane, 
.~irginia Route 655, aa widened and Chain Bridge Road, Virginia Route 123, aa 
widened; thence with the southeast line of Chain Bridge Road, Virginia Route 
123, as widened, N 54° 27' 0811 ·~.- _93.71 .feet to the beginning. 
Being the same-premises shown on a aurvey entitled 11Boundary and 
Topographical Survey Property· of Willard o. Beckner, et we, prepared by 
Walter L. Phillipa, I~corporated Civil Engineers, Laild Surveyors, Planners 
207 Pat:k Avenue, Falls Church,·. Virginia 22046, dated April 8, 1975. 
•. . : ~. 
. ;·.·.··· 
J •• • 
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Except as herein modified, all terms, covenants and.conditions of the 
Lease dated January 31, 1975 shall remain in full force and effect. 
IN WI'INESS WHEREOF, the La~dlord and Tenant have caused this AMENDMENT 
OF LEASE AND MEMORANDUM or LEASE to be duly executed as of this "! day of 
~u-.J.u/ ' 197.r:' 
Willard O. Beckner Landlord 
&..-i-~::7~ 
Beatrice P. Beckner Landlord 
"4...g~/--
STATE OF VIRGINU ) . 
>' ss, 
cotnrrr op-f'~1' > • 
Hy Commission BX.,iru: 11 Co111111l11l1a bp!m Alor 21, 1911 
COMKO!NEALTH or MASSACHUSETTS ) 
) SS. 
couun OF HAMPDEN ) 
Before me, a Notary Public in and. for ~County apd State, A• 
personally appeared J,,,.,U b r711Gas as llllH'l~VU:,/JU~~ • 
of FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORPORATION, uho acknowledged ~xecutiou of tho foregoing 
instrument, for and on behalf of said FRIENDLY ICB CREAM CORPORATION·, and that 
all necessary corporate action for entering into such inatrument has been taken 
and done; and that the representations herein contained are true; 
WITNESS, my Hand and Notarial Seal, this /J."'1.ay of ~&,: 
...... '~~ .. ~.;~: .. . 
·~ ~" ~.,· ... . l~~-.,JI"•. 't'.... -t.,.•. 
Hy Commission Expires: June 61 1980 
·Ia tba Clerk' a Ottla. ~ tha Clnuit CAvt ot • 
Ja1i-tes Cowity. V1rs1a1nDEC. 231975st:f~.AI 
This iaotrumont was reoelved aad. wl\b \Ile 
01rtlt1oata cimozed, •admltte~ toe ·rooor4 
t••<•• ~Clo"' 
·;.·-: 
. . . 
.. · : .. · .. ~ ·: .. 
~ ·. 





3. DATE OF LEASE: 
4. LEASED 
PREMISES 
5. LEASE TERM: 
6. OPTIONS TO 
~= 
MEMORANDUM OF LEASE 
WILLARD O. and BEATRICE F. BECKNER 1 of 10824 Miller 
Road t · Oakton, Virginia 22124. 
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORPORATION 1 a Massachusetts 
Corporation authorized to do business within the State 
of Virginia, with offices at 1855 Boston Road, 
Wilbraham, Massachusetts 01095. 
January 3~, 1975 
Landlord does hereby demise and lease unto Tenant, and 
Tenant does hereby lease from Landlord, the parcel of 
land which is shown on Schedule A attached hereto and 
made a part hereof and described in Schedule B attached 
hereto and.made a part hereof. Said parcel of land is 
hereinafter called the "Leased Premises" and is located 
on Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Fairfax County, Virginia 
presently numbered 2975. 
Included in this demise are all rights, privileges and 
easements appurtenant to the Leased Premises or COllllllOnly 
enjoyed therewith. Tenant intends to have a survey made 
of the"Leased Premises after the execution hereof and 
at Tenant's option the parties shall execute a recordable 
amendment. by which a survey description shall be in-
serted in lieu of the description contained above and 
in Schedule B, but Tenant shall not be obligated to 
lease less land than is described above and in Schedule B. 
Tenant shall have and hold the Leased Premises for a 
term commencing on the date of execution hereof and 
ending Fifteen (15) years from the earlier to occur 
of the _followi~g dates: 
(a) the date upon which Friendly Ice Cream Shop is 
opened for business to the public; or 
(b) the date which is eight (8) months after Permits 
for construction of said Friendly Ice Cream Shop 
are obtained, but in any event term shall begin 
not lat~r ~ban Julv ,1, 1976, · 
subject, however, to earlier termination of this lease 
as herein provided. This section is subject to Section 
4-A and 4.-B of this Lease. 
A. Tenant is hereby granted Five (5) options to ex-
tend said term for further. successiv~ periods of Five 
(S) years each, each such option to be exercised by 
notice to Landlord at least ninety (90) days prior to 
the expiration of the then existent term, and upon the 
giving of such notice, without any further instrument, 
lease or agreement, this lease shall be extended, and 
the Leased Premises shall be deemed and considered to 
have been demised by Landlord to Tenant for the additions 
term of the option period beginning ;Immediately upon 
the.expiration of the then existent term. 
636 
....... 
.... , -.· 
7. LANDLORD'S 
OTHER LAND:· • 
8, TENAN'J: 1S RIGHl' OF 
FIRST REFUSAL; 
...... 
.... ~ .. 
Landlord covenants and agrees (i) that no property 
(other than the Leased Premises) now or hereafter 
owned, leased or controlled, directly or indirectly, 
by Landlord adjacent or contiguous. to the Leased 
Premises or within one-~hird (1/3) mile of the per~meter 
of the Leased Premises. (whether or not such other propert 
is subsequently voluntarily ~onveyed by Landlord) shall, 
during the term of ~his lease and any extensions there-
of, be leased, used or occupied as a restaurant, eating 
establishment, dTive-in or walk-up eating facility, 
or for restaurant purposes or drive-in or walk-up 
ice cream facility; and (ii) if during the term of. 
this lease Landlord shall own ~r control any land other 
than the Leased Premises, which land is adjacent or 
contiguous"to the Leased Premises,.or which constitutes 
a parcel or parcels out of which the Leased Premises are 
comprised, that any building(s) or other improvement(s) 
constructed upon such other land shall be set back· 
from the public way(s) at least as far as the building 
to be initially constructed by Tenant upon the Leased 
Premises shall be set back from the public way(s), and 
shall in no even~ obstruct the view of said building to 
be constructed by Tenan~ from said public way(s), 
provided however, that the restriction set forth in 
this subdivision (ii) shall not be applicable (a) with 
regard to land owned or controlled by Landlord as of the 
date of execution hereof, to any improvements ·existing on 
such land ·on the date of execution of this lease or, (b) 
with regard" to land which subsequently comes under 
Landlord's ownership or control, to any improvements 
existing on such land on the date that Landlord acquires 
such ownership or control; and it is mutually agreed 
that the covenants set forth in (1) and (11) above 
shall run with the land. If one or both of these covenan s 
be broken, one-half (1/2) of all payments required to be 
made by Tenant ~ereunder shall be abated for so long as 
such breach continues. The total sums thus abated shall 
be liquidated damages for such breach and not a penalty 
therefor, the parties agreeing that Tenant inevitab~y 
must sustain prox:lmate.and substantial damages from such 
breach, but that it will be very difficult if not 
impossible to ascertain the amount of such damage. In 
addition to- this remedy, Tenant· shall be entitle to iz:a-
junctive and other appropriate relief, whether under 
the provisions of this lease or otherwise. 
Landlord agrees that, throughout the term of this lease 
as it may be extended, it shall not sell, offer to 
sell, accept any offer to buy or convey (voluntarily or 
otherwise) all or any portion of the Leased Premises 
unless and until Landlord sh~ll have first offered 
Tenant ·the opportunity to purchase the property 
which is the subject of such intended sale, offer 
or conveyance by immediately giying notice to Tenant 
of the full details of such intended sale, offer, or 
conveyance, including without limitation the name 
and address of the offeror or intended transferee, 
whereupon Tenant shall have thirty (30) days after 
actual receipt of such notice to elect to purchase 
said property upon the identical terms and conditions 




:· •• • •.·• • _ •. ':l·.::.·11.':.·· 
• 
·. 
9. DEF AULT OF 
THE TENANT: 
~ .. 
to purchase said property, it shall do so by sending 
to Landlord, within said thirty (30) day period, a 
purchase and sale agreement, executed by Tenant, to-
gether with a deposit check in the amount of One 
Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars. Said purchase and sale 
agreemen~ shall provide (a) for a closing date which 
is sixty (60) days after the date of execution thereof 
by Tenant; (b) for the closing to take place at 3:00 
p.m. on the closing date at the place in which by law 
the deed should be recorded; (c) for good, clear, 
insurable, re~ord and marketable title free of all · 
liens, encr chments, encumbrances and restrictions, to 
be conveyed to Tenant by a warranty deed; (d) for the 
balance of the purchase price to be paid on the closing 
date; (e} for all applicable adjustments to be·made on 
the closing date; and (f) for an extension of the 
·closing date if Landlord shall be unable to convey 
title as herein provided on said date, after using all 
·reasonable'efforts to clear title,. which efforts 
Landlord agrees to use, but at either the original or 
any extended time for performance Tenant shall have the 
option to accept such title as Landlord can deliver. 
No sale, transfer or conveyance (voluntarily or other-
wise) of title to said property during the term of this 
lease as ii: may be ex'tended shall be effective, or 
binding upon Tenant, unless an d until Tenant shall hav 
first received notice as above provided and shall have 
waived in· writing its right of first refusal or shall 
have allowed said thirty (30) day period to expire 
without exercising said right. If Tenant waives 
said right, or allows it to expire, as aforesaid. 
Landlord shall have the right, within eight (8) 
months thereafter, to convey said property to the 
party named in said notice upon the identical terms and 
conditions set forth in said notice. Unless conveyanc 
is made within said eight (8) month period to thc:i 
transferee named in said notice and upon the identical 
terms and conditions set forth in said notice, Tenant's 
right of first refusal shall automatically be reinstate 
and no tr~nsfer or conveyance thereafter shall be 
effective, or binding upon Tenant until the fore-
going procedures have again been complied with. 
The tenant further covenants and agrees that the land-
lord, or their successors or assigns, shall have, at al 
times, the right to distrain for rent due, and shall 
have a valid first and prior lien upon all furniture, 
fi.Xtures, equipment and other property of the tenant, 
whether exe mpt by lav or not, as security for the 
payment of any rent due hereunder. 
In the event of any failure of tenant to pay any.rental 
due hereunder within fourteen (14) days after written 
notice that the same shall be due, or any failure 
to perform any other of the terms, conditions or 
covenants of this lease to be observed or performed by 
tenant for mote than the fourteen (14) days after 
written notice of such default shall have 'been given 
to tenant, or if tenant or an agent of tenant shall 
falsify any report required to be furnished to owner 
pursuant to the terms of this lease, or if tenant 




any debtor.proceedings or take or have taken against 
tenant in any court pursuant to any statute ~ither of· 
the United States or of any State a petition in bank-
ruptcy or insolvency or for reorganization or for the 
appointment of a receiver or trustee of all or a 
portion of tenant's property, or if tenant makes an 
assignment for th~ benefit of creditors, or petitions 
for or enters into an.arrangement, or if tenant shall 
abandon said premises (specifically excluded from ·. 
the meaning of this Section is Tenant's right of sub-
letting or assignment set forth under Section 15 of thi 
Lease), or suffer this lease to be taken under any· 
writ of execution, then owner besides other rights or 
remedies i~ may have, shall have the immediate right of 
re-entry· and may remove all persons and property 
from the leased premises and such property may be 
removed and stored in a public warehouse or elsewhere 
at the cost of, and for the account of tenant, all 
without service of notice or resort to legal process 
and without being deemed guilty of trespass; or be-
coming liable for any· loss of damage which may_ be 
occasioned thereby. · 
In any such case, the landlord may, at the landlord's 
option, ~e-let the premises or any part thereof as 
agent of the tenant or otherwise, and receive the 
rent therefore, applying the same first to the 
payment of such expenses as the landlord may have 
incurred in connection with said resumption of possess! 
and re-letting, including cleaning,· repairs and decora-
tions, and then to the payment of rent and performance 
of the other covenants of the tenant as herein provided; 
and the tenant agrees, whether.or not the landlord has 
re-let, to pay the landlord the rest and other sums 
herein agreed to be paid by the tenant, less the 
proceeds_of the re-letting, if any. 
The tenant further covenants and agrees to pay and 
discharge and reimburse the landlord for all court 
or other costs including reasonable attorney's fees 
and other expense that shall be made and incurred 
by the l~ndlord in enforcing the covenants and agree-
ments of this lease. 
Wl~SS EXECUTION hereof, as a sealed instrument, this~ J j r day of· 
T~U'J'l.i ... ~- • 1975. 
Signed in the Pr ence of: 
~~~~ 
Cz:1R &16.. a ? .... ~ 
Willard O. Beckner 
4~"-''0~J 




STATE. OF 'VIRGINIA 
ss. 
COUN'l!Y pF FAIRFAX 
1.,h ... f,,,. J' .... ~~•C'C 4uotary l'ublic, .for the county aforesaid; · 
in the State'of Vira'fnia, do certify that WILLARD O. and BEATRICE F. BEj:RNER, 
whose names are.signed to the writing above, bearing date on the t)/k#f 
day of /e)l' .... '·".J. 1 1975 1 have acknowledged the same before me, in 
my county aforesaid. 
Given under my hand this "oJ('-' day of FeJ-".,..'"1 
o4.tarFP~;.. 7 
My Commission expires: /~:.~-:> .»' 
STATE OP MASSACHUSETTS 
COUN'I'i OF HAMPDEN 
) ) ss. 
,) 
I, Allan·Afrow, a Notary Public in and for the State and ~ounty 
aforesaid, do certify that ROBERT J. GAUDRAULT, vhose name is signed to the 
writing above, bearing date on the~/4 day of.f-~ , 1975 1 
has acknowledged the same before me on behalf of FRIENDLY ICE CREAM 
CORPORA'l:ION. . 
Given under my hand 
My Commission exp~res. 
:i.tmf">#.OW 
NOT A.RY PUBLIC 
My Commissi:in Expires 
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SCHEDULE 8 
DESCRIPTION OF LEASED PREMISES 
That parcel of laod located at 2975 Ch~in B~idge Road, 







By the southerly sideline of Chain Bridge 
Road, One Hundred Sixteen and Six Tenths Feet. 
(116.6~); 
By the easterly sideline of Blake· Lane Tvo 
Hundred Eighty Four Feet"(284'); 
By laod of an unknown owner One Hundred Tvelve 
and Five Tenths Feet (112.S'); · 
By land of an unknown owner .1\lo Hundred Sixty 
Nine and Six Tenths Feet (269.6 1 ) • 




THIS SECOND AMENDMENT TO LEASE ("Second Amendment"), is made 
and entered into effective as of the 4th day of March, 2002, by and between BEATRICE 
F. BECKNER, widow of Willard 0. Beckner ("Landlord"), FRIENDLY ICE CREAM · 
CORPORATION, a Massachusetts corporation with offices located at 1855 Boston 
Road, Wilbraham, Massachusetts 01095 (''Tenant"). 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Landlord and Tenant entered into a lease dated February 28, 1975, 
as the same was amended by a certain Amendment To Lease, dated January 31, 197 5 
(collectively the "Lease"), for certain property commonly known as FriendCo Restaurant 
No. 6017 located at 2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Virginia (the "Property"); 
WHEREAS, Willard 0. and Beatrice F. Beckner, Landlord, owned the Property 
as tenants by the entirety with common law right of survivorship and Willard 0. Beckner 
died in.1999, leaving the entire fee inter~t of the Property ill the name of Beatrice F. 
Beclmer, subject to the terms of the Lease. 
WHEREAS, Tenant desires to assign its leasehold interest in the Property to a 
bank or other user to redevelop the Property, the Tenant desires to delete the Percentage 
Rent Rider of the Lease in consideration of increasing the monthly Annual Rent during 
·the remainder of the third Option Period from One Thousand, One Hundred and Five and --
05/100 Dollars ($1,105.05) to One Thousand, Eight Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
($1,850.00) (i.e., a monthly increase of Seven Hundred and Forty-Four and· 95/100 
Dollars ($744A95)) in exchange for deleting the Percentage Rent Rider from the ....-
underlying Lease; and 
WHEREAS, each of the parties hereby represents and warrants to each of the 
other parties that it is fully authorized and able to enter into this Second Amendment 
without the requirement of any third party approvals, consents or ratification. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals, promises and 
representations, and in recognition of the sufficiency of the mutual consideration 
provided by each party to the other, Landlord and· Tenant do hereby agree to ·am~nd the 
Lease as follows: 
AGREEMENT 
1. Amendment To Modification Rider No. 2 - Section 8 - (c). Cd) and (e). The 
parties delete Modification Rider No.2 - Section 8 of the Lease - (c), (d) and (e) of the 
Lease in their entirety and substituting in lieu thereof the following: 
"(c) During the remainder of the third Option Period, Annual Rent shall be 
LF- 2... 
Dr._r-_.-..,,.,~_.....-
643 ~J\~E .# . 
...... 
Twenty-Two Thousand and Two Hundred Dollat~ ($22,200.00) payable in monthly 
installments of One Thousand, Eight Hundred and Ftµy Dollars ($1,850.00). .· 
(d) During the fourth Option Period, ~~:~ual Rent shall.be Twenty-Two 
Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($22,200.00) multiplle(f b)'""the percentage increase, 
if any, in the "Cost of Living Index" from the first day of the twenty-ninth (29th) year of 
the term of this Lease to the first day of the fourth Option Period. 
( e) During the fifth Option Period, Annual Rent shall be the rent payable 
during the fourth Option Period, multiplied by the percentage increase, if any in the "Cost · 
of Living Index" from the first day of the thirty-fourth (34th) year of the term of this 
Lease to the first day of the fifth Option Period." 
2. Deletion of Percentage Rent and Percentage Rent Rider. The parties delete from 
the Lease all language in the Lease that relates to Percentage Rent, including but not 
limited to that language contained in the Percentage Rent Rider. 
3. Ratification. The undersigned parties hereby ratify this Lease, and represent to 
one another that the Lease, in full force and effect, without modification except as set 
forth in the First Amendment and this Second Amendment. 
4. No default. Each party represents to the other party that there is no !mown 
default under the Lease by the other party. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties do hereby execute this Second 
Amendment to Lease Agreement on or as of the date first written above. 
LANDLORD: 
Beatrice F. Beckner 
By: /.qui& q, ::Jo: iJLcJa..W 
Name: Beatrice F. Beckner 
Its: Individually 








COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA: 
to wit 
COUNTY OF ·F AlRF AX 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /I~ day of Mar~h; 2002, before . · 
m~, a Notary Public of the State of Maryland personally appeared Beatrice F. Beckner, 
and that as such, being authorized so to do, executed the foregoing instrument for the purp·oses 
therein contained, by signing her name Beatrice F. Beckner, in her individual capacity. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my han~d official seal . 
. ·. · . . ~fol{ 
Nci'ARYPUBLIC 
My Commission Expires: *~ Z:: 
COlv.f.MONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS : 
to wit 
COUNTY QF HAfvfPDEN 
. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Z day of March, 2002, before me, a Notary Public of 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts personally appeare4 Ronald L. Elliott who acknowledged 
to be the Sr. Director, Development for FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORPORATION and th~t as 
such, being authorized so to do, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein 
contained, by signing the name of Ronald L. Elliott, by himself in the aforegoing capacity. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal. 
Oa .. r // ......... -~·z:r:· . 
NOTARY PUBLIC /JJ'i.u" .,- /<./~~"7 
My Commission Expires: ? fa Y ~ .J • 
I 
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'FriendCo Restaurants) Inc. 
Certified Mail 
Willard and Beatrice F. Beckner 
10824 Miller Road 
Oakton, Virginia 22124 
December 26, 2001 
Re: Consent to Proposed Assignment of Lease and Redevelopment of Your 
Property located at 2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Virginia 
Pursuant to Lease Dated January 3 I , 197 5 as Amended and Subleased 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Beckner: 
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation ("Friendly's11 ) and FriendCo Restaurants, Inc. 
("FriendCo") are looking to terminate FriendCo's sublease and simultaneously therewith 
assign Friendly's interest in the Lease of the above referenced Property to Riggs Bank, 
N.A. ("Riggs>'). Riggs plans to demolish the existing Friendly's building and to build a 
new bank building as more particularly shown on the attached Concept Plan. Although 
not required by the express terms of the Lease, Riggs has asked that we obtain your 
consent to the {a) proposed assignment, and (b) redevelopment of the Property as 
shown on Concept Plan attached hereto and a confirmation that the terms "Gross 
Sales" and "Sales Base as defined in the Percentage. Rent Rider of the Lease " do not 
apply to Rigg's Intended Use as a banking and/or financial services facility with drive-up 
teller window and ATM machine and night depository or other financial use. Also, Riggs 
would like confirmation that you, as the Landlord, will join in and execute any and all 
applications for permits, licenses and approvals required for the redevelopment, to the 
extent required ·in order for it to redevelop the Property, at no expense to you. 
' We acknowledge that your consent as requested herein shall in no way be 
deemed a release of Friendly's as a party responsible under the Lease, nor shall this 
change in use interrupt or delay your cash flow under the Lease. 
If you: 
1. Consent to the (a) proposed assignment to Riggs, and (b) redevelopment 
of the Property as shown on Concept Plan attached hereto; 
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Willard and Beatrice F. Beckner 
December 26, 2001 
Page Two 
) 
2. Agree that you, as the Landlord, will join in and execute any and all 
applications for permits, licenses and approvals required for the 
redevelopment, to the extent required in order for it to redevelop the 
Property, at no expense to you; and 
3. Confirm that the terms 11 Gross Sales" and "Sales Base as defined in the 
Percentage Rent Rider of the Lease" do not apply to Rigg's Intended Use 
as a banking and/or financial services facility with drive up teller window 
and ATM machine and night depository or other financial use; 
then please execute the duplicate original of this letter in the lower left-hand corner as 
"SEEN AND AGREED." 
: If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call Paul Kinney or me at 
Fri~ndly's. 
Enblosure ( 1 ) 
I 
cc:! Ann Portnow (by hand-delivery) 
Frien_dCo Restaurants, Inc. 
Real Estate Representative 
Paul Kinney (by telecopier (413) 543-2820) 
Very truly yours, 
Jt.::.~~ 
Jerry Mitchell, Esq. (by fax (202) 857-6395) 
Arent Fox 
William Sawyer, Esq. (by telecopier (413) 543-2820) 
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation 
i 
SEEN AND AGREED 
i • 
1 
By: } Willard Beckner 
Dat~=------------






447 CAR.LISI DR.IVE, SUITE B 






I J . Beatrice F. Beckner 
1 24 Miller Road 
NORMAN F. HAMMER. JR. 
AITORNEY AT LAW 
January 11, 2002 
0 .. ton, VA 22124 
RU: Friendly Ice Cream Store Site, Oakton, Virginia 




FACSIMl~E <703> 437·7076 
ADMITTED IN VA.S D.C. 
Tb. ayJspoke with Sandy Hughes of Friendly's and they have basically 
ae nowledged that they do need to make up for the percentage rent and thus we 
hh e opened discussions and I advised her that we were more than willing to talk 
td hem and to Riggs Bank about revising the Lease so that you are adequately 
c~ 1pensated. I will be hearing from Sandy with a proposal or directly from Riggs 
irl he near future. j 
J on closer review of the Lease, the Lease runs through 2016. The initial Lease 
st rted on July 1, 1976 with an initial fifteen-year term and five, five year options. 
us the initial fifteen-year term took it to 1991 and then adding the twenty-five 
yb rs of options takes it to 2016. 
J sed on my conversation with Ms. Hughes I feel quite confident that we will be 
a~. le to work out an amendment to the Lease that will provide you a higher return . 
. 
I ill contact you as soon / as I hear their proposal. 
~. o I have enclosed an original and a copy of my standard Retainer Agreement 
t~~t basically states that my hourly rate is $200.00 and that I will bill you monthly. 
I~ lso states that you can terminate my services at any time of your choosing. If 
t~ s Agreement is acceptable to you, please sign, keep the copy for your records 
~ d return the original in the envelope provided. 
J,1~ase don't hesitate to contact me should you have any questions. 
! l 


















~:fli __ f __ 
~CA$ll 171......:.."l:::;..:;32-;;;;.._~ 
FrifndCo Restaurants, Inc. 
I Satufra £. :Jf uolies 
f 'Mee <Presitfent and <Deputy qenera[ Counsel 
l 
l 
I January 25, 2002 
TeJecopier (703) 437-7078 
i 
N~man F. Hammer, Jr., Esq. 
44 Carlisle Drive, Suite #B 




(703) 437 -8700 
Re: Consent to Proposed Assignment of Lease and 
Redevelopment of Beatrice F. Beckner's Property Located at 
2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Virginia Pursuant to 
Lease Dated January 31, 1975 as Amended and Subleased 
("Leased Premises"). 
As was stated in my December 26, 2001 letter to Mrs. Becker, Friendly Ice 
Cr am Corporation rFriendly's") and FriendCo Restaurants, Inc. ("FriendCon) are 
lo king to terminate FriendCo's sublease and simultaneously therewith assign 
Fn ndly's interest in the Lease of the above referenced Leased Premises to Riggs 
B k, N.A. ("Riggs"). Riggs plans to demolish the existing Friendly's building and to 
bu Id a new bank building as more particularly shown on the Concept Plan attached to 
th t letter. I understand that Mr. Beckner has died and that Mrs. Beckner now owns the 
en ire Leased Premises in fee simple. 
As you are aware from your review_ of the Lease, 
1. 1"(3 (Use) provides 'Tenant shall have the right to use and/or occupy the 
Leased Premises for any lawful purpose or purposes, to erect from time 
to time improvements thereon of any kind and to repair, replace or alter 
said improvements." 
2. 1f4 (Permits) 1"(C. provides that " Nothing in Section 4 shall be construed as 
limiting Tenant" rights under Section 3 hereof. 11 
3. 1J15 (Assignment and Subletting) provides "Tenant may assign this Lease and 
may sublet all or any part of the Leased Premises, but no such assign~ent or 
subletting shall operate to relieve the Tenant of its obligations hereunder ... 
Tenant further agrees to notify Landlord in writing of any assignment." 
~-----· 
·U.ti _s--
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By this letter we are reiterating our notice to the Landlord of the pending 
te ination of the existing Sublease and assignment of the Lease. Although not 
re uired by the express terms of the Lease, Riggs has asked that we obtain your 
co sent to the (a) proposed assignment, and (b) redevelopment of the Property as 
sh wn on Concept Plan attached to the prior letter and a confirmation that the terms 
"Gass Sales" and "Sales Base as defined in the Percentage Rent Rider of the Lease" 
sh II not apply to Rigg's Intended Use as a banking and/or financial services facility with 
dri e-up teller window and ATM machine and night depository or other financial use. 
Al o, Riggs would like confirmation that Mrs. Beckner, as the Landlord, will join in and 
ex cute any and all applications for permits, licenses and approvals required for the 
re evelopment, to the extent required in order for it to redevelop the Property, at no 
exi>ense to you. 
We acknowledge that as expressly stated in the Lease, Mrs. Beckner's consent 
as requested herein shall in no way be a release of Friendly's as a party responsible 
un er the Lease, nor shall this change in use interrupt or delay her cash flow under the 
~e se. 
Unfortunately sales in this Friendly's store are trending downward and while I 
un erstand that Friendly's has paid percentage rent in years: 1999 of $7,518; in 2000 of 
$ 349; and in 2001 of $7,989, percentage rent is not guaranteed under the Lease, nor 
d I believe it would apply to Rigg's use as ·a bank. In order to eliminate the Percentage 
R nt issue and secure Mrs. Beckners cooperation to the redevelopment I have been 
a horized to offer an increase in Mrs. Beckner's base rent from $12,459.50 to 
$1 ,459.50. 
Riggs would like a further agreement from the Landlord to enter into a direct 
le se at the expiration of all the option terms under the Lease for 3 additional 5 year 







If Mrs. Beckner will: 
1. Consent to the (a) proposed assignment to Riggs, and (b) redevelopment 
of the Property as shown on Concept Plan; 
2. Agree to join in and execute any and all applications for permits, licenses 
and approvals required for the redevelopment, to the extent required in 
order for it to redevelop the Leased Premises, at no expense to Mrs. 
Beckner; · 
3. Amend the Lease to delete the Percentage Rent Rider of the Lease in 






/ 4. Agree to enter into a direct lease at the expiration of all the option terms 
1 under the Lease for 3 additional 5 year periods at the then fair market 
f value. 
thjn please execute the duplicate original of this letter in the lower left-hand comer as 
"StEN AND AGREED" and I will have the amendment to Lease drafted. 
I If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call Paul Kinney or me at 
Fribndly's. I . 
I 
I 
v~~.tru1y yours, ~/A I ~wl'IA ){" ~u/11~ 
Sandra L. Hughes {) 
I 








FriendCo Restaura s, Inc. 
Real Estate Representative 
Paul Kinney (by telecopier (413) 54 3-2820) 
Robert Sawyer, Esq. (by telecopie r (413) 543-3282) 
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation 
EEN AND AGREED 





DavCo Restaurants, Inc. 
1657 Crofton Boulevard • Crofton, MD 21114-1398 
Norman F ~ Hammer, Jr. Esq. 
447 Ca.rlisle Drive, Suite #B 
Herndon, Virginia 20170-4802 
~ 
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NORMAN F. HAMMER. JR. 
A1TOJOJ'£Y AT LAW 
447 Lf3Ui t>ll1V!, JUITI! !S 
HE~ ON, vtRC::lNlh 20170 
February 28, 2002 
FAXED ONLY to 1-410-793-0754 
Sandra L. Hughes, Vice President 
IC/o FriendCo Resturants, Inc. 1657 Crofton Boulevard 
lcrofton, MD 21114 
C.703> 431•6700 
FACSJMrU! C7033 4!7-70i'S 
,l\.DM.ln"!J) IN VA, a o. C. 
; RE: Beckner Property 
] 2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Virginia . 
:I 1oear Ms. Hughes: 
;JI 
i 11 was astonished to leam that you had contacted and visited my client directly 
j !without my authorization and without notice. 
!II !You are advised to have no further direct contact with my client and to deal only 
: , through me. 
;1 ii Your present offer fs not acceptable to my client. 
:j 
11 i Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions. 









· ! I NFH/ivc 
; j j I Cc: Mrs. Beatrice F. Beckner 
. i 1 Mr. Robert Beckner 
~ ~ 
• 1 1 
. ! i 
: ; ! 
I ; 
I ' ! ; 
' ( 
. : l 
. ; i 










~ ::\!-G, ~ 
ct tA$.ll /7 7'+ 3. 
: -.fr. endCo Restaurants, Inc. 
N rman F. Hammer, Jr., Esq. 
7 Carlisle Drive, Suite #B 
H m.don, Virginia 
(703) 437-6700 
March 1, 2002 
l ~ Re: Your letter dated February 28, 2002 Regarding Beatrice F. 
~ Beckner and Her Property Located at 2975 Chain Bridge 
ll[ Road, Oakton, Virginia. D ar Mr. Hammer: 
ij 
! 
Contrary to the statements in your letter dated February 28, 2002, Mrs. Beckner called 
m. on Wednesday, February 27, 2002, first telling me that you no longer represel]ted her and 
th she wished to see me in person to work out a mutually agreeable arrangement with. regard 
tof · request I had made of her as our Landlord. Notwithstanding the foregoing, I am a 
prl cipal of the Subtenant of the subject Lease and principals may talk to one another at any 
ti ; r without going through lawyers if they so choose. 
lll • "'!rs .. B~~mer_has ma.de i~ very clear to me that she does ~ot li~e being charged for our r munrcationf,.po1 I trust you will. not offend her further for reading this response to your 
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. INTELLECTUAi.PROPERTYIAW 
Providing Glob11l T11~0a:tu'1i Prup1rly Stat.tl!Jitt i:t Soltztifnl.r 
!f E. WlnihJ11Jt 
aUM.CurtiJ 
Match 8, 2002 
Rl:pznJ!VtmtJ4tmt:: 
Rbtb £. Tykt-Ctws. Pb. D 
O/i!c V.Mabaul~ 
z,,,.. Ckrl!J: 
Plsi!t:ctt S. HltDtile 
~J11mtr SaJ1gmm. Ph. D 
. Nonnan ( 410-793a.0522) 
Counsel and Secretary 
Restmrants1 Inc . 
. ; Re: Oakton-Chain Bridge Road - VA #605 
D~~~~ • 
i \rt has been two years since my last letter to you. Your then newborn is by nriW a scrappy 
two 1ear old, if I remember those days correctly_ . 
; l 
, !The story on this property is the same, but we have a new tune. 
:. l1y client, Bea Beckner, and her now deceased husband leased this property to Frie.ncily' s 
undet ~:,ntract negotiated in 1975. The contract provided for an initial :fifteen year term and five 
opti~ reriods of live years each.1 Last spring Friendly' s exercised their third option. 
:j.As I understand ~t, Friendly' s is now seeking an arrangement which would better resolve ' 
its ini .est in this leasehold. In contrast to the circumstances that prevailed the last time I wrote 
to yob .. I the options open to Friendly9 s may require a favorable decision from my client on 
exterldihg the lease. My client has engaged Norman F. Hanuner, Jr. to handle this transaction on 
. her bt.hklf. Sandra Hughes of your staff has discussed the matter directly with Mrs. Beckner, but 
:furth~ ~egotiations must be conducted directly with JY.rr. Hammer. 
: l 
; lrv.ry client has foun~ Ms. Hughes moSt agreeable. That is not the problem. Indeed, :Mrs. 
Beckhet has only kind words for the peop1e she has dealt with :from Friendly,s. She regularly 
visitsfFj~dly, s store #605 and takes a keen interest in its operations. For example, in her most 
recent .i:sit she observed that the physical plant was in excellent condition but that th.e task of 
serviilg 1icustom~rs fe11 to a single elderly lady, which in Mrs. Beckner's view was not sufficient ~~ . .• 
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z- Oakton-Chain Bridge Road - VA ~05 
Mrs. Be.ckner would prefer to continue to deal with F~endly' & as tenants, and would 
not to deal with the various banks that have been proposed as subtenantS. However, she 
• ewed this matter at length at a meeting with her son, Robert Beckner, a longtime fiiend 
visor, Leroy Jackson, rnyseife.nd Nonn Hammer. As much as she dislikes the prospect of 
givm up .Friendly, 6' as a tenant ·she agrees that her interests are best served b~ seeking rental 
more in keeping with market rates. 
Thai'is Mr~ m.ntmer-s role, and'.if he is to :fulfill1:hat role· fit 'needs yout·cooperation in. 
dea · :id~y;~.~.pim. The,remainder of the team supporting.Mrs. Beckner in this'matter Will 
CiO • ue' t() advise h~r, as she· directs, bnt :she bas asked·me·to :Jet yOu'krfow'tbaf:M'r~·'Hamm~ wiJl 
be th so1epof:nt of.·contacrwith·Fricndly,s, or=~·srtyone"rfoting·onFriendly's·behaJZ,_orWith 
any if .,~cf~:lny·fiavtng~ati~:t:n?eres&:i:n tliis man·er. 
At, 1 said in my ·letter of two years ago=' from my client's point of view, the rents on ibis 
have not kept pace with its value. Income from the property consists of a base monthly 
rcntal nd a ront oftwo peTCmt of gross annual sales over $275,,000. The bue m.Onthly rental 
was · d at $900 for the first fifteen years of the lease. In discussions prior to the lease it was 
cont .: plated that the base rental for any of the option periods would be '~adjusted accordingly to 
the st of Living lndex." However. the tern.is of the lease provided that the base rental for an 
opti · period of five years would be adjusted to reflect the CPI-W increase for the two years 
pree 1 ing the onset of the option period. 
•: 
Ii The net effect of this provision is that the base: monthly rental for a five year option is 
adjudt for cost ofliving increases·fort:wo years (1990-91, 1995-96, 2000-01) but ignores cost 
ofli~ increases for the other three years {1992-94, 1997-99) . 
. ~ ~ 
1i It is not entirely clear how this formula comports with the concept of making cost ofliving 
adju ents, bµtthese are the terms a.greed to by the parties. Consequently. the Beokners did not 
· rec~ cost of living increases of 11.5% (for 1992-94) and 9~0% (1997-99). And this pattern 
will tinue for Mrs. Beckner for the remaining option terms~ should Friendly• s exercise the 
I 
On Mrs. Beckners bebat; I look forward to you and your staff working with Norm 
Ha:l~er to seek a mutually satisfactory resolution of this opponunity . 
. J 
: ! I Sincerely, 
.:t 
~·1 \4. ~ . '. I l • 
l} .... "-
:; I . 
· i I ~ Clyde R Christofferson 
cc: liid Beckner 8 / F-. Jj 
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.fr.lendCo kestaurants, Inc. 
March 8, 2002 
i . B;atrrce F. Beckner 
1 ~824 Miller Road 




Re: Friendly' s Restaurant Located at 2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, 

















Pursuant to your request I am sending you the enclosed documents: 
1. Copy of the 2nc1 Amendment to Lease signed by Friendly's Ice Cream 
Corporation increasing your monthly rent from $1,105.05 to $1,850.00 in 
exchange for the deletion of the percentage rent paragraph. 
2. · Copy of the letter from Mr. ·cryde Christofferson, dated March 8,. 2002. 
3. Copy of my letter dated March 1, 2002 in response to Mr. Hammer's letter. · 
4. Copy of Mr. Hammer's letter to me dated February 28, 2002. 
I understand that you do not want me to contact or deal with Mr. Hammer 
as directed in Mr. Christofferson's letter or in Mr. Hammer's letter and that you 
want to deal with me directly as Landlord and Tenant. If at any time you wish to 
change this direction please Jet me know. 
~y~lin-/ 
Sandra L. ~u~~ ~ 
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SECOND Alv.IENDMENT TO LEASE AGREEMENT 
i 
j i.ms. SECOND AMENDMBNf TO LEASE ("S~cond Amendment"), is made 
·j and entered into effective as of the 4th day of March, 2002, by and between BEATRICE 
I F. BECKNER, widow of Willard 0.- Beclater ("Landlord"), FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORPORATION, a Massachusetts coiporation with offices located at 1855 Boston 









· WHEREAS, Landlord. and Tenant entered into .a lease dated February 28, 1975, 
as the same WaS amended by a certain Amendment To Lease, dated January 31, 1975 
( cqllectively the "Lease"), for certain property commonly kriown as FriendCo Restaurant 
No. 6017 located at 2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Virginia (the "PropertY''); 
. WHEREAS, Willard 0. and J3eatrice F. Beclmer, Landlor~ owned· the Property 
as tenants by the entirety with common law right of survivorship and Willard 0. Beckner 
died in 1999, leaving the entire fee interest of tbe Property in the name of Beatrice F. 
Beckner, subject to the terms of the Lease.· 
WHEREAS, Tenant desires to assign its l~ehold interest in the Property to a 
bank or other user to redevelop the Property, the Tenant desires to delete the Percentage 
Rent Rid~r of the Lease in consideration of increasing the monthly Annual Rent during 
the remainder of the third Option Period from Oile Thousand, One Hundred and Five and 
051100 Dollars ($1,105.05) to One Thousand,' Eight Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
($1,850.00} (i.e., a monthly increase of Seven Hundred and Forty-Four and 95/100 
Dollars. ($744.95)) in exchange for deleting the Percentage Rent Rider from the 
underlying Lease; and · 
f · WHEREAS, each of the parties hereby represents and warrants to each of the . 
I. other parties that it is fully authorized and able to ent~r into this Second· Amendment 
! without the requirement of any third party approvals, consents or ratification. 
l . . 
I 
' 
1 ·NO~, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals, promise·s and 
I representations, and in recognition of the sufficiency of the mutual consideration. provided by each parcy to the other, Landlord and Tenant do hereby agree to amend the I Lease as follows: · · 
I I . AGREEMENT 
1. Amendment To Modification Rider No. · 2 · - . Section 8 · - (c). (d) and (e). The 
· 1 parties delete Modification Rider No~2 - Section 8 of the .Lease - ( e ), ( d) ·and ( e) of the 









"(c) During the ~emainder of the third Option Period, .Annual Re~t shall ~e 
658 
Twenty-T-;vo Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($22,200.00) payable in monthly 
installments of~ne Thousand, Eight Hundred and FiftyDoli~s ($1,850.00). 
( d) · · Duriiig ·the fourth Option Period~ the Annual Rent shall b.e Twenty-Two 
Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($22,200.00) muitiplied by the perc.entage increase, 
if any, in the "Cost of Living Index" from the first day of the twenty-ninth (29th) year of 
· the term of this Lease· to the first day of the fourth Option Period. 
· (e) During the fifth Option Period, Annual Rent shall ·be the rent payable 
during the fourth Option Period, µlultiplied by. the percentage increase, if any in th~ "Cost 
of Living ·Index" from. the first day of the thirty-fourth (34th) year of the term of this" 
Lease to th~ ~t day of the fifth Option Period." · 
2. Deletion of Percentage Rent and Percentage Rent Rider. The parties d.elete from · 
the Lease aii language in the Lease that relates tQ Percentage Rent, ~eluding but not 
limited to that language contained ~ the Percentage Rent Rider. 
3. Ratification. The undersigned parties hereby ratify this Lease, and repres·ent to 
one another that the Lease, in full force and effect, without modification except as s~t 
forth in the First Amendment and this Second Amendment. \ . 
4. No default. Each party represents to the other party that there. is J;lO known 
default under the Lease by the other party. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties do hereby execute this Second 
Amend.men~ to Lease A~eement on or as Qf the date first written above. 
LANDLORD: 
Beatrice F. Beemer 
By: 




Name: Rona o 
Its: Senior Direc~or, Development 
Date: 
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. .. . . i . •. . . 
f CO:rv.rM:ONWEAL'J;'H OF VIRGJNIA: 
. I towir 
fCOUNTY OF·FAIRFAX 
i . . I . . 
· ~· I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this · · · day of March; 2002, befor~ · 
e, a Notary Public of the-State of Maryland personally appeared Beatrice F. Beckner, · · . 
d that as such, being authorized so to do, exe~uted the foregoing instrument for the purposes 
1 
erein contained, by signjng her name Beatri9e F. Beckner, in her individual capacity. . 
j 











¢oMMoNWEALlli OF MAssAcHtJsETTS· : 
JoUNTY OF HAMPDEN 
! 
to wit 
t. I HEREB.Y CERTIFY that on this ? . day of March, 2002, before me, a Notary Public .of 
e Conimonwealth of Massachµsetts personally app~ared Rona:J.d L. Elliott who acknowledged 
. t. be the Sr. Director, Development for FRIENDLY I~ CREAM CORPORATION and th~t as 
ch, being authorized so to do, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes tP.erein 
. c ntained, by signing the name of Ronald L. Elliott, by himself in the afor~going cap~~ity: · · .
. ; 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and offic;ial seal. . · · . . 
1,· Q -_/(~ ' · .. · .·. . .... \ . 
.. ,··: .. 
l c::::c.-. 4- / ..-.... • ..., ~. • I 
! NOTARYP\]BLIC ·f'A-vt.. rl<l.A>·~·Ey 






















••••• ••• WHITHA.N.l, ~URTIS & CHRISTOFF.· 1SON, P.C. 
··-OJ 
.lmarE. Whi:hmn 
Marsbt1ll M. Curris 
ct,,d~ R CbriaofferJ011 
I 







Da~d J. Norman 
Gentral Counsel and Secretary Da:lo Restaurants. Inc. 
165 Crofton Boulevard 
Cm . on, !\ID 21114 
! 
J 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW 
Pro'Uiding G/&ha/ 111rcllccru,rl Property Stt1t11git1 rb• Sofr,rionr 
RqFulJ1'.7tatt.Arlz: 
. March 8, 2002 
Rl.it!J E. 7jltr.Cn>~ Pb. 1' 
O~ V. Merl:isu/w11 
l.111batTh: 
Plllkn:i S.Hdilu 
K.Jttma S#l1gston, Pb; D 
( 410-793-0522) 




{ It has been two years since my last Jetter to you. Your then newborn is by now a scrappy 
two !Year old, if I remember those days correctly. 
1 · The story on this property is the same, but we have a new tune. 
I 
~ 
f My client, Bea Beckner, and her now deceased husband Jeased this property to Friendly,s 
und~. a contract negotiated in 1975. The contract provided for an initial fifteen year tenn and :five 
optibn periods of five years each.. Last spring Friendly' s exercised their third option. 
! 
I 
f As I understand it, Friendly' s is pow seeking an arrangement which would better resolve ' 
its iiterest in this leasehold. In contraSt to the· circumstances that prevailed the last time I wrote 
to ybu. the options open to Friendlt s may require a favorable decision from my client on 
extJiding the )ease. My client has engaged Norman F. Hammer, lr. to handle this transaction on 
her behal£ Sandra Hughes of your staff has discussed the matter directly with Mrs. Beckner:J but 
fu~er negotiations must be conducted directly with~- Hammer. 
i 
. I 
f · My client has found Ms. Hughes most agreeable. That is not the problem. Indeed, Mrs. 
Beclcner has only kind words for the people she has dealt with from Friendly' s. She regularly 
visrtk Frlendly's ·store #605 and takes a keen interest in its operations. For example, in her most 
recebt visit she observed that the physical plant was in excellent condition but that the task of 
se~g customers fell to a single elderly lady, which in Mrs. Beckner's view was not sufficient 
•,,.,,~ stafting. ~ ~ ~- . .'' 
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_FriendCo Restaurants1 Inc. · 
ii1ecopier (7031 437-7078 
Nbrman F. Hammer, Jr., Esq. 
~7 Carlisle Drive, Suite #8 
Hhmdon, Virginia 
f (703)437-8700 
March 1, 2002 
i: Re: Your letter dated February 28, 2002 Regarding Beatrice F. 
l Beckner and Her Property Located at 2975 Chain Bridge 
j Road, Oakton, Virginia. 
I. 
orar Mr. Hammer: 
' ! Contrary to the statements in your fetter dated February 28, 2002, Mrs. Beckner called 
m~i on Wednesday, February 27, 2002, first telling me that you no longer represented her and 
t~l she wished to see me in person to work out a mutually agreeable arrangement with regard 
tol tfte request I had made of her as our Landlord. Notwithstanding the foregoing, I am a 
p~r\cipal of the Subtenant of the subject Lease and principals may talk to one another at any 
tirhe, without going through lawyers if they so choose. 
i. 
J ; Mrs. Be.ckner has made it very clear to me that she does not like being charged for our 
communicatiori.f, ,sa I trust you will not offend her further for reading this response to your 
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NORMAN F. HAMMER. JR. 
ATTOR.NEY AT LAW 
447 cA~l.(31.1: DR.IVS, SUfT! 8 







February 28, 2002 
FAXED ONLY to 1-410·793-0754 
I 
Sandra L. Hughes, Vice President 
. Clo FriendCo Resturants, Inc. 
i 1657 Crofton Boulevard 
. j Crofton, MD 21114 
t . 
f. RE: Beckner Property 
t. 2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Virginia 
' 
; : Dear Ms. Hughes: 
(703) A31·6?00 
FACSIMlLl! <?03> 437·7078 
ADMfTTED IN VA. 8 D. C. 
! ; t was astonished to learn that you had contacted and visited my cllent directly 
: without my authorization and without notice. 
i 
f : You are advised to have no further direct contact with my client and to deal only 
i through me. 
j 
1 Your present offer is not acceptable to my client. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions. 
f . NFH/ivc 
i 
Cc: Mrs. Beatrice F. Beckner 




2 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF FAIRFAX COUNTY 
3 --------------------------------x 
4 BEATRICE F. BECKNER, 
5 Complainant, 
6 versus, IN CHANCERY NO. 177432 
7 FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORPORATION, .. 
8 and 
9 FRIENDCO RESTAURANTS, INC., 
10 and 
11 DAVCO RESTAURANT I INC. I 
12 Defendants. 
13 --------------------------------x 
14 Alexandria, Virginia 
15 Tuesday, April 9, 2002 
16 Deposition of 
17 BEATRICE F. BECKNER, 
18 the plaintiff, called for examination by counsel for the 
19 defendant Friendly Ice Cram Corporation and FriendCo 
20 Restaurants, Inc., pursuant to notice and agreement, in 
21 the offices of Harrison & Hughes, P.C. 221 North 
22 Washington, Street, Alexandria, Virginia 223156, 
23 LT02-058A 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
10521 West Drive 






~CA'£ 4t (17182.. 
.. ·. 
2 
1 beginning at approximately 9:58 o'clock a.m., before 
2 LeShawne M. Thompson, a Verbatim Court Reporter and a 
3 Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of Virginia at 
4 large, when there were present.on behalf of the 
5 respective parties: 













WARREN R. STEIN, ESQUIRE 
Warren R. Stein, P.C. · 
201-B ·Royal · st.reet:·; · s·. E ~- · · · 
Leesburg, Virginia 20175 
On behalf of the defendant 
··· ·· ·· Friendly ·Ice ·Cream Corporation ·.and 
FriendCo Restaurants, Inc.: 
: . 
JOHN EDWARDS HARRISON, ESQUIRE 
Harrison & Hugh~s,. P.C. 
.. 221.N0rth.Washington Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
On behalf of the defendant 
DAVCO RESTAURANT, INC.: 
. , ~ . .. 
JOHN C. PASIERB, ESQUIRE 
Cohen Gettings4 P.C. 
·2"200 .. wilsan:·.aquleva~d · 
Suite .800 . 
. Arl:ing~.on., v~;rginia .. 22.2oi. l.7 .. lt1t .. • I' I • .• o '·. 
18 
: ... ·· 
)'µso .present: ... .' . ' . ·. .. . ... ·. •. 
19 
... . ;· 





.. · ... , ..... ~3 .. . . . . ·. 
r .. · · · •• ·· • • · <s.ANDR:A 'HUGHES~ ·~ESQU!;RE:' .. . " . '• ·.·· . . . .· ... ... . . ..... . . . . .. 
Harrison & Hughes, P.C. 
~21 North Washington Street 
AleKandria, Virginia 22314 
. ., 
·Anita~. Glover· & Associates, Ltd.· 
10521 West- Drive· · 
Fai~fax, Virginia 22P30 
. :r.. (J~~>~.: .. ?.~ ~;..~~ Q~i-~~)j;.:~. ·.'th~ . . 
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C 0 N T E N T S : 
EXAMINATION BY 
WITNESS MR.HARRISON MR. PASIERB MR. STEIN 
BEATRICE F. BECKNER 4 
E X H I B I T S 
•.. .. . . I •• 
B. Beckner Deposition Exhibit No. 1 
--bill of complaint 
B. Beckner Deposition Exhibit No. 2 






B. Beckner Deposition Exhibit No. 3 
-~copy of. a check. and stub to B. Beckner 
from Friendly's 
.123 ···-
B. Beckner Deposition Exhibit No. 4 
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1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
2 Whereupon, 
3 BEATRICE F. BECKNER, 
4 the complainant was, was called for examination by 
5 counsel for the defendant Friendly Ice Cream Corporation 
6 and FriendC9 Restaurants, Inc. , .·and having been first 
7 duly sworn by the Notary Public, was examined 
.. 
8 and testified as follows: 
9 EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT 
: 
··10 FRIENDLY ICE· 'CREAM 'CORPORAT'.ION AND . 
.. 11· FRIENDCO RESTAURANTS,· INC • 
. 12 BY.MR. HARR.I SON: . 
13 Q. Please state your full name, Ms. Beckner. 
14 A. Hmm? 
.. ·rs "Q~ Ple~se' stat~·your full name. 
16 A .. Full n.ame? 
. ,•_ ... 
• ·r • 
. . . .. . .. 17 Q.· Yes, ma' am .... 
• • •• • •• •-1 •• 
.. · , . 
······ 
18. 
.. ~- .. B~~tr~ce ... Fa~r.i~ B~.ckn~r, -~-E;-C-K-N;-E-.R: ~ . .. • .... 
... : 19 
'• .. '· 
.Q. 
.. Pl~ase ·~ta~·~. y.o{ir .d.at.e .. of b.;i.r~~-.. 
. . . ·.. •.· . . . .. 
.. ! • ... • •.• .~.. • 
20 A. :· J~ly the 10th; 192l. · · 
21 Q. 
. What's· your Social S~curity.Number? 
... . . 
22 Let me see here. Do·. you.·t~·~nk .it's pn .. ~y A . 
<I o •• I • 
: :· · ... 2 3. . · .permit?.: . 
.- ..... · 
.··. 
. ··.: 
.:, ·· . 
Aiii ta B. Glover &· Associates, I.td·. 
10521 West· b~ive ·· ' · · · 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030. .. 
~-·(:/.-03} ~.593.·~-0:04 ,,··~r ·~· ., ..,.,.,,. :; .... ~ 
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. . . . 
.. . .... .. 23 
5 
Q. Yes, ma'am. It's your driver's license 
number .. 
A. 230-something. 
Q. Would you go ahead and tell the -- I can't 
testify, as much as I'd like to. You get to do it. 
A. Social Secu.ri ty?. 
Q. It's the same thing as your driver's 
. . . ••,. . .. .· ., 
license number, yes, ma'am. You're absolutely right. 
A. Okay. Here is one, two, see? 
·MR;· ·STEIN:· Well, ·actually· I think'.· in this · · 
inst~nte it i~'ftot. 
·BY MR. HARRISON: 
Q. Okay. Well, in that case, read me your 
Social Security number, please, Ms. Beckner. 
A •.. Social "Security number? Oh, ·goslL 
TH~ W~TNES~: Is it on there? No~ 
. ..... . 
MR. STEIN: .. We11, I'm wondering if that-' s 
...... · ... . ~ . . . . . .. :· . . :. . . .· ... ·. . ··. . . ._ : .· .· .. . -· ..... ·. 
it. 
: ... · . •:. 
.yes .. , ....... . 
. . , 
~. w~~$S: .. N:o. 
·.· ··. 
MR. STEIN: No? . Okay. 
THE WITNES'S: ·230 is ·the first 
MR. STEIN: That·' s . what.· you .had mentic;:med, . 
•. . .. , .. 
Anita B. ·Glover & Assoc.iates, Lt'd. 
· ios21 west orive · · 
. . . ·. . ... ,- . 
: : . . : . 
.Fairfax, .Virgin~a ~~.030·. . . . . . . . 
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6 
1 THE WITNESS: Oh my gosh. 
2 BY MR. HARRISON: 
3 Q. Okay. You don't have that with you today? 
4 A. I don't know why I don't. I ought to. 
5 Q. That's all right. It's not a test. You 









.. ·; ~ . .. 
. . . 17 ma' am.· 
A. Is it on my driver's license? 
MR'. STEIN;·· I:s this it? 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, that's it. 
. ... MR. STEIN: · ·Okay. · ... · .... 
THE-WITNESS: 230-14-38 .. -- oh, that's it. 
MR. STEIN: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
MR. STEIN: You're welcome. 
BY MR. "HARRISON: 
Q. Go ahead and read the rest of ~t, pl.ea~e,. 
. . 
. .. 
You. missed .. some of the . nambers .. 
. . . . 
. . . . . . .. . . . ... .. . . ·~ . . •. lo o •• I 10 o o •• 
•• '""·· •. • •• • r ~· : . . .. . . ..... 
.. 
.. . 






. . .. 23 ' .. 
. Q ·~ q~ay_.. , ~b~?:ilc .. i~m .. .. 
. · ....... ·.· 
Please ·State your current res .. idence 
address, Ms. Beckne~. 
Q •.. , 
My --
. Residen~~,. ~here .. yQ.\.i_. live .. 
Anita B. ·Glover·& Associates,· Ltd. 
1os21 west Driv~ ·· 
·.: .. . 
.Fai~fa~, Virginia 2~030 .. 
. !?.O~); -~~~:·~QQ~~1.i\!ft. J.~· ..... \ _r-:.; •· ·~"'?· ·.:-:;· :: 
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A. 10824 Miller Road, Oakton, Virginia 22120. 
Q. 2.2120? 
A. That's the zip. 
Q.· How long have you lived there, ma'am? 
A. Since 19-- well, since 1969, but I've 
lived i~ Oakton si~ce_1934 or.35, ~ome~hing like that. 
Q. Do you have any otner residences? 
. . . . . . . .. 
A. Any other residences? 
Q. Yes, ma'am, places where you live. 
A.· ·-Yeah. ·. 
Q. Where are they? 
A. Paris, Virginia ... 
Q. And what's the address of that residence? 
A. Oh, I don't know. It's -- Paris. 
o· ... ·p~ri~~ ·virginia. 
A. It it;m' ~ ~ resid.E7nce. It's where we gq . . 
.. .. . . 
· .. · .. . :: . 
-It'· s .just ·a. - - . ... ~ 
: ... ·. 
' o I ·~ "' o o. 0 : . ·· .. .·. 





· .... R.igl?-t: 1 ... ~ :qountcy. .Pl~c.e,~ . Y~q .9~t ~t ... 
. • . 
Q. no you have a business address, ma'am? 
A.· No, sir. 
.. I· repreS.~Pt two .of tbe Defend.ant$ in . this. case now? 
... 
.... . . . . 
Anita 
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&. Glover· & Associates, Ltd. 
· · · 10521 ·west· Drive 
Fairf~x, Virginia 220~0-
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. . .. . ... 
..: . 
..: · ..:. 
8 
1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. You have to answer yes or no. It's a 
3 rule. I'm sorry. 
4 A. Yes or no. 
5 Q. Well, you can pick one, actually. 
6 A. Wait a minµte now. You said I have to use 
7 
8 Q. You can't say uh-huh and unh-huh. 
9 A. Yes or no? 
10· 
· Q. ·· · · ·· Yes ·or· no 0r ·any· ot·her words you· want .. to ·· 
·11 use,· but they· have ·to be ·S"Orri.ething ·other than uh-huh and 
. 12 unh-huh. Okay? 
13 A. I'll try. 
14 Q. Do you understand you're testifying under 
··1·5 oath"tbday? .· ... 
16 A. 
. Ye~ 1 .si:t;. 
. ""• 
•, .. 
.. ·• ~ . 
.. 17 
· .. Q •. · · · You know that your. testimony· that·· you' :lfe 
. .. · .. · ...... · ... . 
·•.' • • •• • • .,·•... • ••• • ••• • '•• •·· ••• r 
18 
... 
19 l~Q.y r.igJ::i.t. he):'~t ... 
. .... . . . . · ... ;:\ . ... · . ···· ....... . 
.. 
20· A.. Right. 
2·1 Q. Do you understand that your transcribed 
22 .. tet?timo~y. C;_ould be _:tile4. w:lth th.~ c9urt_ anci tha~··. i.t. ·~ay· 
. . . . . .. . . . . . 
, .. 
. 2;3 .. be· used a~ ... trial, . just .. as. though you .. w.ere ... th.e.re · 
......... 
. . ... 
I o •'" t t 1'' oa<\' : : .: 
· Anita: B ~ · Glover · & Associates, Ltd·~ 
1os21 we.st Drlve 
fair~~, v-;r.gin;a_. 22030. . . . .. .· 
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A. It may be used as what? 
Q. At the trial, just as your testimony. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Do you understand that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't have to say sir. Yes or no. 
slnce the court reporter is only able to 
take down the testimony of one person at a time and it's 
very ·important that"ohly one per·son· speak· at ·a··time. ·So 
in·the -unlikely event· that your lawyer· would 'tibject, 
would you please stop speaking. and let him object., if 
that's what he's going to do? 
A. What? 
Q. The court" reporter· can only·· take down one· · 
per.son.';;_ tes_ti_mony at a tirqe. Anq your lawy~r may obje~t. 
to one·~f-my-questions. .: . 
. .. ~ . .. . ; . . . . . 
..... ~· . I s~~. ·· ... • . .. 
. . . 
.. . q.. . . .: ..... Ok.ay_ ... _.· .. lf ~~ dq~.f? '·: wo~ld .. Y.9.U .. ~~O.P. ~.pea~ing ...... 
. . 
· ~nd ·ret .. h,im 9~ ·ahead with his objection? 
A~ Sure.· 
Q_. So this youn.g iady d6es.n'.t.· haye ·to sit 
.ti:iere·. and .. go ... crazy~. · :"· ..... . 
Anita B·. Glover &: Assoc·iat~s, 'Ltd. 
··· . · :ios21·weat: nrive :·. · 
.. ·Fairf~x,, Virginia 22030 .. 
, ... ·· 
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1 A. Sure. 
2 MR. HARRISON: I am going to turn the air 
·3 conditioning on. It is getting hot in here already. The 
4 thing says 70 degrees, but I doubt that. 
5 BY MR. HARRISON: 
6 Q. Please answer my qu~stions as to what you 
7 know to be true, that is to say sqmething that you saw, 
8 you felt,· you "totich.ea; or you heard. ... . ..... If you're relying 
9 on an assumption of what somebody else told you, I want 
. : .10 you· to te-11 me ·that ·before -you answer· my question.· Wil·l· · · 
·11 y0u do that? 
12. A. Sure. 
13 Q. Do you know everybody in the room? 
14 A. Here? 
15 ·Q·: · Yes;· ma' am. 
16 .A. Do I know all of you? 
: ... . . . 
17 .. Q. · Y.es, . ma' am . . : . · = 
.. .. . : lo' o • .• ... o 0 • •,I o' 'Io_. 0 .. . . .,., ... : . 
18 A. No. 
19. 
'• 
·: ... . : . Q_. ... Okay. My ~~~~- ~s John H~~ri~on .. I'm ·an . 
... . ·.·· .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . ·· ....... . 
20 attorney. I represent. Friendly's. and FriendCo. This :ls 
21 ·John· ~asierb; He ·:is· a.lso an attorney. He l;"epresents. · 
22 DavcO':· That's Sa~dy Hughes. She is ari officer of DavCo.· 
. . : . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
. · ..... . 
2 3 I th . k ,· t h . . ht? . 
. . . · .. , .1.~ yc;:>u .. ve .r:ne . er; ;r-1g ..• . ·: 
...... ·.· ... 
Anita ·B. Glover & Associat·es,· Ltd~ 
10521 West: 'Drive· ·· · · · 
,Fairf~x, Virgini~ 22030 . . 
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1 A. Right. 
2 Q. And this young iady is named court 
· .. 
3 reporter. Actually, it's LeShawne M. Thompson. She 
4 hasn't transcribed for me before, but that's okay. And 
5 you know who your lawyer is, Mr. Stein? 
6 A. Sure do ... 
7 Q. Now, if you desire to stop for a minute to 
8 talk to your attorney or for any other reason whatsoever 
9 -- you don't have to tell me why you want to stop. I 
lo· 'don't care. Just say I'd. like to take· a oreak; and I'll 
li try and acconim6date .. y6u ." Okay? 
12 THE·WITNESS: I·don't·have anything to 
13 say. Do you? 
MR. STEIN: I'm sorry. What was that, Ms. 14 
"; .. 15 .. Beckrier? ·r . cotildn ,· t hear ·what you· sa'id. 
l~. TijE WITNESS: . I QO~ '.t· want to s.ay 
. . . 11· anything.· Do· you? 
. . · .... . . . ···· ... "'- .. . ···i-. · •. .......... 
...... ; 18. . . MR. STEIN: No •.. He'.s saying that ~if you 
.19. ·waJ.'.lt to .. ~take a .break at. a~y. .time .. .-: ..... · .· ~ :. .. · . · ..... 
. .. . .. . 
. . . ... 
20 THE WITNESS: Oh. 
21 MR. STEIN: "You j~_st say so. 




. .. · .. 
. Oh, okay ..... : . 
.... 
·.·.· .. . ... _., ... 
. ·. 23 :. 
· · ... BY MR. HARRISON•: : .... .. .. ....... ... .. .. ._.,,. .. . . :: .... 
· ."., .. ·An.\ ta .. B •. Glo:v.e~.· &: .As;:apci~t:~s·,. Jatd~. 
· · 10521 Wes·t Driv·e 
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1 Q. Just tell me and we'll take a break. 
2 Okay? 
3 A. Sure. Thank you. 
4 Q. And you don't have to tell me why. I 
5 don't care. Okay? 
6 Are you. taking any meqi~ation today? 
7 A. No, sir. 
. .. 
8 Q. !s there anything about your physical 
9 state today which might interfere with your ability to 
· · 10 te-st:ify, · remember· or" communicate? 
·11 A. The. only t'rouble I have is that I Im. a 
12 little bit hard of hearing. 
.· 
13 Q. So am I. 
14 A. Tough trouble; isn't it? 
lS . Q. Yeah·; it is.·. I"f I . don ,.t "talk loud enough, 
16 you. ~eJ_l me. ~t is r~al rare I tj.op' t tal~ lou.d ~nough, 
. : .. · ..... 
17. . people say:· ·· 
• .... • ••••• •• t •• . . .... ,, .. 
-:,"•". . . -·~ .. .. • • .• • • •"' • • I 




. ... · ... 
A .... Yo.µ.'.r~ .dQing .~ll right . 
Okay .... Is .. tl:ie.r.~ .~y ~~ason .:thqt ... you.'.~e .... 
20·· aware of 'that you would be unable to give complete .and 
21 :relia.ble ~~stimoriy ·today? 
A. No .. 
. 23 · ... · ... .. .. Q •. ·: You .realize· .of .. course· it's· very .important · ·. · 
.Azii.ta B. Glover & Associates; Ltd. 
·· · · · ios21 west nrive · · ·· 
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1 for you to understand all my questions? 
2 A. Yes, .sir. 
3 Q. And the reason it's so critical is we need 
4 to be able to understand and rely on your answers; right? 
5 A. That's right. 
6 Q. Do you u~d~rstanq_the proc~dure is for you 
7 to wait until the question is finished before you answer; 
8 right? 
9 A. True. 
.. ,,.. . ' 10 Q. · "If at ariy t'ime r·ao not:understand your·· 
.· 11 
··answers, 'I will stop and ask you ·to clarify: · ·woulti ·that 
. 12 be fair? 
13 A. Yes. I'll try to anyway. 
14 Q. If at any time you do not understand my 
questions~ ·I ··want you· to stop me. and tell" me·. you ao ndt 
16 understaJ:?.~ . t)~em. W:ill yoµ do that? .. · 
·'· : . . ·. 
... 
17 A·. . Yes,· sir· ... 
... . . . . . .·. ·· ... . · .. 
. .... ··. 
18 Q. :· . . .... AIJ.d. wb~t.h~.~ .9r .. no.t. .. yo~ unqe;rstand th~ 
19 . 
. . . . 
. ·. q~~s~~op.s_ !lle.an~ .. ~he~h~r o.r. ngt y9_u,~~e. 9ea_r?- it:.i. :r:igh.t:? 
A. True: 
21 Q •. And whether or not you.understand all the 
_.• 
... 
.. . 2~ . .. · ... : : ...... A· •. . Right.~ ;.:·.· . ... . ......... · .... ·. ·. . .. 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
i"os·2i:·west od.;ve · . 
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Q. And whether I mumbled so you could not 
understand what I said; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would it be fair for us to assume that all 
of your answers are true, complete and accurate to my 
specific question, unless you tell me you did not 
understand my question? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have to talk just a little bit louder 
for·.those of ·us ·that are hard of ·hearin·g. 
·A. ·uh-huh. :;. 
Q. No uh-hl,lh's; yes .or no. 
.. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That's all right. Everybody does it. 
Don't worry about it. · ·r 've ·had ··my deposition taken. I· 
.. 
. do the same .thing~· 
.. .. . ... 
. .. 
... . 
. ·.Do ypu keep .a: pocket · calenda.r, or notes, · . 
... . . 
. ... . . . ._ ···- .. ... . . . • ... . ; . . · ... 
... · 
. . 
.. Oqc~s.i~:mal.~y I. ~~ght ~r~te ~~~~~.1-ng _pq~,· .. . A. 
:· ••• ,t 
·: . . .. . . . . . . . . · .. . 
but I always·· write dowh ~pp~i'ntme.rits on· ·my· c:alendar··. 
A •. 
Q •. 
·: ·Do ·you· keep that calendar in your kitchen? 
Yes: · 
. . ·, And do ,You .. ha ye. tP,e ... OP.~. ~.or. this·~ year?. 
·Anita B. ·Glover &· As·sociates,· Ltd.· 
1os21 west: Drive · · .. 
.· Fair~a~, Virgi~ia 22030 _ . 
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A. With me? 
Q. No, ma'am. Still in you~ kitchen. 
A. Oh, yes, yes. 
Q. And it would have on it appointments that 
you make; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does it have anything else on it? Do you 
·make notesf"to your·s"elf°? 
A. Oh, birthdays, some meeting I have to go 
to . 
Q. Did you graduate f~om high school? . 
A. Y~s, sir. 
Q. Did you ·have. any education after h.igh .. 
school? 
·A. ..some,. but . - -. yeah, ·I· had -s.ome .. 





· . . :· ... · ...... . 
. Q • 
. ·A. 
.. 9. ~-·. 
I ..: _ .. · w~i t. a ~in:u.te . - · .. I .. _se~ve!l .on . j ~ry · ~· . 
....... · .... 
.. ·.·· ':· 
·. ·· .. 
okay. 
. ... .. . : .. ' .. , '•.'• .. · .. ·· .. · ... 
In-' F'a.i~fax · cou~ty, -~ ·10t. 
That is educa~ional; isn't it? 
·Yes. . , 
. Anita B ..... Glover & Associates, Ltd •. 
· · 10521 West Drive· · · 
Fairfax,. V~rginia 22030 
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1 A. Sometimes. 
2 Q. You read leases; right? 
3 A. Leases? 
4 Q. Yes, ma' am. 
5 A. Yes, sir. 
6 Q. And you've reviewed and sig~ed ~everal 
7 leases in your career; right? 
. .. . 
8 A. Sometimes, yeah. 
9 Q. Have you ever served in the military? 
10 . A·. Pardon?····· · ..... 
11 . Q. Have you·ever· served in the military?· 
l2 A. .Oh, no. 
. ... 
13 Q. Have you ever been employed? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 · ·o. .. When was the last time· you·were ·employed? 
16 A. Well_, my husband and ~ .had a .bu~iness of 
. . 
... 
.· ·.· .. 
: •, 1o : •• . ~ 
·17 ou:t" own. · . . . .. .. 
. .... 
• .. • •••• • "> . .. ... .· . ·~ .. .. .. I ; ·:· . ... ·· ... 
18 




,l.~ ~he ~P:s~ t}.ll}e .1::~~~ .. b':l:~~n~Sf.s .. W:~f? •. i~. ~per~t.ion?. ·. ~ ... 
20 
· .. 
A. · He~· s been dead two y'ears. p·~abab1y 1990 .. 
~·1:. Q. 1990? 
22 .· .. 
.. 23. • !· ·~ ..Q • And what. bus.'iness .. wa~. that? . .... •f 'lo 
·Anita B. Glover & Associates, 
· · : ios21. West Drive·· 
·Ltd. 
. · .... · . . · Fai~fa~,. Virginia 22030 
·~-~.: ·"·.-·.-··:.·t'I;· ,~.,,~·:'. :~""-"··""''· .. :.,.;'4.or~?O.~JiAt"S..9.~~30,pj,.!jr\"'~ 
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1 A. Vienna Motor Company. 
2 Q. What did Vienna Motor Company do? 
3 A. Repair cars. 
4 Q. What did you do.for Vienna Motor Company? 
5 A. Answered the phone, talked to the people 










. ··- Q •· 
A. 
Did you handle billing? 
We had inspectioris. · · 
Did you run the cash register? 
Yes. · ·. · · 
. You've got to -..:.·. 
.Sqmetim~s .. 
13 Q. Sometimes? Okay. You did what ·needed to 
14 be done. Is that fair? 
15 A~ · Anything· I· eould. · 
16 Q. Has anyone ev.er taken your deposition 
. . . ; .·· . : ....... 
17 . before? -
• • ·.!. ': ••••• •• . . : ... '· .. .·.· \ 
18 
19 
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23 ... 
•:,•• '•' ' '\I 
A. No, sir. 
Have you ever b~e~ app~oached to become a 
.... ·· .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . • .. : . . :. .. . ... . . 
Q._ 
fact witness in ~ny·iawsuit? Has.someone ever.talked to 
you about being· a wi~ness in ·a lawsuit? 
A .. 
:_, ·.. . Q • 
'. No~ . 
. . . . . .. . 
_·Hav~ yo~ . ~v:e~ -~~t?tif i~d in c~u;-~~ .. 
·Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
· .. · ·· · 1:0521 West Drive .. ·: · 
Fai~fax, Virginia 22030 
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A. Well, I've got that all mixed up with jury 
duty. 
Q. You've served as a juror many times; 
right? 
A. In Fairfax County Court. 
Q. Is that a yes? 
A. Pardon? 
.• o·. Was that a yes I that . you serVed as a juror 
many times in Fairfax County Court? 
' . . . A •.. Yes;- sir. 
Q.: .. And·you ·don't recall if ·you've .ever 
. ac~ually testif i~d in any matter., right, gone into court 
... 
and - -
A. No, I haven't. 
Q. You have not testified?· 
A. I have not . 
. . 
. . . . 
Q .• .. H~ve you ever s~ed. anybody .or .be~n #3.Ued by 
. . ... : . •: · ... · ·:. · . 
A . 'No, sir~ 
.. . ... .. 
······. .. .···.·· .. . . .... 
. · .. ·.· .. • 
Q. . .H.as" anyone ever approached you to test.ify . 
. as an ·eXP.ert ·in· any matt~r?-
A. :. ·-say that again, pl~ase·. · 
. . . 
. ...... :. Q ... '. . ~ . -~~I? .. a~yo~.~ ... ~ve.r a~~eP. _you ,~<?. ~~st;.~_fy. 
Ani.ta: · B. Glov:er & Associates;· Ltd. 
10521 West Drive· · 
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· ...... 
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19 
because they thought you were an expert, you were really 
good at. sqmething? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you belong to any professional 
organizations? 
A. Well, ~et's see. Oakton Citizens 
Association and that's about it now. 
Q. . "Have you ever .. belonged to any profess.ional 
associations? 
... A. , I . don' t think so . . 
Q.· Do you· hold.any professiGnal licenses,. 
~e~l estate broke~? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever held any such licenses? 
·A. '"NO.· 
Q. Do you own a car? 
A. 
.. 
. ... . . 
:Yes, .. $ir. 
. . · .. 
·:· 
: .. 
·.~· : What kind of car? 
.· .... 
A. 
.. . . •: ... ... 
Chrysler .. 
..... . . .. ·. ·. . . :.·. . . . . ·.... \. • .. · 
·o. What year? 
-A. ~I 88 • 
·.o. · ·no :you drive your own car? 
. . 
.. . . . 
. .. . . 
A. 
. ;" ···'·· . Y_es; .s.~~-~·-· ... It'.~ .. ~ ~-~a~_iOJJ: ... ~-C'.lg~m:- ... . .... ·,\'•.-·· .... 
,· . 
..... 
Anita B .. · Glover &:. Asso.ciates,. Ltd~ 
···· 10521· West· Drive. · · 
. Fairfax, Virginia 220.3·0 
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1 Q. A station wagon? 
2 A. Uh-huh. 
·3 Q. So you have a Virginia driver's license? 
4 A. Yes, sir. 
5 Q. You have auto insurance? 
6 A. You better believe it, ~ur~, yes, sir. 
7 Q. Do you do your own shopping? 
. . : 
. · · .. . .. .. 
8 A. Yes, sir. 
9 Q. Do you have a personal checking account? 
10 ·.-·. A.· .Yes, sir.· . ! .. 
il Q·~ Do you have a business checking account? 
12 A. No, sir. 
.. 
13 Q. Do you pay your own bills? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
·15 .. 
···Q.· Balance ··:Your· own ·checkbook?· 
16 A. 
•' · ... : ,. . : •'\ .. ·.· .. · 
17. . o. Do you cook? . : . 
• • • • '\o I • • f: •. . ,,- . . . . • :. '• • t 
18 A. Yes, sir. 
·.=.· • • • • •·• • •••••• • • 
••• ... 1\•. ''•• • 
... . 




, ~o~-: p.~y ~o?q( . .. .... . : .... Q. :" ..... ·. ··.' ... ·• .... 
A.. 
.. : 
!"hope. . ... 
21 Q . ·.All right. Do· you cook for your son~ 
.. . :t2 
. A. Sir? . 
·.· . . ·:· . : 
.Po .. ¥9u,..cook fQr y~ur. sQn'? .. 
. ·· .. 
. .. 
· · Anita B. Glover.&: Associates, ·Ltd. 
· · ·.· · ·1os21 Wes·t Dr"ive· :·. 
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1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 Q. . What's his favorite dish? 
3 A. He doesn't fuss about much. I don't know. 
4 Q. Do you consider yourself competent to 













When was the last time you saw a doctor? 
Oh, probably eight month~ ago . 
What day is today? 
M~:mday~ 
Where are you? ·I· know some of .these 
12 .questions sound dumb, but .there's a reason for .. them, 
, . . . .. . .. 
13 believe me. 
14 A. 
15 ·o: .. 
16• A • 
. · ... 
17 . Q •. 






22 . sports? 
. . ·.· . 
.. .. 2~ .. ..A, .. · 
I think I'm in -- I'm in your office. 
Okay. Do· you live alone? · 
Yes, sir .... 
. ........ " 
Do your 0wn.laundry? 
~: . . ... . .. · .... · .. 
Yes sir. 
,. ....... I .' . •' .• · .. " • ..... 
. . .. · . .. ·. · .. · .. 
.. 




Do you. f~llow·sports? Do you 'follow any 
' .... 
Anita·B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
"i'O'S21 'Wes't Drive · · 
FairfCl:JC, Virginia 22030 
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Wait a minute. Football. 
You like football? Do you like the 
They're all right. 
They're.~11 right? 
They are all right .. 
22 
. ..... 
Not your favorite team. How about the 
·.··The ·R-edskins·, the · 4·9e:rs . · · 
·. ·Do· you like ice cream? ... ·· .. 
Some. 
. .. ·· ..... . 
Some? 
Occasionally. 
Q. O~casionally. You·don't~ like it gt night 
.. :···.· 
. befo~e. you go .to ~ed? . 
... 
.: .. ":. . .. · . . . 
•• I. A. . ... No.· . 
. . . . ·.. .. . . ... .... .. . . . . .· . 








· Do you go to church? 
Yes. 
Which.chu:r:ch? · 
. ... · ·· .. · 
. '• 
'\ ...... ·. · .. ·.· .•· .. 
. : ,,, ... . : .. . .· . . . ~. . .· :• . . . . .. · .... ..... 
'23 •: .• A .. 
. ... .. .. 
: ~ethodist·.,. .Oakton .Met.hodi,st i.·. 
Anita B.· Glover & Associates, Ltd • 
· · 10521 Wes·t· i:>ri.ve 
Fairfax,· Vi~ginia 22030. 
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Q. How long have you been a member of that 
church? 
A: Since probably 1932. 
Q. You've been there a while then? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Npw, the next series o~ questions are 
called closing questions. Some people take them as an 
. :- . ... .. 
insult. They are not intended to be insulting. They're 
intended to close off further areas of questions. And 
· you 1 ·11 understand· why I ·give y6u this· ·warning when I aslf 
yoU: the"·next question . 
· Have you ever taken the Fifth Amendment in 
• • I •" - • 
response to any question? 
A. No. 
Q·: Have you ever been charged 'with a ··crime 
.. other than a traf fie yiol~tion?. 
··.· .... 
. A;. 
.. ·Neither one· of those:.· · •• I 
.. "' ... 
. . 
..... Q • .. Now, my_ .ne~t qu_~s.tion, .. sott:te .. people make a ... 
... " 
_rn;ist~~~. ..~~ye _yo:u <?.V~~- Uf:?f!.9-. ~n.o_t~e.r na~~?..~. Np~~ I_.Jcnow. _ .. · ... 
. . . . . . . ..... 
you'.ve been married. · Did yo~·. take your husband's name? 
A. Yes·, sir.· 
. Q. . . And what was yo1:1:r; . inB;ide~ ~-ame·? .. 
.· .. A •. ; ........ -F.~A-R":"R~ I.-s.,. F'.arris .... '· ... · · .. . . . ·:.•: .... . :·· ....... . 
.. ·· · .. Anita B. ·Glover & Associat·es, L1;d. 
· · 'ios21··west Drive·. · . · 
. -Fair~4x, Virgini~ 22030 
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1 Q. Did you ever use another name besides 
2. Beckner or Farris? 
3 A. Oh, no. 
4 Q. Now, you talked to your lawyer about this 
5 deposition; right? I don't want to know what he said, 
6 but you talked to him about it; r~ght? 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
. · .. , .... .· . 
8 Q. And you know what the purpose of a 
9 deposition is; right? 
.. 10 . ·A:· Yes, sir;· . . ~· .. . ·. ·. 
.. Q. And·you din·everything you wanted· to do to 
12 .prepare. for.this deposition; right? 
' .. ..... 
13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 Q. Tell me the name of everyone you talked to 
· 1s .. · .. regarding this· deposition. · Again, I' n\ ·not· asking· you 
16 wfiat Y<?U s.ai_d. I j.us.t want _to know the. names of th.e 
..... •.•" I I·.· 
17 .. people.you talked: to. .Did . you. talk to your lawyer.? 
. . · ... ... ·· .. ·. · ........ 
- · .. 
·1a ~-.... . Yes, sir. ·.· ...... . I o t ;, ' 
. -
··.·. 
~~ ...... · .. ~~ . .. 9· . . . : P.~~ Y?~ .~a~k ... to. :~~YP<?.~Y .... e~_~e?., . : . ... 
.. " . . .. 
•. ·' 
20 A.· ·My son. 
21 Q; ~hat's Robert Becknex; right~ 
A . Uh-huh."· Arid a1~9 -~Y n.ei~??or,· which· is 
.. .. 
.· · .... ~3 . ::n~an. ?.nd wife,_ and .. bq.t;)1 .. of .... tl;u~m ~r.e .. :ininisters.: 
·. ·AD.it-a· B. Glover & Associates,. Ltd. 
·. ·· · · · 1o·s2·i west ·nrive · . · ·· .·. 
. . . Fa:triax_, . Virginia 2:2·03.0 : . 
• ·J,...:,~l ....... ~·~ ... \ .... ::. ... .:!"~· ,., .. ;::"'~~·&';,·~¥·1•:.(7Q3.) .... ~~~-30.Q~,. . ,1 
o I : ' •• • o: • • 687 
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1 Q. And what's their name? 
2 A. That's terrible. Maybe it will come to me 
3 in a minute. 
4 Q. Okay. We can wait. Now, are they your 




They are neighbors. 
They are neighbors? 
9 minister; right? 
.. . " 
They are not your 
·10 A. ···They go to the· :....-·some· other church. · . ..... 
11 
· Some other church? · Okay.· Did you look· at 
12 any documents to prepare .for ·this.deposition? 
13 A. Did I do what? 
14 Q. Look at any documents, any papers, to get 
·15- · rea:dy for ·this deposition?·· 
16 A. Yes .. 
. . 
.17 .. Q. . Which. ones did.you look at?·· 
.. 
... .. . . · ....... \ 
18 A . 
. .. . . ·:"· 
Well --
.... \.•· ..... . 
. . . •' 
19 
...... ,,. I:I~~·-~l?~Y~ .. H1~ lease? .D~.f Y~1:1 loo.~ .. ~t the 
.. 20 







oi~ you·r~o~ at.· the amendment to the 
. . ·
... '• .. 
. .• . 
ie.ase, the ee·~ond .. amentj.ment . tQ ... t.lJ.~ . lease? 
~ . . . . 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd~ 
· ·1o·s21 Weift Drive 
Fairf~x, Virgin~a 220~Q 
·*t- . ·. . . ·'':f/{'1 .fl.0:3.J -~~i~:~Qtr~.'"-
"' . . . . . .. 688 
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1 A. Yes, I did. 
2 Q. Did you look at the bill of complain.t? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did you look at any other documents 
5 besides the lease and the second amendment to the lease? 
6 ]1.. No. 
? Q. Have you ever received any awards? 
8 A. Received any what? 
9 Q. Awards. 
10 .. A. · Businesswoman 6£ · the year~·.. .. · ·. 
.:·· li'' Q. Busine.sswoman of· the· year?·· When? 
. 12 
-A. 19·69. 
13 Q. '69. Cool! From who? 
14 A. Vienna Chamber of Commerce. 
15 .... Q.' And that 'was 'fo"r' you·r work with your· 
16 
· hu~l?and? .· 
17 . A. :Yes. 
···. 
.. 18. .,Q •. On .. your. family's .. business, _.you woJ;"ked ·· ...... 
.. . 
.. l~ .. t9g.ethe~; ·. rig~t ~ . . .. : . 
. . ·~· - . . ~ 
. ·. 
20. A. Oh, yes. 




A. (I~di.cati.ng) . 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . :· 
.·· ... 
.:• ·2-3 •.·.· .. · ·.Q ... ·Mr·."· Stein is ·.your ·best· friend:.. . WelJ.., . · ·. : .. .- ..... .-,_ . 
·.:. 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, ·Ltd. 
10521 w~st Dr.ive · ... . .. 
. . .... -'Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
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1 other than your lawyer? And I want to thank you for 
2 that. 
3 A. He's my best friend. 
4 Q. Very few people talk about their lawyers 
5 as their best friend. I don't know why that is, but I 
6 think that; If? cool. 
7 A. My best friend? 
8 Q. Yes, ma'am. 
9 A. Would be - - that's terrible. I guess I 
· · -1·0 · · would say my neighbor.· · 
·11 .... Q. The . two· neighbors we a:iready ·talked . about/· 
12 the two ministers? 
...... 
13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 Q. You have to say yes, no or some other 
15 · wdrds be'siders· uh.:.nuh. The· two neighbors,· your ·two 
1.6 ~iniste~ friends? 
.. . ·.· ... · . 
. ·· ... 
·17. · .. A. . · My neighbors?· 
.. . . ·.. . :· .. 
.... ,Q: : ... . Yes.1 ~P. ~.a~.·· . . . . ..... · 
. .. A •.. 





I' tri · aski~g · yo·u -if your two'.· n~ighbors, your 
2·1 · two 'minister f ri:enas· are the. ~eople you· just describ~d t~ 
22 me as. your best"fri~nd~? 
. . . . .. . 
•. . . . . . . .. ·. 
. . ... 23.' .·.A ... ·Yeah, .. they .. could .. be,, .. sure ... , ·: . . ~. . 
.. ·. 
Anita·B. Glover & Associat~s, ~td. 
. . . "10521 We·s.t Dr~ve . . 
~· . . : Fairfax, :virginia 22-030 
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1 Q. How of ten do you talk to them? 
2 A. .Every day. 
3 Q. If you remember their name, I want you to 








Willetts? Okay. Do you have any other 
9 friends that you talk to regularly? 





11· Q. carlata: Atkinson?°· 












.. .23,.: . ; 
... 
Q. Okay. Who is she? 
A . She's just another person; and Elfajean 
. Smith. 
. Q ~ . I' ITI ~orry .· .. W!lat .. was ·the ·~irst nam~~ 
. .. ·.:. • • • • y • • • • 
. .. ·· .. 
A. · E-L-F-·A .. J-·E·-A-N· . 
. :·.·· .. . ... : .. 
..... Q .. I . haQ. seyeral. of t.he letters _righ~ ... : 




A . .. , ~vel:Yn ·saalamon. 
Wh0.'? .. .",. .. ······ ., . ~··· . ; . . . . 
· · Anit~ ·a~ Glover· & Associates;:~~~:.· 
1os21 West.Drive· 
Fairfax,. vi:c:gin.i:a 22 03 o 
~r;~·:i;· ..... • .: ... • ..... ~. •• ·, ;, .... (~.P3).= .S·S~73-0P:4.": · . · .. ~ 691 
. :· .. 
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1 A. Evelyn Saalamon, S-A-A-L-A-M-0-N. 
2 Q. Anyone else? 
3 A. Yeah, there's 
4 Q. People you talk to regularly, ma'am, is 
s what I'm asking about. 
6 A. That's it, pretty much. 
7 Q. Carlata Atkinson, where do you see her? 
8 A. 
9 Q. Yes, ma'am. 
·10 A. · In Oakton. · . 
.· · 11 Q. · · ·She l.ives in Oakton~ and do you see her·--











. .. ·. 
.. .. 
see on purpose~ or is she someone that's a member of a 
group that you're also a member of? 
A. ·She·' s ·just been· a ·person· I"'ve known since· 
in the early SO's. 
.. ·· 
....... 
. .. . . 
. .. Q .. . ·.And you talk. to . her . once a. week.? 
. .. · .. 
. · .... • . . ... . . ... 
A. About .. 
.. 
·' .• .. 
Q . 
··:· .· .. . . 
~d Elfajean Smi~h?. . .. . . · · 
• •• • .... • •• • • • • : • .I• • •• ..• •• ~.. • •••••• : • •• • • • :· • • ••••• 
she.lives in ---ori'"Hunter Mill.Road, A.·. 
.· ..... 
Oakt9n. . ... 
. And ·you · ~.a~k . to he.!: regular!y, too? 
... 
. . . .. : 
.:A .. . J~:t:etty rc_tµch ~ .. ;.: ·: · 
' . . . . . ~ ···;.······ 
. . · 
. : ~· . 
Ani-ta .B·. Glover·&: Associates~. Ltd •. 
1os21·weat·nr±ve · · 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
. ··ttQ.~).: ... ~.~,~:~i.P:o~ -~~- .: ... ·r;. ,~~--.·: , .. :1'~- ': :·+·.~~~:-··:. ·.··.·' 692 
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1 Q. And Evelyn Saalamon, where does she live? 
2 A. Fairfax. 
3 Q. In Fairfax? And you talk to her 
4 regularly? 
5 A. Well, maybe say once a week or twice a 
6 week. 
7 Q. But you talk to her less than the other 
8 . ' 
9 A. She ' s busy. 
10· 
. 11 · .. ·Q .... She's busy?. · ·Okay. ··Now:,· yoli· know· .. that you 
.12 filed suit against Friendly: Ice Cream Corporat;.ion, 
.. 
13 FriendCo Restaurants, and DavCo; right? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
15· 
··Q. And you understand that that suit is· begun· 
16 by filing what's called a bill of compl.ain~_; right? 
. . . . 
. . . . ·.·: : .. 
... 17. . A • ·. . I didn '. t understand .. that.. . · ... 
. ·, 
Q_ • A~l r.ight. . L~t. -~.~ ·~j1o~_ yo}.! __ ~h~~· we've _got 
. . . .. . . ... •. .. . . . . .. . . . .. 
. here. 
.. . ... : ... . .~ . : ... . . 
. .... • .".!.'• : •• : .... . ..... : . ·. . .·. :. 
.... 
.. . 
. ~:. .. . 
·20-
•. . .. ··· 
Mark this·· as Nu~er ·#i, .. · .. MR. HARRISON: 
21 plea~e. · . 
. _·22 .. ·.· (The document .referred to above as B .. eec::kner .. 
.. . . . . . . . .. . . . "" . . .. . . . 
~~· . ._. Oep~sit'i·o~ ~~;h:~b~t. Nl:\~~r .. #1_ was .. ~a.r~.~d ~C?;r: .id~P:t:i.f~9.~t;.~c;>n. ) .. -: ... ·:· 
Anita B. Glover & Associat-es;·. Ltd. 
· 1os2·1 West Driv'e 
~airfax~ Vi~ginia 22030 
. ·~.·~~~~!-.\~.~~-~,)_ :~+.~.9~·~.?.~~~.. . . 













BY MR. HARRISON: 
Q. The court reporter is passing you a. 
document that's been marked as Deposition Exhibit Number 
#1. I ask you if you recognize that document. 
It is a bad copy, but it's the best I could do. 
Do you recogn~ze th~s do.cument? Have you. 
ever seen this document before, ma'am? That's the 
lawsuit 'that' yoti"fiied against' Friendly Ice· Cream,· 
FriendCo, and DavCo? 
. •. ·±0- ··.·MR. ·STEIN:· Excuse ·me. ·I'm going· to· 
. · .. 
· ·11 · object -to the ·leading· nature of the que~tion. It · 
.12 _appe9-:r:s, in .an att.empt to sol.ici.t. an an~wer, yqu are , 
. .. . . 
·: 
13 indeed providing the answer. 
14 MR. HARRISON: Okay, good. I am allowed 
· ·1s · to l·ead.· She'·s an ·opposition witness. 
BY MR~ HARRISON: 
. ..... :. . . . 
•'. 
. ..... 
-: ' .17. . . Q .• MCll' am, .. this is the .lawsuit 1;'..hat you. ~iled~ 
0 • • • • • ~ • +•" o+' • 0 • • • I ' '" •o 
18 Do you recogniz-e. it? Have you ever seen it before? · 
•.. .• o o I • • ~ • o o o • I o ·~ • o o ... • o + o o •o' + o • 0' • o • +• •" 0 • e ... 'll • ·~ • ... - 0 o o o 0 o o • 
19. A.· I think so. 
·...:· ... :··· .. ·.· ! .. • ·. . •• • ~ • . . ••. ..·· 
... . •:, .. 
. . ~ 
. ... 
:7i-"Y. -~··•: •••.. , 





• ~. · •.. ·•"f-.;. 
'Q •. ... Y(;>µ thirtk so?. 
A.·· .· Uh-huh~ 
Have you· e·vei; ·read. 'it~ 
. Q)l_, .. y.~s. ~- , . 
····· ··: , ... · .. .. ; ...... 
· ... 
Anita B .• Glover & Associates·, Ltd . 
·~ ··. 10521 we·st Drive · .. · . •. •.l • 
Fairfax, Virginia 22 0·3 o 
. ~·- ............ 1 .,,.-.· 1;".~7.031 .. , .. ?.~.;L:""~Q.O.~ ~··f· 
. . . . . 
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1 Q. It might look a little different because 
2 it came off of a fax machine. 
3 A. Right .. 
4 Q. So it probably was a cleaner copy. You do 
5 recognize that document; right, Deposition Exhibit Number 
6 #1 .. 
7 A. (No response. ) 
8 Q. You do recognize that document; right? 
9 A. Yes, I do. 
10' .. Q. ·· 'Now-,· did· you participat·e in drafting this"· 
.. 1:1 document? 
12 A. .No, sir. 
13 Q. Did you provide the information that went 
14 into this document? 
1s· . . ·. . A. Some· of it~ .. yes;. ·sir ... . '. 
16 
· Q. . . Now,. did y~u read the document. Well, 
. · .. · 
.. 17 
.. strike. that .. 
.. . •. •• •. "• I •.• • .-. .. ·.·: . ··• • • • •.,.• • • • • • .- .... r :. 
.. 18 . .............. :. .. . .. . . .. Le.t.~ s g9. qv~.r .. t:o. this P~9.~.,. ~h:i.cJ:,. .. is .... on~., .... : .. .. 




t~~':· th~ee.' . . ~p~~·, :fj.v.e; ... ~ix_, .... ~~v.~11 .. pa.g~~- in.·.·. 'I'.he:~~~-~. a 
. • .. · . ... . . . .. . •'\•. 
sig~~t~~e line .which. I·~ m pointing" out. Is tti~t- 'your 
..... ':. ...... . 
21 signature·,. ·ma' am·, a ~opy of your signature? 
22 
.· .. A. 
' 
.. · .... 
'-•••' 
... 23 .·o·~· . . And .. you: .. signed. -"tha.t. ·.document:; ... ri.ght ?· :. \" .,, : .... 
""· 
Anita B. Glover & Associates,· ·Ltd.·" 
~· . · 1os2·1 wes.t brive · 
Fairfax,. Vi~ginia 22.Q30 
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1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 Q. Before you signed it, did you read the 
3 document? 
4 A. This doesn't look right, this part right 
5 here. 
6 Q. Okay. The wherefore, your movement, pray 
7 these respondents be temporary enjoined, you don't recall 
8 that; is that right'? 
9 A. That's right. 
. 10. ..o .. Other than·that, let.' .. s .. start. fr0m page· 
.. ,1.1 one., the first p~ge; do-. you .. remember page· one?· · 
12 f>..!. . Yes, ~i.r. 
... . . . 
13 Q. Now let's go over to page two. Do you 
14 remember page two of Exhibit 1? 
. 15 (Pause.) 
16 A. lt looks like most of· this here or all of 
..... 
. 17 i~ i~ true ... 
18 Q. 
. •. . .. ... . . . . ,,.·· .. . . 
That wasn't what I asked you, ·ma'am .. I 
.. . . . .. ·. . . . . ... . .... · .... · 
19 
· ..... ·. 
asked ·you if. you remembered.. ·r~adi~SJ page t~o. · 'De:>. yo~.·. 
. .. . :. . ... .. . .. . . ... . .. . . .. "· . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .:. · . . ·... ~: .. · .. 
remembe.r page. t~o? ·. ·· 
·20 
21 . A. . Uh-huh. 
... 22 .. Q. 
...... . ... 
23 : ... PC!-ge '.thr~e! . 
. .... -... ~ ... 
... 
• :·. . ..... •·· "'! .... . ·,·.~ .. 
Anita. B·. Glover· & Associ~tes, Ltd •. 
10'521 ·West or·ive· · - · · 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
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1 (Pause.} 
2 A. I don't remember Mr. Hammer. 
3 Q. You don't remember the paragraph about Mr. 
4 Hammer contained on page three? 
5 A. Yes, that's right. 
6 Q. Let's go ov~~ to. page four. I ask y~u if 
7 you remember that page, ma'am. 
8 .. · (P~use.) 
9 A. Twenty-six, it says Mr. Hammer and then 
io· Mr~ Christofferson. 
1·1 · Q.. . Yes I ma I am. 
12 A. . I can'. t say they were ter.mina ted .. 
13 Q. You· can't say they were not terminated or 
14 they were terminated? 
I A. 
··I can't ·say 'they were.· -
16 Q . You. can.' t s~Y. .th~y were?. O~aY.·. 
. · · .. ··. · .... ; . . .- . 
. ·17 .. A.. ... Well, they .fin.ished· their .j.ob, .. ~ guess. is .. 
· ...... · : . ... . . · .. · • .. · . . · ..... . · .
. . l8 
·. 
.... · .. · ... 
.. . .. • .. ,• 
19 
.. . .. . . .Q.. .. . . ~9,. ~1J.at:X.P'::1:'.;r;~ ~ay,~ng. :i;s. th~t:. ~r .•. H~~~e·~ ..... 
20. and Mr. Christoffer~6ri. fi~ished an~ ~~ey. no :l~ng~~· ~~rk~d. 
21 for you;, 'i·s that right? 
: 22. A.."· Correct . 
. ·· ..... 
. . 23: .. ~Q ... · · .... "., "We .. '.re:. go.i.ng; to :.come ba.ck ... to that.: .in .. just. a 
: .·. 
Anita. B •· Glover &: · As·socia.tes, Ltd. 
· · · · lOS2i West .. Dri"ve ··.· 
Fairfax,· .virglnia 22030 
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1 little while. But first I just want you to tell me if 
2 you remember that page, which is page one, two, three, 
3 four. Do you remember page. four, reading page four? 
4 A. Which one is that? 
5 Q. That's the one right in front of you, 
6 ma' am, the one you just read .. 
7 A. Oh. Twenty-eight I don't remember. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. I don't remember anything about Mr. 
1-0 ·. Hammer.: · 
11 Q . Okay. Let's·go·bver to page five. Do ydu 
. 12 remember page fiv:e? .. 
13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 Q. Let's go over to page six. That would be 
·· · 1·s the. Orie;. CQUh·t· two I it" IS sort Of' Up ·towards •the. top of · .... 
16 . page six .. 
·:-. ··.· ... . ... · ... 
17 A. · Pag.e .six?· 
. ·.· . · . 
18' 
\' . Q .•.. . 'rJ;1.~,t ' s.. ;i. t .· ;r:_ight;: · the:i;e . .· po .. y.ou. ~~IB.~ml?~r. 
• . • • • •'"'• • • • • :• ·. • .. · 
: ..... 1.9. 
20 
..... · ' 
(Pause:) 
A ... 
.some· of it~ ·. 
Q. ..· H~w about page: seven? . ~'?· ym(remetnbe·r· · 
. ·. . . 
.. .. . . .. 
2.3 
. -.· .... • 1,,.· 
·Anit~ B:· Glover &·Associates, Ltd.· 
·.· · ·· · · i-os21 west· Drive· ·· ·: 
. .Fairfax,· Virginia 22030 
•• '" ... ~. •• • .1· •• ••• •• -~· :~<~ Q3.): :-i5~J.~3'()Q4 .. 
. . : . . . 
. . .. 
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1 (Pause.) 
2 A. Well, Mrs. Hughes was at my house several 
3 times. 
4 Q. My question is,· ma'am, do you remember 
5 reading page seven before you signed the complaint? 
6 That's th~ ~age you have rig~t in front of. you, the one 
7 that starts at the top, count four, rescission, undue 
8 inf°l ueiice ~ ··overreaching·. 
9 (Pause.) 
. ·10. 
. ·A. ·. ·. 
.·I donJ t remember ·that. =." · · 
Q.·· You don't remember that page? 
12. A .. No. 
13 Q. And the last page, you've already said you 
14 don't remember the wherefor paragraph. That's the one 
· 15 · ·where you· signed·. it: · Do you· reme_mber ~nything else about 
16 tha~ page?. Or a~tua~ly I should say it ~he other way . 
: . " . . . . . . ; .. . . . ... ·.. .. : 
17 I.&? tl)e~e .anything else. about.· tnat page tb,at. you do not . 
....... . ·. 
.. ·· ..... · . . ... ~. · . · .... : .. 
18 !.~.m~~~.~, .tp.e .~.~~t. p~ge .. wh~r.e. you ~nd ?1r. St7~~ .• s.ig~ed .... 
. ~ . .... : 
.. 
19 
.. , . 
l.t? 
• • ••"I,;. ..... · . ·.· ..... 
, .. · .· 
20 Oh, okay. Thank· yoti ~ · . .. 
MR. STEIN:· Yo-µ'·re welcome··. 
22 .. ·{Pau~e.) · ·· · . 
. . 
;. . .. .. ...... 
.. •;,: '· ..•. · ... •, .·· .. THE; .. W;l:'rN;E.SS: ... l; .. def~n~tely .. ~ign~'4:.tl:liS:~:··· .... · .·.·. :·,•.)' 
Anita· B. Glover & Associates,. Ltd.· 
... · · 1052i""West Dri've· · · 
.... · .... 
. Fairfa·x·, Vi~ginia;l 22030 · 
·:. : ... ~ •.. : ..... ';·.: .=. .':"if"··.:_..t.· .. <i..o~>. : ~~~;~::-~09~ :of-
. . . . .. · . . .. 
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MR. HARRISON: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: But that part of it I don't 
remember. 
BY MR. HARRISON: 
Q. And the part you don't remember is just 
the wherefor par~grap~ or any of the rest of it, too? 
A. No. Sixty-five. 
Q. You "<:ion; t remember .. paragraph 6°S? 
A. No, not this page. 
Q. · ·You· don't ·remember that· ·page except for 
your ·signature; · :You do remember s·igning that;- :right?· 
A. . . Sure, yes. · 
. . . 
. ~. 
Q. Now, ma'am, before you signed that 
originally, did you satisfy yourself that everything that 
the· ·ao·cument ··said was· true? · · · 
A. No. 
. \. . . . . -~. -
. Q •. ·. . .. I?id. you read. cq;-e~ully each parag~aph o.f 
., 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
the complaint befor~ yo~ signed it? · 
. . ... .. ·' . -· . . .. . . . ·. . - - . •' . 
. ..... . 
. . · .. A.. Ye.s, I° .i;ead each one; b~t sometimes to ~e .. 
·. . . . . •. ·. . . . . : . . ·. . . . •. . ' ~. . ,. . .... : . . . . . • ·. . . .. . .. ! ": . . .··. . . . .• : . . . . . . ... . . .. . ' .... : 
it ~~s. kind of· mixed. tip .. · · · 
.· . Q. ~ow, you always read- a doeumen4 before you 
sign.·. it;_ . i·sn' t that true? . . .... 
• <I ..... I <I 
.. : ... /\:" 
.... 
-··<I I t -
.... 
. . .. . ·•. ~ . . : · .. ·. -.. 
Anita B. Glover-&·Associates, Ltd:. 
· ··· · ·· ·· · · 10521 ··west .. Drive · - .- ···· · ·' · 
Fairfax, Virginia .22030 
.··.~·-· ~· ·: ~<-··:. ~~- ~,: .< .. ~ · ... ·:· .,·~7-~~{>.· ... 5~~)i,~00l. ' 
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1 Q. You're a careful businesswoman; right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And in fact you've taught younger wo·men 
4 coming up to do that; right, that they should read things 
5 before they sign them? Is that right? 
6 A. I guess it is, I'm s~re. 
7 Q. Now, is your physical health generally 
8 good? 
9 A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q:. Now·;· the complaint· ·in para:gr-aph two ·says · · 
1·1 that· ·since· the death of your husband· you've become more . ·· 
12. forgetful. Are we ta-lking about .forg~tful in the sense .. 
13 that you can't ever remember, or forgetful in the sense 
14 that you need to be reminded and then you do remember? 
. . 1s·· 
·A . No, .. no, .. no:· ·Just ~that· you'd ·start·· · 
. 16 .. . up.stairs to S~.t s<?mething, or you would _go .. to the · 











. ·:.:· .. -· · ... : .2.~ . 
~ . 
.. ·'• ...... 
.. 
ref rigera.tor.· . . ·.· ..... · .. 
0 I OH o• o •' • 
. Q._ ' . .. ~e. c;::a_l_l . tl).qs_e. ~ · ~.eriior tl!O,~ent; .. i,:i my )19.u~~ _. 
. _ ~· ..... _Tha~'.~ .. ~ 9<?od n~111e .... 
· .. ···.: 
Q. ·- You like that· name? 
: .. · .. 
. . 
Okay. · Have you 
become co~fuse~ since yo~r hus~and died,· do you think? 
A. 
. ~ .. 
.. ·. Q. ~ 
·. . ·: :· .. .;. : ·. ·. ' :-.•. ~ . . 
·Not :... : rio, . n9t co.n.fused. · · 
. .. . . . . . 
. . . ... . .. . . . .. . . . ... . -.... 
. so. ·th~ .. st:at.ement .in the.~ .. complaint .... where. ·it .. 
Anita. B .. ·. Giover &··As·sociates, 
. ~ . · 10521 We'st. Drlve ... 
-~ Fairfax,· Virginia 2.2030 
........ '.. . . ·.·. <·70~J: .. ~$)...-3.0Q4 .. 
.. " .. 
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1 says that confusion sets in, that's not true; is that 
2 right? 
3 A. Well, sometimes I get confused, like 
4 making a cake, did I put in the baking powder and this 
5 and that. 
6 Q. .okay. 
7 A. And, yeah, sometimes, sure. 
. . . 
8 Q. Sometimes? 
9 A. Who doesn't? 
·10 Q; Does· ±t happen'· far more rea~:lily and more •"' .. · .. 
· 11· ·frequently than when you were a yotinger·woman? 
12 .A. What did you say? 
. . 
13 Q. I said do you become confused far more 
14 readily and more frequently than when you were a younger 
· 15 · · woman? · 
· ... · 
16 A. Op, a .. little b.it ~ yes .. 
.. . . . . ··. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 
: 17 
·Q.. .A .little bit? . A .little bit, not far. more; ·. · ... 
. . . : ~ · .. .... . 
·· .. 
... l~ i.s .. tl:~at fair? ~ ' • ' • I • • •.•' 
. :· .. . 
.. . · 
~.·.... . . ~~~t.' ~. ~~i:r :: ~ ·: .. 
. ·• . 
.... . . .. .. 
..:_· . 
.. ·20 Q. ""Now, do· you b~lieve that the f~ir.market 
·21 value ·for your property. is a rental of approximately 
...... 
.. . . 
.... ·. ,, .... . . : ' 
.. .· .. • .... 
.. 
.. 
""··:· •:. , ._, "2.3., ,. 10 ., :,. ... ·.A .•. ." ... · .. : .No •. .I don't . ag+.ee . ' .that .J.t. ,. ~ ~t.hat high .... 
· ... 
·.. . .... 
·Anita B. Glover &·Associates,·Lta. 
· ·· ·· · 1os21 west:· Drive··· · 
~air~ax, Vi~gini~ 22030 
·· .. ~(7-03J.·. 59.1-3004 .• . . 
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1 Q. What's the fair market rental value for 
2 your property? 
3 A. Now, are you speaking of what the property 
4 that I own 
5 Q. The FriendCo property, ma'am, the property 
6 that the Friend~y' s is on. How much would that re~t; for 
7 in an open market? 
8 A. Oh, rent? 
9 Q. Yes, ma'am . 
10 .. .. A •... It should" get at·· 1east J:2, ooo ·a: month. . . .. . .. 
11 Q. 12, 0-00 a mo·nth·. 
12 A. -At -least.· 
13 Q. At least? Okay. Do you understand 
14 there's a long-term lease on the property, though; right? 
15" A. ·Yes,·· sir. · · 
16 Q. Now, d~ yo~ kno~ $and~~ Hughes?. 
: 
.. : ~ . . ... . • .. :: .... 
1-7 .. A. Yes,· sir.··. · · · · · ... 
.. .. . . . . . . . . .· . : -· ........ . 
.. :i,a 
.Q .... · , . 09 .you .. re.~qgt?-.i.~~ M:;; .... H':\g~e~ .. ~n . t.,ll:is J;Qor:n? ... 
. . 
: ~:9. ... 
. . 
, -. A_. .. . . . ... . 'f e:s. . ..... . 
. ........ . 
20 Q. · N·ow, · ha·s Mr. Stein· told you· that he·., s · 
21 · filed a· complaint with· the Virginia Bar against· ·M_s. 
. 22 
.. I:Iughe~? .. . . 
..... ' ...... . 
23 . . " .. ;·:·:.A:. 
. . 
. · .. "' .. . . ':: .:· ~-· "".: ,,..,, 
. : ··'· 
. " .. . .... 
~Yeah, . ciidn~.t yc:,lu.'? .... · .... · ... . .. ·. 
Anita B. Glover &: Associates·, ·Lt~ •. 
· · · · · · ·fos2·1 ·west Drive ··· 
· . Fairfax,· Virginia .22030 
:-~-...-~. ;,-4'* .. ~' (1.(),3f .591".:-l.004. ,'. 
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1 MR. STEIN: I can't answer for you here. 
2 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. 
3 BY MR. HARRISON: 
4 Q. You have to answer for yourself. 
s A. I'm sorry. 
6 Q. Has Mr. Stein told you that he's filed a 
7 complaint with the Virginia Bar against Ms. Hughes? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Has he told you that the basis of that 
10 ... ·· .. compJ:aint is ·what . you've· tol~ him? ... 
11· A. · Yes, ·sir. 
1.2 Q. 
. .Has. he .. told. you that you' re going to have 
13 to testify if that complaint goes forward? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
. ··15 . ... Q· • Do you· talk about business. with· your son? 
16 A. Yes, sir. 
. .. 
. . . ,., ·. .. • t •• 
. . Q •. Does .your son .c;:ontrol yoµr .. bus~n~ss · . 
.·· ..... ·: . ... · . ·... . •:·. 
18 ~ecisions? 
: ..• . ' r • •. • :' . ·.· .. 
19 A. · ·. cont.r~i it\1 · · ·. · 
.. 
. · ... :. 
. . · . .. ' . . .. . . 
Q. Yes, ma~am. o "o o o I 
21 A. No . 
.. Q. 
·Do 'Y~.µ make· your ·busine·ss d~·c.i~ioni~i, · o'r · ·· 
. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. 
• •! •, I •• 
~~. .. ..4<?~~ .·he.? :·~ ....... :: . : .· .·· · 
. . - . · ... 
. :·. 
·. ·· ... 
·.Anita B. GlG>ver &: Associates; Ltd. 
· 10521 we·se Dr:i:v-e · ·" · 
Fairfax·; "Virginia 22030 .. 
. . . .. 
. . " ..... 
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1 A. Well, we work together. 
2 Q. 
.And if you disagree about your business, 
3 who has the final word, you or him? 
4 A. That's a good one. We agree. 
5 Q. Okay. Do you always follow his advice? 
6 A. Not always. 
7 Q. Do you talk to your son of ten about 
8 business? 
9 A. Quite a bit. 
10 . Q. Does your· son complain about· the way 
11 ·you·' ve managed your· ·affairs? .... 
. 12 A. .No, no, sir .. 
.·. 
13 Q. He's never complained to you? 
14 A. He might sometimes, but not very often. 
. . 
. ·15 
·· .. You -sold. a Mobil ·station a few years ··ago; 
16 righ~? 
.. · . 
• ..... ,. · . .. ·. 
17 
·A. .. · Right .. .. ' . . ... . .. ·· · . 
.... . 
. . . ... .·· .. ··' . ··.· .. , .... 
. : ... • .. ;L.8. . 
.. \" .· . . .. Q • , .. Xo:µ. s914 ... i.~ fQr 1. 2 m~l.l~oi:i? 
. ·. =· .• 
19 
. ·:'· ... .. . A .. . Coz;r~c.t . 
·' .. .. ~·. 
.. .· 
20 Q .. To Mobil; ·right? 
21 A. ·Yes·, sfr. 
22 Q. )?.td ytjur ·son want t.o s'ell i.t. to· 9rowp.? 
•. .., ,, ·-·. . . 
• j .... ••• • •• ·~ 
. : ..... -. ·~.· .. :A • . s· ? .. ... ... : 1.r ....... •'. ···.· ..... . . .· ~. . ..... ·. .. . . ·. ,. . .. .... 
· ...... . ..... . 
Anita.B.·.Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
·· 1os21 we.st ·nrive · .. · · 
Fairfax~ V.irgitila 22030 
.. · :: ·.'.·C1:0~) .s:9·li.~:~OQ4.":., 
o e • 0 I 705 
.· .,.; .. 
.. 






























Q. Did your son want to sell the station to 
Crown Oil Company? 
A. No, it wasn't Crown. 
Q. It was somebody else. 
A. It was Mobil. 
Q .. I.t was Mobil? . Ok~y. Do~s you~ son try 
and tell you what to do? 
... 
A. Sometimes. That's normal. 
Q. Does your son consider you competent to 
manage yo"ur· af·f airs? 
A'. What did you say? · 
Q. Does your son consider that you'· re all 
right to manage your own affairs? 
. . · 
. . .. .. . . 
. . 
. ..... 
A. Sometimes, one out of ten. 
· Q. Db"es your sbrt · etrer · yell at yqu? 
A. What? 
.. ·.· .. .. · . 
Q. Ever yell at-yo~? 
.. A •... 
.. . . .. .... 
Nq • 
... ·''. 
~R ... HAID.U.SON: ..... Qid .I QOPY. tJ1e 12-26 . 




BY MR~.· HARRISON: 
Q . . . Would yo~' ~oak ~. l~ok ~ye~ I .ma.' ajn", . to : 
... 
...... · .. . . . 
.· ... 
23.... . .Comp.l.ain~~t' s ·Exh;.i.bit. 2. attached .to. "t~ .. complaint? .... Thai:·.·· 
··:- • ...... ·>!.'" • ·;.) . .. "'J •• n.· •, • ··:. •. : 
~ita B. ·Glover & Associates, Lt·d.-
. · :tos2i ·west: I>;rive · · 
Fairfax,. Vi+gini~ 22030 
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would be Exhibit 2 attached to Deposition Exhibit Number 
#1, for the record .. 
.. 
' 
Do you recall that letter, ma'am? 
A. Part of it looks -- part of it I do and 
part I don't. 
Q. was that the first time you ever heard of 
Sandy Hughes? 
A. The first time? 
Q. Yes, ma'am. If you look over, you'll see 
·she sigried the letter. 
. A ... Det:ember the 26th, ·two· of -- I know· that 
·. doesn '.t sound right, December the .. 2.6th .. 
. ·.··. 
Q. You might have heard of her before then, 
you think? 
A. ·· The Friendly' s. ·is ·what· I 
Q. Now, you do r~.~all that. at som.e point 
. . ... 
.. ·'·.: .· .·. ; . :· .. 
Friendly' s. want.ed. tG .assign the lease to. Riggs. Bank; 





~. . .. 
. .. ·.··· -.. ..·.· .. 
. .. I he?-:i;d it,. yes~.:. .·. . . 
.. . ..... · . . .... 
. : ... ·. ... .. 
....... . 
N~~ f .• .did. you talk with Fr"ien:dly' s about 
. . .. 
.. 
No. 
. .. . . ..... . 
.· 
. .. 
-· ...... Q .• : ........ Do.,.yQU. r¢Jtt¢ml;:l.~:i;-... a .pe:i;s~on .n~med· .. Paul :.Ki.np.ey. 
• .. • #,. 
An·ita B. Glover· & Associate·s·, Ltd. · 
· ·· ·· · ·1os2'1·· West. Drive'· . 
.. 
• !••;'.• • Pb.,. • 
. . . 
. . Fair~ax, Virgi~ia .2.2030· 




























Q. You did talk to Mr. Kinney; right? 
A. At some time I have. I remember the name. 
Q. And you called Mr. Kinney to talk to him 
about the Friendly's assignment to Riggs; didn't you? 
A. Where is he located? 
Q. He's with Friendly's and he's in 
Massachusetts. It's a long-distance call, ma'am. 
A. What is his name? 
Q. Paul Kinney. 
A. I can't say I remember much about that. 
Q. You did call -- you do remember talking to 
him; right? 
A. No, I'm sorry I don't. 




A. Well, maybe it just didn't interest me. 
Q. Okay. would you take a look at the 
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